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Abstract

This thesis presents the results of experimental and theoretical investigation of the effects 

of surface plasmon resonance on random laser systems. A numerical model is developed 

using the Finite Difference Time Domain algorithm to investigate the role of scattering 

from novel particles in a random laser system. Simulated results support the case for 

optical gain enhancement caused by surface plasmon resonance in silver nanoparticles. 

Several random laser devices are constructed and tested from the suspension of both 

silver and alumina nanoparticles in a laser dye. The use of silver scattering particles 

reduces the minimum spectral emission linewidth the input energy fluence threshold for 

lasing when compared to a random laser with alumina scattering particles. Random 

lasers are also constructed from the solid suspension of silver and alumina scattering 

nanoparticles in a solid photoresist. It is determined that the use of surface plasmon 

enhancement of local optical gain enables the construction of random lasers with superior 

performance to conventional random lasers with dielectric scatterers.
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of random lasing using an SU- 8  based scattering matrix. Pump light is 
coupled into the SU- 8  + Rhodamine 6 G layer. Edge emitted light is 
coupled into an Ocean Optics fiber spectrometer.

Figure 5.2 - The measured absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength 
for Rhodamine 6 G dye dissolved in SU- 8  at a concentration of 4.2 x 10' 3 

mol/L.

Figure 5.3 - Emission spectra from Rhodamine 6 G dissolved in SU- 8  at a 
concentration of 4.2 x 10' 3 mol/L (a) The broadband fluorescence 
spectrum having a FWHM linewidth of 35 nm obtained from the sample 
when pumped at F  = 7.6 mJ/cm2. (b) The emission spectrum for the 
sample pumped at F  = 114 mJ/cm2, having a linewidth of 18.3 nm.

Figure 5.4 - Emission spectra from Rhodamine 6 G dissolved in SU- 8  with 
ALO3 nanoparticles at £ ~ 200 pm. (a) The broadband fluorescence 
spectrum having a FWHM linewidth of 32 nm obtained from the sample 
when pumped at F  -  7.6 mJ/cm2. (b) The emission spectrum for the 
sample pumped at F  = 53 mJ/cm2, having a linewidth of 15 nm. This 
spectrum indicates the onset of random lasing from the device, (c) The 
measured emission spectrum at F = 114 mJ/cm2, having a linewidth of
6.7 nm, indicating random lasing.

Figure 5.5 - Emission spectra from Rhodamine 6 G dissolved in SU- 8  with Ag 
nanoparticles at £ = 200 pm. (a) The broadband fluorescence spectrum 
having a FWHM linewidth of 40 nm from the sample pumped at F -  15 
mJ/cm2. (b) The emitted spectrum for the sample pumped at F -  53 
mJ/cm2, having a linewidth of 9.9 nm. (c) The measured emission 
spectrum at F = 114 mJ/cm2, with a linewidth of 6  nm, indicating 
random lasing.

Figure 5.6 -  Emission spectra from Rhodamine 6 G dissolved in SU- 8  with Ag 
nanoparticles at £ = 1000 pm. (a) The broadband fluorescence 
spectrum having a FWHM linewidth of 36 nm from the sample pumped 
at F  = 7.6 mJ/cm2. (b) The emitted spectrum for the sample pumped at
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F  -  53 mJ/cm2, having a linewidth of 30 nm. This indicates that the 
random gain media is still below the lasing threshold, (c) The measured 
emission spectrum at F = 114 mJ/cm2, indicating random lasing with a 
linewidth of 8 . 8  nm. 171

Figure 5.7 -  The FWHM linewidth variation as a function of F  from F  -  1.6 
mJ/cm2 to F  = 114 mJ/cm2 for random gain media in SU- 8  without any 
scatterers (♦ ), with AI2O3 scatterers at t  -  200 pm (■), and with Ag 
scatterers at £ = 200 pm (•) and 1000 pm (A) .  173

Figure 5.8 - The relative peak intensity variation as a function of F  from 7.6 
mJ/cm2 to 114 mJ/cm2 for random gain media in SU- 8  without any 
scatterers (♦), with A I 2 O 3  scatterers at £ = 200 pm (■), and with Ag 
scatterers at both t  -  200 pm (•) and 1000 pm (A) .  175

Figure 5.9 - Emission spectra from Rhodamine 6 G dissolved in SU- 8  at a
concentration of 4.2 x 10‘3 mol/L. A cylindrical lens focuses the pump 
spot to a line 1 mm wide and 8  mm long, (a) The narrowband spectrum 
having a FWHM linewidth of 7 nm obtained from the sample when 
pumped at F -  0.7 mJ/cm2. (b) The emission spectrum for the sample 
pumped at F  = 11.1 mJ/cm2, having a linewidth of 5.3 nm. 177

Figure 5.10 -  The emission spectra from Rhodamine 6 G dissolved in SU- 8  with 
A I 2 O 3  nanoparticles at t  = 200 pm. (a) The broadband fluorescence 
spectrum having a FWHM linewidth of 32 nm obtained from the sample 
when pumped at F  = 0.7 mJ/cm2. (b) The emission spectrum for the 
sample pumped at F  = 6.7 mJ/cm2. The linewidth at this pump fluence 
is 8  nm. 179

Figure 5.11 - Emission spectra obtained from Rhodamine 6 G dissolved in SU- 8  

with Ag nanoparticles at I  = 200 pm. (a) The narrowband emission 
spectrum with a FWHM linewidth of 6  nm from the sample pumped at F  
= 0.7 mJ/cm2. (b) The emission spectrum for the sample pumped at F  =
11.1 mJ/cm2, having a linewidth of 6  nm. Random lasing occurs at all 
studied input fluences. 181

Figure 5.12 - Emission spectra from Rhodamine 6 G dissolved in SU- 8  with Ag 
nanoparticles at i  -  1000 pm. (a) The broadband fluorescence 
spectrum having a FWHM linewidth of 32 nm from the sample pumped 
at F  -  0.7 mJ/cm2. (b) The emitted spectrum for the sample pumped at 
F=  2.2 mJ/cm2, having a linewidth of 6  nm. 183

Figure 5.13 -  Input pump energy fluence threshold graphed as a function of the 
length of the excitation line. The width of the excitation line is 1 mm in 
all cases. Each symbol represents a gain media with A I 2 O 3  scatterers at
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t  -  200 |im (■), with Ag scatterers at both t  -  200 pm (•)  and 1000 
fim (A ) ,  and without any scattering particles (♦).

Figure 5.14 -  Peak output intensity as a function of the length of the excitation 
line. The width of the excitation line is 1 mm in all cases. Each symbol 
represents a gain media with AI2O3 scatterers at i  -  2 0 0  pm (■), with 
Ag scatterers at both £ = 200 pm (•) and 1000 pm (A ) ,  and without any 
scattering particles (♦).
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Chapter 1: Thesis Outline

1.1 Thesis Motivation

The propagation of an electromagnetic wave through a disordered medium results in 

several phenomena such as diffusive light scattering in colloidal suspensions (paint, milk, 

and blood); ballistic photon transport in infrared biological imaging; and Anderson 

localization of light in very highly scattering media [1,2]. The combination of multiple 

scattering with an optically amplifying media may cause the phenomenon known as 

random lasing. Unlike a conventional laser, a random laser is an optical device that does 

not produce a collimated beam of radiation, but instead emits isotropic laser-like light [3]. 

Such behaviour was first theoretically predicted by Letokhov in 1968, who proposed that 

the incorporation of strong successive scattering events into an optically amplifying 

media would result in spectrally narrow, spatially diffuse, intense stimulated laser-like 

light emission [4], The fundamental characteristic of a random laser is that while a 

conventional laser sustains a lasing mode in a precisely aligned resonator cavity, a 

random laser relies on non-resonant optical feedback from multiple light scattering events 

to sustain an optical gain above threshold [4-8],

Laser-like light emission was first observed from a disordered gain media in 1986 

by Markushev et al., who optically pumped a NasLai-xNdxCMoCLU powder [9]. 

Following this initial work, N. M. Lawandy et al. demonstrated random laser operation 

from a suspension of 250 nm diameter TiC>2 scattering particles in Rhodamine 640 

perchlorate dye [10]. Since these pioneering results, random lasers have been constructed 

from a variety of materials, such as optically amplifying powder, where scattering centres 

provide the optical gain [11], and liquid suspensions, where scattering centres are

1
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suspended in a surrounding gain material [10]. Potential applications for these unique 

lasers include optical displays; biological identification; temperature sensors; inertial 

confinement fusion; security purposes; and tuneable narrowband coherent light sources 

[12-16],

1.2 Thesis Goal

The goal of this thesis is to investigate the use of metallic scattering particles in random 

laser systems. To achieve this goal, several random laser devices are constructed and 

tested. A numerical model is developed to investigate the role of scattering from novel 

particles in a random laser system.

1.3 Thesis Organization

This thesis consists o f 6 chapters and one appendix to outline the experimental and 

theoretical work. This chapter, 1, contains an outline of the thesis. Chapter 2 describes 

the theoretical background necessary for an understanding of random laser devices. 

Chapter 3 provides a description of the theoretical model for the time-domain simulation 

of electromagnetic scattering and random lasers. Chapter 4 contains the results of 

experimental work on random lasers constructed using the suspension of scattering 

particles in a liquid laser dye. Chapter 5 describes results of experimental work on solid 

state random laser devices. The conclusions of the thesis are presented in chapter 6. 

Appendix A contains the program code for the theoretical model described in chapter 3.

2
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Chapter 2: Introduction

2.1 Light Scattering

2.1.1 Single Scattering

In a medium, a scattering centre occurs wherever a particle has a refractive index contrast 

with the surrounding medium. When an incident electromagnetic wave interacts with a 

scattering centre, conduction band electrons absorb a fraction of the incident radiation, 

while the re-radiated emission is scattered around the particle [I], For many scattering 

particles the cross-sectional area that interacts with incident radiation is not equal to the 

physical cross-sectional area of the particle. For a metal particle, the electric field lines 

are curved towards the conducting surface in a region much larger than the physical size 

of the particle. The factors that determine the scattering cross-section of a scattering 

particle include the magnitude of the difference in refractive index between the particle 

and the surrounding medium, as well as the size and shape of the scatterer [2], For 

scatterers that are much smaller than the incident light wavelength, having a «  0.05/1, 

where a is the particle diameter and X is the incident wavelength, the quasistatic 

approximation holds. This approximation assumes that the particle is small enough that 

the phase of electromagnetic radiation is constant across the particle.

The theoretical investigation of single scattering events involves the 

determination of the optical cross-sections of a scattering particle which is effective the 

interaction area surrounding the particle, where incident light will be absorbed or 

scattered by the particle. The three optical cross-sections that characterize light scattering 

from a single particle are the extinction (o^/), absorption (<Jah.s), and scattering cross- 

sections (cTsca)- In the field of light scattering, extinction is defined as the amount of light
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prevented from reaching a detector, placed on the opposite side of a scattering particle, by 

either scattering or absorption [1], Since light extinction is the combination of scattered 

and absorbed light, the extinction cross-section of a particle is defined as its interaction 

area that either absorbs light or scatters it away from a detector:

<r«,=<rt*,+<Tab»- (2-1)

The extinction (Q ext), scattering (Q sca) and absorption (Qabs) efficiencies are 

dimensionless quantities relating the physical cross-sectional area of the scattering 

particle, A, to the respective optical cross-sectional area through:

Qm=°JA> (2-2)

Q*ca =G*eJA > (2-3)

and

(2-4)

The relationship between the incident wavelength and the scattering particle size is 

quantified as the size parameter, x:

x = ka = Inna / A , (2.5)

where k  is the wave number inside the particle, a is the radius of the particle, n is the 

particle’s refractive index, and A is the incident wavelength outside the particle. Another 

important parameter in such context is the refractive index contrast, m, between the 

particle and the surrounding medium which is given by:

w = Uj/u, (2.6)

where n\ is the refractive index of the particle, and n is the refractive index of the 

surrounding medium.
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2.1.2 Rayleigh Scattering

For scattering particles where the particle size is much smaller than the wavelength (size 

parameter x «  1), numerical values of Qm, QSCa, and Qabs are obtained from Rayleigh 

scattering theory. This theory assumes the scatterer to be a dipole surrounded by a 

homogeneous medium. For a scattering particle, the relative permittivity describes the 

ability of the material to store electric charge:

where er is the real part of the permittivity, and £r is the imaginary part of the 

permittivity. For metals, the variability in the permittivity as a function of wavelength, 

can be particularly large. Silver, for example, has a relative permittivity of 0.2 + iS.2 at X 

— 200 nm, compared to -50 .9+ /3.9 at X -  1000 nm. Given a spherical metallic particle 

with a diameter of a < 0.05/i, the ease with which an incident electromagnetic field will 

polarize the scattering dipole is the polarizablity, ot, :

where V is the volume of the particle and er is its relative permittivity. Given a, the 

scattering and absorption cross-sections are calculated via [1]:

£r =£r + i£r , (2.7)

a  = e 03V (2 .8)

(2.9)

and

(2 .10)
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It should be noted from equations 2.9 and 2.10 that oau  and o,tc, experience a resonant

increase whenever e'r -  -2. This occurs when the incident radiation is at the surface

plasmon frequency, cosp, and is known as the particle plasmon resonance. This frequency 

a>sp is equal to (Osp = 0)p/4?> for spherical metal particles [1], Figure 2.1 depicts the

values of <jSCa and o,’abs calculated by Rayleigh theory as a function of wavelength for a 

spherical silver nanoparticle with a 5 nm diameter. As illustrated, there is a resonant 

peak in the and <jabs curves at X -  355 nm. Note that the scattering cross-section 

increases as a function of A4, which is expected for Rayleigh scattering [1],

2.1.3 Mie Scattering Theory

For scattering particles where the size parameter is not much smaller than one, Rayleigh 

scattering fails to provide an accurate approximation of <JSM and rra/w. For such particles, 

Maxwell’s equations are rigorously solved to calculate the optical cross-sections. Mie 

theory allows the calculation of <Jexh oxca and <7abs for a homogeneous spherical particle 

embedded in an infinitely uniform medium. This theory was first developed in 1908 by 

Gustav Mie to investigate the colours of light scattered in a colloidal suspension of gold 

particles in water [1], The calculation begins with the definition of a plane wave in terms 

of its vector spherical harmonics, to take advantage of the assumed spherical symmetry of 

the scattering particle. The scattered field outside and inside of the spherical scatterer are 

then determined through a solution of the Ricatti-Bessel functions, y/n [p] and E,n (p) :

y/ n{p) = pjn{p)> (2.11)

= (2 .12)
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where j n and h } v> are spherical Bessel functions of the first kind and third kind, and p  is a

numerical index. The scattering coefficients an and b„ are then calculated:

_ my/n (imx)y/'n (x) -  y/n {x)y/'n {mx) 
m y/n {mx)^n (x) -  (x)y/'n {mx) ’

(2.13)

^  Wn ( x) - my/ n{x)y/'n(mx) 
¥ n (mx)H (x)~ynL {x)y/'„ {mx) ’

(2.14)

where x  is the particle size parameter and m is the refractive index contrast. The values 

of a„ and bn are related to (7sca and <Texl through:

for spherical particles of arbitrary size and material composition.

2.1.4 Multiple Scattering

Light that escapes from a highly scattering medium after experiencing multiple scattering 

events appears as a diffuse glow. This arises because of the randomization of the phase 

of scattered radiation after several scattering events. A fundamental parameter of a 

disordered medium is the mean distance that light travels before interacting with a 

scattering centre. This quantity is the optical mean free path, £. The mean free path is 

determined by both the volume concentration and the scattering cross-section of particles 

in the disordered media:

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)
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where N  is the number density of scattering particles and <7xca is the scattering cross- 

section of the scattering particles. Assuming no absorption of light within the sample, the 

characteristic length scale for diffusive transport is the length of the sample L. For a 

disordered media where £ «  L a photon is likely to experience multiple scattering 

events and be temporarily trapped within the media [3], In samples where Lj£ >10,  

numerous scattering events occur, and the use of the diffusion approximation to describe 

light scattering in such media is adequate [4], Photon transport through such a multiply 

scattering media is characterized as a random walk where the incident photon is 

redirected randomly along a new path through interaction with a scattering centre.

2.2 Random Lasers

A laser device requires both an optical gain material and a method to extract energy from 

the gain material. An optical gain material provides amplification through the stimulated 

emission of photons arising from transitions from a metastable energy level N2 to a lower 

energy level N\. A population inversion is developed between jV2 and N\ by exciting the 

laser material with an energy source such as a flashlamp, laser radiation, or an electrical 

source. Energy is typically extracted from the gain material through the use of a resonant 

cavity that provides feedback amplification to overcome the total optical losses of the 

laser. In an optical resonator cavity, scattered light does not propagate in the correct 

mode, and therefore does not contribute to lasing. Light may also be temporarily trapped 

in a gain media to maximize the emission [3], A laser without a resonant cavity relies on 

sustaining sufficient optical gain such that a single traversal by emitted light results in 

amplification above the lasing threshold. This can be accomplished through the use of
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multiple elastic scattering events to increase the optical path length of emitted light. Such 

a scattering optical gain media is known as a random laser.

2.2.1 Single Material Random Lasers

The use of a material that provides both optical gain and optical scattering allows the 

construction of a random laser from a single material. A schematic description of this 

type of random laser is depicted in Figure 2.2 (a), which illustrates a collection of 

scattering particles that provide optical gain, surrounded by an optically inactive medium. 

Amplification of the spontaneously emitted radiation at each scattering interaction leads 

to intense, spectrally narrow light emission from the random gain media. Random lasers

i
of this type are typically constructed from powdered optically active crystals such as Ce 

or Pr3+ doped AI2O3 [5], doped neodymium powders [6 , 7], crushed titanium sapphire [8 ], 

or from ZnO [9, 10]. ZnO nano-clusters are particularly attractive, as they are highly 

scattering, having a refractive index of nz„o = 2  [1 1 ], and are also highly amplifying with 

a gain cross-section of 100 cm ' 1 at ultraviolet wavelengths [10], Clusters of nanometre 

sized ZnO crystals are precipitated to form micro-clusters of up to 2 x 104 ZnO particles. 

Both pump light at A = 266 nm and the emitted fluorescence at X= 380 nm are scattered 

throughout the ensemble [12]. Amplification occurs as the emitted light is recurrently 

scattered throughout the cluster of ZnO nanoparticle cluster. The result is a series of 

narrowband emission spikes with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) linewidth of ~ 

0 . 1 2  nm [1 2 ].

However, in such a random gain media it is difficult to control the scattering 

strength independently of the optical gain volume, as the scattering strength cannot be
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Scattering Particle

Emitted Light

Pump Radiation

Scattering Particle (b)
Emitted Light

Pump Radiation

Figure 2.2 -  (a) Schematic depiction of random laser operation for a collection of 
scattering particles that provide optical gain. All optical amplification occurs inside the 
scattering particles, (b) Schematic depiction of random laser operation for separate 
scattering particles surrounded by the gain media. Optical amplification occurs outside 
the scattering particles. For both, the pump radiation enters from the left, and observed 
emitted radiation exits to the left.
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modified without also changing the volume of available gain material. In order to alter 

£, either the physical size of the particles or the physical separation between particles 

must be changed, which also alters the volume of the active gain region in turn. 

However, it is possible to change £ by adding a filler material to create the required 

refractive index contrast with the particles. This allows £ to be controlled at a constant 

gain volume.

2.2.2 Random Lasers with Scatterers Suspended in Liquid Dyes

To construct a random laser there must be many scattering particles suspended in an 

optical gain material. For such a gain media, the active gain volume is the entire spatial 

volume not occupied by scattering particles. When the gain material and scattering 

centres are separated, the effects of scattering and gain can be investigated separately, 

providing greater control over random laser optimization [13], A schematic description 

of the random lasing process in a dye-scatterer based random laser is shown in Figure 2.2 

(b). Here, spontaneously emitted fluorescence is recurrently scattered throughout the 

gain media by interaction with optically inactive scatterers. In order for the random gain 

media to exceed the lasing threshold, the active gain material must provide sufficient gain 

over the length of the scattered path to overcome total optical losses. The available gain 

volume, Vg, must thus be greater than the critical volume, Vcr:

' ££,
= (2.18)

where £ is the path length in the laser dye over which light is amplified by a factor of

e+1 [14,15].
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Since the first demonstration of a dye-scatterer random laser formed from the 

suspension of 250 nm diameter TiO? scattering particles in Rhodamine 640 perchlorate 

dye by Lawandy et al. [16], many alternative laser dye infiltrated materials have been 

investigated. A dye-scatterer based random laser has been developed from the 

suspension of 100 nm diameter ZnO particles in Rhodamine 640 dye [17], where the 

semiconductor particles were used solely for their scattering properties. Other dye- 

scatterer based random lasers with dielectric scattering particles include a colloid 

comprised of IR-26 laser dye and 300 nm diameter AI2O3 particles [18]. An alternative 

arrangement using a sintered glass powder infiltrated with a solution of Lambdachrome 

6500 laser dye dissolved in a liquid crystal (7CB), provided a temperature-dependent 

scattering gain medium. Here the physical state, either the birefringent nematic phase or 

the isotropic liquid phase, determined the scattering strength and the lasing threshold as a 

function of temperature [19, 2 0 ],

Random lasing has also been achieved through the use of polymer-dispersed 

liquid crystals that provide tunability as a function of both temperature and applied 

electric field [21], More recently, random lasing has been demonstrated in Rhodamine 

6 G infiltrated human colon tissue [22]. Each of these material combinations provides the 

required constituents of a random laser: an ensemble of highly scattering particles 

surrounded by an optical gain media.

2. 2.3 Coherent and Incoherent Random Lasing

For both solid powder and dye-scatterer based random lasers, the emission spectrum can 

be classified as arising from either coherent or incoherent feedback mechanisms. For a
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random laser that operates in a scattering regime where diffusive incoherent non-resonant 

feedback is prominent, the emission consists of a single spectral line with a bandwidth of 

a few nanometres [16, 23]. For suspensions of scattering particles in liquid dyes, such 

incoherent random lasing has been demonstrated from: 250 nm diameter Ti0 2  scattering 

particles in Rhodamine 640 perchlorate dye [16]; a colloid comprised of IR-26 laser dye 

and 300 nm diameter AI2O3 particles [18]; and other dye-scatterer random lasers [16, 23]. 

In contrast, a scattering regime having sufficient strength for closed optical feedback 

loops results in coherent feedback that produces a series of spectrally narrow lines with 

sub-nanometre linewidth [9, 12, 24], Coherent random lasing has been demonstrated via 

scattering from 100 nm diameter ZnO particles suspended in Rhodamine 640 dye [17], 

More recently, coherent random lasing has been demonstrated in Rhodamine 6 G 

infiltrated human colon tissue, where additional distinct spectral lines are attributed to 

cancerous tissues [22], A third feedback mechanism resulting in a similar series of sub

nanometre linewidth spectral lines involves the statistical probability that a single photon 

will travel an extremely long optical path and thereby experience preferential 

amplification at a single wavelength. A single photon that travels a sufficiently long 

random walk will experience an exponential gain, and come to dominate the emission 

from a random media that is not in the localization regime [25], Whether the light 

emission from a random gain media takes the form of the sub-nanometre linewidth spikes 

of coherent random lasing, or the single ~ 5 nm wide peak of incoherent random lasing is 

determined by the mean free path, the temporal length of the pump pulse, and the input 

pump energy fluence. For 100 nm diameter ZnO particles suspended in a solution of 5 x 

10' 3 moFL Rhodamine 640 perchlorate dissolved in methanol, the critical mean free path
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is found to be £ — 3 |tim with a critical pump energy is 1.0 jiJ. For this material 

combination, incoherent random lasing occurs for pump energies of less than 1.0 |iJ for £ 

= 3 pm, and at all investigated energies for £ = 9 pm [17]. Additionally, experiments on 

either T1O2 or ZnO particles suspended in either Sulforhodamine B or Rhodamine 640 B 

dissolved in methanol indicate that sub-nanometre peaks only appear when the random 

gain media is pumped by a picosecond laser pulse. Nanosecond pump pulses produce a 

spectrum characteristic of incoherent random lasing. Thus, an incoherent random laser 

may actually produce coherent sub-nanometre peaks, but these are washed out by 

averaging over long pump pulses [26],

2.2.4 Scattering Effects in Random Lasers

A typical random laser scatters light at dielectric particle boundaries to create the optical 

feedback required for laser emission. For the general case of dye dielectric scatterer 

based random lasers, multiple scattering increases the optical path length, and results in 

the development of intense quasi-monochromatic light emission. This emission depends 

on several factors, including the active pump light-induced optical gain volume, the 

scattering strength of the dielectric particle, and the local optical gain. Ideally, each of 

these parameters is independently optimized to maximize the random laser output. While 

random lasers consisting of scattering particles surrounded by a gain medium allow such 

optimization, the active gain volume depends on a number of factors, such as the 

scattering strength of the medium and the physical size of the scattering particles. As the 

scattering strength increases, the probability that light is prematurely backscattered out of 

the active gain region increases. In order to maximize the gain volume, it is necessary to
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find the optimum combination of scattering materials and gain media to provide the 

greatest optical gain, while minimizing total optical losses [14].

For a gain medium with mean free path t  the scattering strength is determined by 

L / i ,  where L is the characteristic linear dimension of the random media. A typical gain 

media will have an absorption length for emitted light I  a that is much greater than the 

absorption length for pump light. When £a < £ , the absorption length is too small to

allow for diffusive scattering of emitted light within the active gain region. Laser 

photons that are emitted within the active gain region travel a path where they are 

amplified until they escape the gain region. For an excitation beam with a diameter that 

is large compared to the absorption length of pump light, and large compared to the 

absorption length of emitted light, there is a high probability that these escaping photons 

will revisit the active gain region. These photons are then amplified further before they 

escape from the gain region as the process repeats. Thus, both the diffusion length of 

pump photons and the probability of scattering back into the active gain region, influence 

the photon residence time [27], When I a is shorter than both the diameter of the pump 

laser focal spot and the physical length of the medium, the characteristic dimension L of 

the random gain media is taken to be equal to £a . For Rhodamine 6G laser dye at a

concentration of 10'3 mol/L, emitted light has I  a =1.6  mm and 40 |im at X]am  -  564 nm

and XpVmp — 532 nm, respectively. Thus, a photon that is emitted within the active gain 

volume is likely to escape into the surrounding, non-amplifying random media. For a 

scattering strength of Lj£ > 10 photons emitted within the active gain volume experience 

multiple scattering events, and can return to the active gain region for further
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amplification. For a random gain media in the modestly scattering regime, which is 

defined as l<  L /£<\Q , photons emitted within the active gain volume experience 

multiple scattering events and can return to the active gain region for further 

amplification [6], In contrast, when L «  £, light scattering events are relatively rare, 

and there is insufficient non-resonant optical feedback to support random lasing. The 

lack of optical feedback in such a weakly scattering gain medium necessitates large 

optical gain accompanying each scattering event to compensate for small sojourn time 

within the gain medium [28],

2.3 Surface Plasmon Resonance

The phenomena resulting from light interaction and scattering from sub-wavelength size 

metallic particles are fundamentally distinct from those resulting from similarly sized 

dielectric particles. For a bulk metal or a thin metal film, a surface plasmon (SP) 

oscillation can be excited as an evanescent wave that propagates along the surface of the 

metal as long as the real part of the permittivity is negative [29]. The dispersion equation 

for a surface plasmon is shown in equation 2.19:

Here, the ksp is the wave vector of the surface plasmon, ko is the wave vector of incident 

light, and £\(co) and £2(0 0) are the respective frequency dependent dielectric functions of 

the metal and the dielectric. For a typical metal ksp is slightly larger ko indicating that the 

momentum of the surface plasmon is greater than the exciting photon in free space [30]. 

To couple incident radiation into the surface plasmon mode it is necessary to compensate

2.19
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for the difference in momentum between the surface plasmon and the incident exciting 

photon. Such coupling is typically accomplished through the use of either prism or 

Kretschmann coupling, or via a diffraction grating on the metal surface. Additionally, a 

metallic sub-wavelength sized particle can sustain a collective oscillation of conduction 

band electrons that is known as a particle surface plasmon without the use of any 

specialized optical coupling geometries [1,31]. Due to the resonant SP response, which 

is greatest for sub-wavelength sized metallic particles, (7xca, aatK, and <7ex, are greatly 

enhanced near the resonant wavelength [32]. For sub-wavelength sized metal spheres 

where the quasistatic approximation applies, electromagnetic radiation is resonantly 

absorbed where the negative real part of the permittivity is er = -2 [1, 31, 32], For 

particles larger than the incident wavelength, the momentum coupling criteria is not met, 

and localized surface plasmons are not excited in the particle [33],

The difference between Qsca for a metal particle and QSCa for a dielectric particle 

of similar dimensions can be seen in Figure 2.3. Note that there are significant 

differences between Qica for a 100 nm diameter Ag sphere and for a 100 nm AI2O3 

sphere. Considering the 100 nm diameter Ag nanosphere at the peak of the plasmon 

resonance curve, X -  400 nm, one calculates that Qxca — 5.0, compared to Qua = 0.2 for 

the 100 nm diameter A I 2 O 3  sphere at the same wavelength. Clearly, for the same 

spherical size in the visible wavelength range, the scattering efficiency of the metal 

particle is up to 25 times greater than the dielectric particle at the peak of the SP curve. 

The magnitude and peak wavelength of the plasmon resonance curve of a sub-wavelength 

sized metallic nanoparticle is highly influenced by the shape of the particle [34], As an 

example, a redshift of the SP peak was measured for an 80 nm diameter Ag sphere from
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X -  450 nm to X -  650 nm for a silver triangular prism with 80 nm long sides [34], In 

addition to enhanced scattering, SP resonance from radiation coupled into a silver 

nanoparticle results in the localization of the electromagnetic field near the particle’s 

surface [32].

2.3.1 Metallic Particles in Random Lasers

It is possible to construct a novel random laser utilizing SP enhancement incorporating 

metal spheres as strong scatterers. When a metallic particle is suspended in a laser dye, 

field enhancement of the pump’s electric field increases the energy fluence in the region 

surrounding the particle relative to the rest of the medium. Both the spontaneous 

emission rate and the optical gain are increased in the dye region surrounding the particle. 

This increased gain is accessed by co-localization of the pump light and laser emission, 

whose wavelengths fall within the SP resonance bandwidth. A spontaneously emitted 

photon that is scattered from the particle traverses this gain region and experiences large 

optical amplification. It is expected that improved performance in terms of a smaller 

FWHM emission linewidth, and a reduced input energy fluence threshold for lasing is 

obtained by exploiting this unique property of metal nanoparticles [35],

2.3.2 Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering

Raman scattering is an inelastic scattering process from a molecule that results in 

scattered photons which have a wavelength shift that corresponds to the vibrational 

energy levels of the scattering molecule. Typical Raman scattering cross-sections are 

fourteen orders of magnitude smaller than the absorption cross-section of a dye molecule
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[36], However, near the surface of rough metallic surfaces or metallic nanoparticles, 

there is an enhancement of the Raman scattering by a factor of 106 -  109. This effect is 

known as surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), and arises due to the combination 

of electromagnetic field enhancement caused by surface plasmon resonances in the metal 

nanoparticles, and a chemical interaction between the scattering molecule and the particle

/ 7
surface. Typically, the SP enhancement is on the order of 10 -  10 for a single gold or 

silver spheroidal nanoparticle, while the chemical effect further increases the 

enhancement factor by a factor of 10 - 102. When two spheroidal nanoparticles are very 

close to each other (~ 1 nm spacing), hotspots develop where the SERS electromagnetic 

enhancement factor can reach 1012 [37], When the chemical effect is included, total 

enhancement factors of 1014 have been observed. As the SERS enhancement factor from 

SP resonance increases with the fourth power of the local field surrounding the metallic 

nanostructure, and decreases with the twelfth power of the distance to the surface, it is 

much stronger for molecules adsorbed on the particle surface at wavelengths near the 

particle plasmon resonance [37],

For a fluorescent dye with a quantum efficiency (QE) close to one, such as 

Rhodamine 6G (QE ~ 0.95), fluorescence quenching occurs for dye molecules within ~ 

40 A of the surface of a silver nanoparticle [38]. At a QE close to one, the enhancement 

of the QE from the SP enhanced EM field is counteracted by the non-radiative decay 

channels that arise due to the SP resonance in the nanoparticle [39], However, as the 

quenching effect decreases faster with the distance between the dye molecule and the 

particle surface than the SP field enhancement decreases with distance, overall 

fluorescence enhancement is observed for thick coatings of Rhodamine 6G [37, 39], or
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Rhodamine B [40]. Thus, it is expected that for the case of silver scattering particles 

suspended in a dye solution, the fluorescence quenching of adsorbed dye molecules will 

act to reduce the total SP enhancement available from any given silver nanoparticle.
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Figure 2.3 -  Comparison of Qsca for a 100 nm diameter Ag sphere (solid line) to a 
nm diameter AI2O3 sphere (dot-dashed line).
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Chapter 3: Random Laser Modeling

3.1 Modeling of Random Lasers

In this chapter a time-domain simulation is developed to calculate the electromagnetic 

fields inside of an arbitrarily structured scattering gain media and model a random laser. 

For a random laser, the pump energy fluence threshold, the local optical gain, and the 

gain saturation are strong functions of the local pump energy fluence. An ideal model of 

a random laser will calculate the magnitude and phase of the local electric and magnetic 

fields in the vicinity of many types of materials and geometric structures. Due to the 

surface plasmon caused electric field enhancement, it is crucial to simulate the 

electromagnetic field in the spatial region surrounding the metallic scattering particles in 

a surface plasmon enhanced random laser system. The simulation must be able to couple 

the pump and emitted electromagnetic fields and simultaneously calculate their spatial 

overlap. Experimentally, it is challenging to study the electromagnetic field distribution 

surrounding a scattering particle as this investigation requires non-invasive optical probes 

with nanometre resolution capable of measuring field quantities deep within the active 

optical gain volume.

In this chapter, a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) software suite is 

developed to model random lasing. Simulation results are presented for light scattering 

from both dielectric and metallic particles. Results are also presented for ensembles of 

multiple scattering particles. Random lasing is investigated for a scattering media formed 

from Ag scattering particles surrounded by an optical gain material.

Several models have been developed previously to study random laser operation, 

ranging from: Monte Carlo simulations of photon propagation [1]; to theoretical
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descriptions based on diffusion transport theory [2, 3], Unlike the FDTD algorithm, 

models using diffusion transport theory or Monte Carlo techniques do not allow for the

direct simulation of the electric and magnetic fields in the surroundings of each scattering
\

particle, and cannot be used to simulate random lasing from metallic scattering particles.

3.2 The Finite-Difference Time-Domain Algorithm

The FDTD method directly simulates the temporal evolution of electromagnetic fields in 

an arbitrary material structure instead of experimentally measuring the electromagnetic 

field distribution in a random gain media. It is a simulation technique that allows the 

direct evaluation of the electric and magnetic fields at any point in time and space in any 

arbitrary media. The standard FDTD simulation method is a second order accurate 

algorithmic solution to Maxwell’s equations that was first proposed by Yee in 1966 [4], 

This algorithm solves Maxwell’s equations over a Cartesian grid applied to the 

simulation space as shown in Figure 3.1. Here, the electric and magnetic fields are 

separated by both a half space step, Ax/2, and a half time step, At/2.  In the FDTD 

calculations, each updating equation is sequentially applied over the entire simulation 

space for every time step to determine the electromagnetic fields at any given point in 

time and space [5].

3.2.1 Solution o f Maxwell's Equations

The following section presents the FDTD algorithm used to solve the differential form of 

Maxwell’s equations,

'Vx H = cE + £ ^ ,  (3.1)
dt
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X

Figure 3.1 -  The Yee-grid unit cell. The magnetic and electric fields are separated by a 
half space step, Ax/2.
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where D, E, and H are the displacement, electric field, and magnetic field vectors, £{(o) 

is the frequency dependent permittivity, and /to is the permeability of free space. 

Assuming that de/dt « C 0 £ , Maxwell’s equations are split into their scalar equivalents 

over the Cartesian grid used by the FDTD algorithm:

a*, '■dHz dHy
dt £ , dy dz

dEy 1 'dHx dHz
dt £ v dz dx

dEz _ u ' m y dHx
dt dx dy

dHx _ 1 (*E, dEz
dt K. ^ dy

dHy 1 ( t o . t o x
dt u K dx dz

dH, 1 ( t o x My
dt I  t y dx

- oE v

- o E , ,

<jE_

■fift*

- f i f t y

- fi f t .

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

To create forms of these equations that are amenable to numerical calculation, a central 

difference is applied to each. Assuming that the size of the space step As = Ax = Ay = Az, 

and that the temporal step size is At, then the first order temporal and spatial derivatives 

of any function are:

dx Ax
(3.9)
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an d

a/y ,
dt

(/Ax, jAy, kAz, nAt) =
At

(3.10)

where /, j ,  and k are the Cartesian grid coordinates, and n is the current time step. 

Additionally, the second order derivative with respect to time is:

dt2 At2
(3.11)

Application of this central difference formalism to Maxwell’s equations (3.3 - 3.8) results 

in the following set of equations that are used for calculating the electric and magnetic 

fields at alternating half time steps:

= D „ ( i , j ,k )H Z V2( iJ , k ) +

l'E " ( i J , k  + y 2 ) - E " l i , j , k - l / 2 )  ^

+E;  [ i , j - l / 2 , k ) - E "  ( i , j  + l/2,k)

E»(i + i / 2 , j , k ) - E : ( i - l / 2 , j , k )  

+E*x { iJ ,k - ] /2 ) -E * x ( i , j , k  + y2)

H:+i/2{ij,k)
= Dt ( i , j , k ) H ? * { i J , k )  +

f E* (/, j  + l /2 ,k )~ E ;  (/, j - l / 2 , k )  '  

^ E ; { i - i / 2 , j , k ) - E ; { i + i / 2 j , k )

En: i{uj,k)
= Ca( i , j , k ) E ”(i , j ,k )  +

( H f /2{ i , j +1/2,k ) - H ^ l/2( i , j - \ / 2 , k )  ' 

k+H;+1/2 (/, j ,  k  -1 /2) -  H f 2 (/, j ,  k + 1/2)
A  ( h j , k )

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3-15)
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= C . { i J , k ) E ; { i , j , k )  +

{ H f 1 (i, j ,  £ +1/2) -  H f ' 1 (/,./, k - 1/2)

+ / / :+1/2 { i - i / 2 j , k ) ~  h :+1/2 ( i+ i /2 , j ,k )

( 3 .1 6 )

-  Ca (i, j , k ) Enz (/, j , k )  +

t f  H n; l/2 (i + ] / 2 J , k ) ~  H f 2 (i — \ /2 , j , k )  

+ H f /2( i , j - l / 2 j ) - H : +ll2{i , j  + l /2 , j )

(3.17)

The coefficients Ca, Cb, Da, and Dt, in equations 3.12 - 3.17 are functions of the material 

at each grid point, as well as the time and space step of the simulation.

E'b
1 +

cr(i , j ,k)At
2e( i , j ,k )

| cr(i , j ,k)At  
2 e ( i , j , k )

At
e ( i , j , k )A s  

cr(i , j ,k)At  
2e( i , j ,k )

l p ' ( i , j , k )A t  
2ju(i, j,k)

| p ' ( i , j , k )A t  
2 ju(i , j ,k)

At
p ( i , j , k ) A s  

1 | p { i , j , k ) A t  
2n { i , j , k )

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

Here, <7 is the electric conductivity, e  is the permittivity, p  is the magnetic conductivity 

or loss term, p  is the magnetic permeability, At is the time step, and As is the space step.
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It should be noted that for lossless materials such as free space, where the magnetic and 

electric conductivities are zero, Ca, Cb, Da, and D/, reduce to:

C J , . j . k ) - - \  (3.22)

e 4 ( / , ; , * ) = — 4 ^ —  (3.23)
£{l , j ,k )  As

De (i , j ,k )  = 1 (3.24)

( 3 -2 5 )

The six update equations (3.12 -  3.17) form the basis for the calculation of 

electromagnetic fields using the FDTD method. Using these equations, both the 

magnetic and the electric fields are updated at every half time step to obtain a complete 

picture of the combined electromagnetic field inside of the simulation space.

3.2.2 Numerical Stability o f  Solution

The FDTD algorithm requires that the values of At and As are carefully chosen to ensure 

numerical stability. Spatially, it is shown in chapter 5 of reference [5] that As must be 

less than one tenth of the smaller of the wavelength or the minimum feature size. This

limitation is necessary due to the fact that a wavefront in the FDTD geometry is defined

by scalar field values at several adjacent points in the grid. If As is on the order of the 

wavelength of incident light, the wavelength inside the simulation space becomes 

uncertain. The feature size limits the maximum value of As due to the discretization of 

smooth curves. On the temporal scale, magnetic and electric field components must
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propagate across the half space step offset between the E and H fields. This requires that 

the maximum time step be:

At < - ^ = , (3.26)
uv 3

to ensure wave propagation [5]. An extreme limitation is placed on the maximum 

feasible geometry size by these conditions. This problem is exacerbated for geometries 

where features are much smaller than the light wavelength. If the feature size, for 

example, is 1/10th of the wavelength, then number of time steps increases by a factor of 

10 and the amount of memory storage by a factor of 10 . An additional limitation is that 

for conductivity to have a physical meaning the time step should be greater than the 

relaxation time for an electric field to decay by l/e without any forcing field. The 

relaxation time is estimated via Tr =£0/<J, where xr is the relaxation time, eo is the

permittivity of free space, and a is the electric conductivity [6], For silver, which has a 

conductivity of ~ 6.1 x 107 S/m [7], the relaxation time is ~ 1.4 * 10"19 s.

3.2.3 FDTD Boundary Condition

As computational resources are finite, the FDTD geometry cannot be extended to infinity 

in all directions. At the edge of the simulation space, the electric and magnetic field 

values are set to a single specific value, and each boundary acts as a perfect reflector of 

incident radiation. Electromagnetic energy is not allowed to leave the computational 

window and the simulation becomes unstable. As such, reflections at each border must 

be eliminated by bounding the geometry with a mathematically constructed artificial 

media known as a perfectly matched layer (PML) [8], An ideal PML is a reflectionless 

absorber that prevents the instability from simulated radiation interacting with the edge of
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the computational window. A PML separates the six scalar Maxwell’s equations (3.3 - 

3.8) into 12 equations (3.27 -  3.38) that deal solely with propagation along a single 

cardinal direction within the PML:

dt
+ <JyExy = ^  (3.27)

(3-28)at

+ <rzE yz= -± -2 - -----^  (3.29)
dt

dE,

dy

t i n « + » , . )
dz

3 (« , , + H j
dz

d(wa + H„)
dx

_ 3(H.„, + K j
dx

_ 3K + f t j

e ^  + eTxEyx= - - ^ :^  (3.30)

£ ^ t  + C T x K =  V *  ~  (3 3 1 )

■ (3 3 2 )

A l +a :H  + (3.33)
d t '  dy

(3.34)
dt dz

M.e„+eJ
<335)

aT

= _ 3^  + £ J  (3 .3 7 )
dt dx

(3.38)
dt dy
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Here, a  = E / J  and <7* = B / J  are the electric and magnetic conductivities in the PML 

region. The separation of the six scalar equations (3.3 -  3.8) into these 12 component 

parts (3.27 -  3.38) allows electric and magnetic losses to depend on the direction of 

radiation propagation in the simulation space. In a PML, radiation that propagates 

perpendicular to the borders is attenuated, while radiation propagates without losses 

parallel to each edge and is then absorbed in the corner regions of the PML. To minimize 

reflections from this artificial media, its impedance is made equal to that of free space by 

setting:

—  = — . (3.39)
Mo

Additionally, in order to minimize reflections caused by an abrupt transition from free 

space to the PML, it is necessary to increase the conductivity geometrically:

where om is the maximum conductivity, and p  is the number of grid points into the PML 

boundary [8], For a two-dimensional planar geometry, the value of om varies along each 

edge as illustrated in Figure 3.2.

3.2.4 Radiation Source

The simplest form of a radiation source within the simulation geometry is a single grid 

point that radiates in all directions, having an electric field equal to:

(3.40)

Ezi i , j , k )  =  EQ cos /  2mhs.tns

K A, ;
(3.41)
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Figure 3.2 -  Magnetic and Electric loss terms in the Berenger Perfectly Matched Layer 
(PML).
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where Eq is the amplitude of the field, n is the current time step, and X is the desired 

wavelength. Equation 3.41 represents a hard source, or one that forces the value of the 

electric field at a specific location to a fixed value. When electromagnetic radiation is 

incident on a hard source, it behaves in a similar manner to short-circuit termination of a 

transmission line, as the incident wave is completely reflected. A perfectly reflecting 

plane is created for a series of hard radiation sources distributed at grid points along a 

plane in the simulation geometry. To prevent this reflection from the source, the total 

field/scattered field formulation is applied [5]. This formalism separates the 

electromagnetic field inside the simulation geometry into two components: the incident 

field in the absence of any scattering objects, E(. ( i , j , k , t ), and the scattered field in the

presence of a scattering object, E.. ( i , j ,k , t ) . The total field in the simulation space,

E, (i , j , k , t ), is the sum of these individual components:

For a two dimensional simulation, E^1ne and H terms are added directly into the 

Yee-Grid equations 3.14 and 3.15 respectively:

(3.42)

[+ E ;{i-1 /2 , j , k ) - E ny {i + l /2 ,j ,k )

(3.43)

(3.44)
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The numerical values of E">inC and H"fjc2 are calculated to match the first order Hermite-

Gaussian mode along a specified focal plane for the simulated incident beam, and are 

described by:

where wo is the beam waist, wz is the beam waist at a distance y  from the focal plane, and 

Zo is the Rayleigh range of the beam. In order to create a beam-like directional source in 

the FDTD simulation space, it is necessary to take into account the one half space step 

and one half time step offset between the E and H components of the electromagnetic 

field. Along a single dimension, a propagating sinusoidal wave takes the form of the 

wave equation,

where k  is the wave number of source radiation. Thus, the radiation source in the FDTD 

simulation space will propagate in the positive y  direction as long as the H field is one 

half of a space step behind the E field. Additionally, the H field must also lag by one 

half of a time step behind the E field. This modification of the source terms, to account 

for the spatial and temporal offset between the E and H fields, creates a directional beam 

source where radiation leakage in the reverse direction is up to four orders of magnitude 

smaller than the source radiation in the forward direction.

7tnw:
(3.46)

(3.45)

and

(3.47)

Ez (j, t) = E0 c o s {(Ot -  kj), (3.48)
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3.2.5 Dispersive Metals

In the following sections the FDTD simulation of dispersive or non-dispersive dielectrics, 

metals, and optical gain media is discussed. The simplest case is the propagation of light 

through non-dispersive materials, such as dielectrics and metals at single wavelength, 

which are modeled through the e, ju, <J, and p  terms in Yee’s grid equations (3.12 -

3.17). For the wideband radiation present in the fluorescence spectrum of a gain 

material, it is essential to create a model that automatically accounts for the incident 

wavelength. This is especially important for the simulation of SP resonance in metals, 

where the permittivity depends strongly on frequency as seen in Figure 3.3 for Ag in the 

visible range. For metals, the dependence of the complex permittivity, £(&>), is included 

via the Drude model [9], which treats the metal as a collection of electrons that behave as 

a non-interacting gas:

where C0p is the plasma frequency, v is the damping frequency, &*, is the DC dielectric 

constant, and £o is the permittivity of free space. A typical method of incorporating 

frequency dependent parameters into the FDTD simulation is the use of the auxiliary 

differential equation (ADE) method [10], As £(£0) is both variable and frequency 

dependent, care must be taken to properly incorporate it into the FDTD model. The 

electric displacement, D, at any point in the geometry is related to E through:

(3.50)

D = s  (ty)E, (3.51)
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Figure 3.3 -  Relative permittivity of silver as a function of wavelength.
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which allows the displacement to be calculated during the Yee-grid update cycle by 

removing the material dependence of e; and fi  from equations 3.12-3.17. An example is 

shown below which illustrates the calculation of Dx at an arbitrary update step:

(3.52)

At_ 
As

^H:+i/2(i , j+i /2,k)-H:+i/2( i , j - i /2 ,k ) ' 
v+ h ;+i/2 (/, j , k - 1/2) -  H f 2 (/, j ,  k +1/2)

Once the value of D is known, ei co) can be coupled into the time-domain FDTD 

simulation by applying an inverse Fourier transformation to the combination of equations 

3.50 and 3.51 [10]:

dD d 2t)  2 „  dE d 2 Ev—  + — r -  = 0)neX  + ve^e,, —  + £„£, — — 
dt d t2 p 0 °° * dt 0 dti

(3.53)

Next, the standard central differencing schema is applied to obtain an equation relating 

the calculated value of D to E:

m lD ^ ( i , j , k ) - 4 D ; ( i , j , k ) + m 2D r ' ( i J , k ) + 4 e ee . E - ( i , j , k ) - m 3E r ' ( i J , k ) , (3.54)

mA

where the constants m \,  m 2 , m 3,, and m$ are defined as:

mx = 2 + vAt

= 2 — vAt

m, = (0 ~£()At2 -  v£,,£„At + 2e„£„

m4 = o)2£0At2 + V£0£xA t + 2f0£oo

(3.55)

(3.56)

(3.57)

(3.58)
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3.2.6 Dispersive Dielectrics

The modeling of a dispersive dielectric material requires a similar approach to the 

modeling of a dispersive metal. In this section, the refractive index variation is fitted to a 

Sellmeier type refractive index equation [7]:

where Bn and (On are fitting coefficients. Figure 3.4 depicts the permittivity of AI2O3 in 

the visible wavelength range as calculated from Sellmeier fitting coefficients [7]. This 

figure illustrates that the variation takes £rec,i from 3.6 to 3.1 from X -  200 nm to 1000 nm. 

While this variation is small compared to the much larger change in £reai for silver (0.2 to 

-51.0) over the same wavelength range, it must still be included when simulating A I 2 O 3  

scatterers. As in the modeling of a metal, the ADE method couples D, which does not 

depend on material parameters to E. For dielectrics, the coupling is accomplished 

through the use of the electric polarization, P, that is associated with the electric field in 

the dielectric material. Thus, the unknown electric field at the next time step is coupled 

to the previously known D and P through:

Next, the treatment presented in references [11] and [12] is followed, where for a 

Sellmeier fitting equation with three resonances, co„, the following system of differential 

equations is developed:

(3.59)

D = £(iE + P . (3.60)

(3.61)
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Figure 3.4 -  Relative electric permittivivity of Alumina ( A I 2 O 3 )  assuming no absorption 
as a function of wavelength in the visible range.
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(3.62)

(3.63)

Using a semi-implicit central differencing schema, these terms are separated into a 

system of three discrete equations that, once inverted, allow P to be updated:

3.2.7 Optical Gain Material

A material with optical gain presents unique modeling challenges in the FDTD 

environment. Assigning a negative electrical conductivity is a simple method to simulate 

a material that provides optical gain. Two problems with negative absorption are that the 

gain is constant across the entire wavelength range, and that as there is no gain saturation

where at, bi, C\ are the constant terms:

a. — 2 + co7At~ (1 + Bi ), (3.67)

ci = (o)M2Bn (3.68)

g , = - 2 - < B > 2(l + S,). (3.69)

This system of three equations is then solved to obtain P ”+1 which is used to calculate

(3.70)
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an unlimited buildup of energy occurs in a simulated cavity. To avoid these two 

problems, it is necessary to adjust the model so that the gain varies with frequency, and 

that the amount of energy obtainable from the gain material is finite. In this section, a 

model is presented that determines the population density matrix by following the 

formalism presented in reference [13]. Due to computational resource limits, the model 

is limited to two dimensions. Figure 3.5 depicts a level diagram for the four-level system 

used in the model. A set of rate equations models the gain media by calculating the 

population in levels No through A/3 at each point in time and space. In the model, atoms 

are pumped from the ground state (No)  to the upper state (A /3 ), at a pumping rate (Pr) that 

is determined by the intensity of pump radiation. The population in each level then 

spontaneously decays to the energy levels N o  through N 2 at rates controlled by the 

lifetime of each level Tab, where a is the source and b is the target level for the 

spontaneous decay. Atomic transitions between N2  and N \  in the model are caused by 

spontaneous emission at a rate determined by the transition lifetime, r2/, and by 

stimulated emission from the electric field in the gain media. A population inversion 

builds up between the lasing levels N 2 and N j ,  as long as %2 < 221 and T21 > T\o- In the 

atomic gain system, the polarization density, P, couples the population inversion between 

levels N 2 and N j  to the electric field as outlined in reference [14]:

2 - (3-71)
yre

Ytmt
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Figure 3.5 -  Energy level diagram for the simulated gain medium, 
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In equation 3.71, e is the charge on an electron, m e is the mass of an electron, 0)a is the 

central frequency of the gain spectrum, and A(Oa is FWHM linewidth of the atomic 

transition between N2 and M:

(3.72)
2 \ 2

where T2 is the mean dephasing time of N2. Additionally, yr = 1/t21 , while yc is defined 

as:

7c =— (3-73)m 67T£{)c

Finally, the population inversion between levels N2 and N\ is represented by

A N (/, j ,k, t) = Aj (/, j ,k ,t) - N2 (i, j ,k ,  t ). (3.74)

A set of four coupled rate equations is constructed to describe the population of each 

energy level:

(3.75)
at t 32

dN2(x,y,t) _  N3(x,y,t)  | £ , \ 1 dP{x,y,t) N 2{x,y ,t) 6)
dt r32 hcoa dt r 2l

dNx{x,y,t) _  N 2(x,y,t) ^  1 dP(x,y,t) | N t(x,y,t) J7)
dt r21 ’ ho), dt Ti0 ’

d N ^ y  = N y 1y y _ p M x ^ i) (3 78)
dt T,0

These rate equations are then incorporated into the FDTD method through the use of a

semi-implicit central differencing scheme applied to equation 3.71:
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p „ , _  4 r +g,P’- ' ^ 2r ( i v ; - j v ; )   ̂ ^

<?4

which has constant terms:

+ -  A  . . , 2q{ = -2  + AtAo)a -  At Aara , (3.80)

g2=-2- - ^ - ,  (3.81)
7cme

and

q2 = 2  + AtAo)a +  A t 2(02a . (3.82)

The rate equations (3.75 - 3.78) are also discretized to:

axt i f  + dxA ! f1 =  exNl~x +  hxN ;-1, (3.83)

c2N f  + dxN f  = glAC‘ + / z ^ 1 + »2 (Pn+1 -  PM~l) E", (3.84)

b3N ”+1 + c2N2+1 = / 3< - '  + ^ r *  +/3 (P"+1-P"~‘)E"> (3.85)

a4NZ+l +b4Nln+1=e4N»-1 + f4N ^ 1, (3.86)

where the constant terms are:

a, = -A tT 32P ,  (3.87)

dx=T32+ A t ,  (3.88)

c2 — bo)aT32f 2X ~ A th co j,2, (3.89)

d2 =-Atha>4T2l, (3.90)

b3 = h(OaT2lTl0 +  A th a ) j2X, (3.91)

c3 =  -A  tfi(OaTx0, (3.92)

a4 =Tx(x+ A ttXS)Pr , (3.93)
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fy =  - A t , (3.94)

— A  t f32Pr , (3.95)

h  — f y  — A t , (3.96)

— hAtcoaT32, (3.97)

A, =  hO)aAtT2l, (3.98)

h ~ 3̂2̂ 21 5 (3.99)

~ JtCOaAtT2 j , (3.100)

g 3 = tiAtC0JiQ, (3.101)

h =  » (3.102)

64 =  ^0 — * K l0Pr , (3.103)

/ 4 = A f , (3.104)

With the inversion of this system of equations, the value of P can be found at each time 

step and used to obtain E according to equation 3.70. The remaining features to be 

implemented in the model are spontaneous radiation sources within the media, and the 

determination of the pumping rate.

For the gain media, the pump radiation and emitted radiation exist in separate 

simulation spaces with identical material geometries. This allows the pumping rate to be 

calculated directly from the electric field intensity at each given point in space without 

including any effects from spontaneously emitted radiation. Here, a pump beam is 

launched from a total field/scattered field source plane (Section 3.2.4) into the media. A 

simplifying assumption is made that the gain media does not deplete the pump radiation, 

as the simulation space has a maximum length of approximately 5 |im, while the
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absorption length for pump radiation in the Rhodamine 6 G laser dye is approximately 40 

pm. The intensity distribution of the pump beam is then used to determine the 

instantaneous pumping rate throughout the simulation space.

The FDTD simulation of a gain media requires a radiation source for spontaneous 

emission that will propagate and be amplified in the gain media. Accordingly, each grid 

point in the simulation space is randomly assigned a frequency, v, using a Lorentzian 

distribution:

g (y )  _ A v 2

4
\  •

( v - v 0) +

(3.105)

Where Av is FWHM emission bandwidth, and Vo is the central frequency of the gain 

transition between levels N2 and N\. Next, the electric field amplitude, Es, at each grid 

point is calculated from:

(3.106)
M tcx̂ As

which calculates the amplitude according to the number of atoms that spontaneously fall 

from N% to N\ during each time step. A simulation space is thus created where every grid 

square behaves as a point source oscillating at some frequency, 14, with an amplitude, Es 

determined by the by the pumping and stimulated emission history of the spatial grid 

location.

3.2.8 FDTD Simulation Suite

A  software suite was constructed through the combination of each of the FDTD 

methodologies previously presented. The FDTD suite combines the ability to perform
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two dimensional time domain electromagnetic simulations with the ability to simulate 

dispersive dielectrics, metals, and optical gain media. The code is written in C++, and is 

listed in Appendix A. A selection of simulated results is outlined in the remainder of this 

chapter.

3.3 FDTD Light Scattering Simulations

3.3.1 Single Scattering Intensity Profile

Using the FDTD model outlined in section 3.2, it is possible to study many phenomena 

related to the propagation of light in a random media, such as the scattering of light from 

single dielectric and metallic particles. Both shape and size effects influence the 

scattering, extinction and absorption cross sections, the location and width of the SP 

resonance, and the magnitude of the localized SP fields surrounding metallic 

nanoparticles. To view these effects in the FDTD simulation, the electric and magnetic 

field scattered by a particle in the simulation geometry is determined through equation 

3.42. The instantaneous scattered field at any point on the simulation grid is determined 

by subtracting the incident field, £„ from the total field, Et [15]. Figure 3.6 illustrates the 

total field, (Figure 3.6 (a)), and the resultant scattered field, (Figure 3.6 (b)), after

subtracting the incident field for a continuous wave Gaussian beam at X = 600 nm,

incident from the bottom on a 300 nm diameter glass cylinder. Radiation is primarily 

scattered in the forward direction, with a lobe in the reverse direction that is surrounded

by regions of lesser intensity centred at 120° measured from the forward direction.

Figure 3.7 compares the scattered angular intensity profile from the FDTD simulation to 

a theoretical profile obtained via Mie theory [16]. In Figure 3.7 (solid line) the scattered
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X  = 600 nm

Figure 3.6 -  (a) The total electric field for X — 600 nm radiation incident on the bottom of 
a 300 nm diameter glass cylinder, (b) The electric field scattered from the cylinder.
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Figure 3.7 -  (solid line) Scattered intensity profile calculated via the FDTD simulation 
for X -  600 nm radiation incident on the bottom of a 300 nm diameter glass cylinder, 
(dashed line) Scattered intensity profile as calculated by Mie theory.
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intensity profile is depicted as calculated via the FDTD simulation. Here, the figure 

confirms that radiation is primarily scattered in the forward direction. The single reverse 

lobe arises due to the interference between multiple scattered wavelets from the cylinder. 

Figure 3.7 (dashed line) illustrates the scattered intensity profile of the same particle as 

calculated by Mie theory. For these two profiles, the maximum error is less than 10%.

3.3.2 Spatial Electric Field Distribution Surrounding AI2 O3 Nanoparticles 

While the angular intensity profile can be obtained from FDTD simulations of the 

scattered electromagnetic field surrounding a particle, this does not show the total 

distribution of the EM field in two dimensions surrounding the particle. Such 

information is useful to determine the spatial distribution, and the effective pumping rate 

in the region surrounding both solitary particles and ensembles of scattering 

nanoparticles. Figure 3.8 depicts the time-averaged total electric field in the spatial 

region surrounding solitary 25 nm, 50 nm, and 100 nm diameter A I 2 O 3  cylinders 

suspended in methanol at both the pump wavelength, Apump = 532 nm, and the peak 

emission wavelength, AjaWr = 564. Each scattering particle has a surface roughness of ~ 

1 nm. The advantage of averaging the field amplitude over the entire simulation time 

compared to an instantaneous profile is that the average field picture produces a single 

image illustrating the overall field profile of the scattered radiation. For a dielectric 

A I 2 O 3  particle, the field distribution at both Apump = 532 nm and A/aser = 564 nm arises 

purely from scattering. The overall effect is that radiation interacting with an individual 

A I 2 O 3  particle will have its direction of propagation altered by scattering.
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Figure 3.8 -  Simulated electric field distribution surrounding 25 nm (a, b), 50 nm (c, d) 
and 100 nm (e, f) diameter AI2O3 particles suspended in methanol. The electric field is 
calculated for both Zpump = 532 nm and A/asvr -  564 nm which are incident from the left 
side.
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Figure 3.9 -  Simulated average electric field distribution Apump = 532 nm (incident from 
the left side) in ensembles composed 25 nm (a), 50 nm (b) and 100 nm (c) diameter 
AI2O3 particles suspended in methanol. Each image is 1.25 pm >< 1.25 pm.
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To establish lasing in a random gain media, it is necessary to have a sufficient 

number of scattering particles so that multiple scattering increases the optical path length 

beyond the critical length. Figure 3.9 displays the electric field profile surrounding 

randomly distributed ensembles of 25 nm, 50 nm, and 100 nm diameter AI2O3 scattering 

cylinders suspended in methanol. Here, the scattering from multiple particles causes the 

radiation to be scattered throughout the particle ensemble.

3.3.3 Spatial Distribution o f  Electric Field Surrounding Ag Nanoparticles 

A sharp contrast can be seen between the simulated EM field profiles from metallic 

nanoparticles and dielectric particles. This contrast arises from the SP excitation of the 

subwavelength sized metallic nanoparticle, which greatly alters the spatial distribution of 

EM fields near the particle surface. Figure 3.10 illustrates the time-averaged total electric 

field distribution surrounding 25 nm, 50 nm, and 100 nm Ag particles having a surface 

roughness of ~ 1 nm. The contribution of SP electric field localization is evident, as there 

is a localized region of high fields near the surface of each particle. For the particles with 

diameters of 25 nm, 50 nm, and 100 nm the magnitudes of the electric field enhancement 

near the surface at both Aimer = 564 nm and Apump = 532 nm are calculated to be 2 1 , 31, 

and 14 respectively. As can be seen in Figure 3.11, both At«xer and Apump are enhanced to 

approximately the same extent in the same spatial region. Figure 3.11 illustrates the 

normalized peak intensity of the EM field as a function of the radial distance from the 

center of 25nm, 50 nm, and 100 nm diameter Ag particles. For both Aiaxer = 564 nm and 

Apump = 532 nm, the intensity enhancement occurs in a spatial region extending ~ 10 nm 

away from the surface of each particle. It should be noted that for Apump = 532 nm, this
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Figure 3.10 -  Simulated average electric field distribution surrounding 25 nm (a, b), 50 
nm (c, d) and 100 nm (e, f) diameter Ag particles suspended in methanol. The electric 
field is calculated for both Xpump = 532 nm and Ximer -  564 nm which are incident from 
the left side. Large electric field enhancement (~ 30) near the surface of each 
nanoparticle is evident at both wavelengths.
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Figure 3.11 -  Normalized peak intensity at Xpump = 532 nm (solid line) and -  564 
nm (dashed-dotted line) as a function of the distance to the center of 25 nm (a), 50 nm 
(b), and 100 nm (c) Ag nanoparticles suspended in methanol. A near-field interaction 
region of large electromagnetic field enhancement is present within ~ 10 nm of the 
surface of each particle.
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profile defines the near-field optical gain region. With such large intensities near the 

surface, the energy fluence near the surface is approximately an order of magnitude 

greater than in the far field. It is expected that because of this spatial overlap, a region of 

high optical gain will develop near the Ag particle surface. The localized high gain 

region will enhance the performance of a random laser constructed with Ag scattering 

particles when compared to one constructed with AI2O3 scattering particles.

The specific geometric shape of a silver nanoparticle determines the magnitude of 

the near-field electric field, the location of the peak SP resonance, and spectral width of 

the resonance [17]. With proper choice of the geometrical shape, localized electric field 

enhancements of up a factor of ~ 500 can be achieved for profiles with sharp corners 

[18]. Large enhancement can also be achieved for an incident wavelength at the peak of 

the SP resonance. Figure 3.12 displays the electric field profile surrounding Ag squares 

with 50 nm long sides and Ag triangles with 50 nm long bases pointing in the four 

cardinal directions. For the shapes shown in Figure 3.12 (a-j), the maximum field 

enhancement at Aptimp -  532 nm and Aiaser -  564 nm is ~ 38.

In an ensemble of Ag nanoparticles, shown in Figure 3.13 (a-c), the scattered 

waves from individual Ag particles can coherently couple to SP waves in neighbouring 

Ag particles. Figure 3.14 depicts the electric field distribution for an ensemble consisting 

of 57% 50 nm diameter Ag and 43% 100 nm diameter A I 2 O 3  nanoparticles. Regions of 

SP field enhancement are present between adjacent Ag nanoparticles and the scattered 

radiation penetrates deeper into the scattering media than for 50 nm Ag nanoparticles 

alone. Thus, a collection of both Ag and A I 2 O 3  particles is likely to result in the use of a 

greater portion of the available gain volume in a random laser.
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Figure 3.12 -  Simulated average electric field distribution surrounding Ag squares having 
50 nm long sides (a, b) and Ag triangles with 50 nm long bases (c-j) pointing in all 
cardinal directions. For the displayed particle shapes, the Xpump -  532 nm and Xiaser -  564 
nm radiation are incident from the left side.
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Figure 3.13 -  Simulated average electric field distribution surrounding an ensemble of 
Ag nanoparticles with diameters of 25 nm (a), 50 nm (b), and 100 nm (c). The Aptimp = 
532 nm incident (from the left side) radiation is scattered throughout the simulation 
space. Large electric field enhancement is evident at the surface of each particle and 
within regions between adjacent particles. Each image is 1.25 pm x 1.25 pm.
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Figure 3.14 -  Simulated average electric field distribution of an ensemble consisting of 
57% 50 nm diameter Ag and 43% 100 nm diameter AI2O3 nanoparticles. The A,pump = 
532 nm radiation is incident from the left side. The image is 1.25 pm x 1.25 pm.
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3.4 FDTD Gain Model Simulations

3.4.1 FDTD Simulation

Using the FDTD gain model outlined in section 3.2.7, the spatial and temporal 

distribution of the EM fields in both a resonant optical cavity and a random gain media 

are investigated. For the simulations discussed herein the material parameters were 

selected to approximate a laser dye [13]. The chosen material parameters were 

population level lifetimes of t22 = 1 x 10 13 s, T21 = 1 x 10' 9 s, and T\q -  1 X 10' 11 s. As the 

lifetime of level N2 is more than two orders of magnitude greater than the lifetime of level 

N u a population inversion will occur when level N2 is pumped. The upper level A/3 also 

decays quickly enough such that the population in N3 remains negligible. It is assumed 

that all atoms in the medium are initially in the ground state (No), with a number density 

of 5.5 molm '3, or 3.3 x 1024 m'3. Figure 3.15 illustrates the population of levels N2 and 

N\ at a pumping rate, Pr = 1 x 107 s '1. Here, the population of N? asymptotically 

approaches a steady state value of 3.3 x 1022 m ' 3 within 5 ns.

3.4.2 Simulation o f  a Resonant Optical Cavity

To confirm that the optical gain model is capable of simulating laser operation, a simple 

laser system was investigated. This laser system consists of two 1 pm thick silver mirrors 

separated by a gain medium as illustrated in Figure 3.16. In order to limit the 

computational resources required, the size of the geometry is limited to 500 x 500 grid 

points, with As = 50 nm, and a cavity length of 20 pm. With these parameters, the time 

step, At -  1 x 10"16 s, making it possible to simulate the laser performance over hundreds 

of picoseconds. Here, both the peak gain wavelength and the peak emission wavelength
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Figure 3.15 -  Calculated atomic population levels for a four-level gain media (Levels No 
and Nj, not shown) with a pumping rate of 1 x 107 s'1. The development of the population 
inversion for the gain media without a resonant cavity can be seen.
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are centered at Xumr -  500 nm, while the gain and emission bandwidth are chosen to be 

60 nm. Figure 3.16 shows several images illustrating the modeling of this laser. Figure 

3.16 (a) depicts the cavity geometry, colour coded according to the material at each grid 

point. Here, black represents free space, blue represents the gain material, and yellow 

represents the silver mirrors forming the resonant cavity. Figure 3.16 (b) illustrates the 

electric field magnitude of the pump beam at time, / = 2  ps. It is a continuous wave, 

Gaussian beam at Xlaser -  500 nm, with a focal spot size of 7.5 pm. Figure 3.16 (c) 

depicts the emitted electric field magnitude at / = 2  ps, illustrating the spontaneously 

emitted radiation due to the population of atoms at energy level No. Here, the presence of 

what appears to be many point sources is due to the slight wavelength variation caused by 

the Lorentzian distribution of source wavelengths. The electric field at each grid point 

oscillates at a slightly different frequency, causing an interference pattern due to the 

superposition o f fields. At t = 80 ps, the electric field magnitude is plotted in Figure 3.16 

(d), which illustrates that the resonant cavity has preferentially selected radiation 

propagating along its optical axis, while the gain media has repeatedly amplified the 

emission.

It is illuminating to investigate the temporal development of the population 

inversion in the optical gain media for this simulated laser. Figure 3.17 depicts the 

population levels No  and N \  as a function of t at the center of the optical resonator cavity. 

The material parameters of the gain material in this simulation are the same as for the 

gain material in section 3.4.1. Figure 3.17 illustrates that the population of level Nz 

reaches a maximum of 4.8 x 1021 m ' 3 at t -  140 ps. The value of A? here is considerably 

smaller than the asymptotic maximum population of 3.3 x 1022 m"3 reached under steady
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Figure 3.16 -  Illustration of the 25 pm x 25 pm simulated laser cavity, (a) The cavity 
geometry is colour coded according to the material at each grid point. Black represents 
free space, blue represents the gain material, and yellow represents the silver mirrors.
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E = 1 V/m

E = 0 V/m
Figure 3.16 -  (b) The electric field magnitude of the pump beam at time t -  2 ps. The 
pump beam is incident from the bottom at X -  500 nm. The image size is 25 pm * 25 
pm.
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E = 1000 V/m

E = 0 V/m
Figure 3.16 -  (c) The spontaneously emitted electric field magnitude at t -  2 ps. The 
image size is 25 pm x 25 pm.
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Figure 3.16 -  (d) Electric field magnitude at t = 80 ps illustrating the amplification of 
radiation propagating along the optical axis of the resonator. The image size is 25 pm x 
25 pm.
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state conditions after 5 ns of excitation. As the intensity along the optical axis increases 

due to the combination of spontaneous emission and optical gain, the number of 

stimulated atomic transitions from N 2  to N \  also increases accordingly. At t = 137 ps the 

combined rate of spontaneous and stimulated transitions from No  to N \  is greater than the 

rate of spontaneous transitions from A3 to No, and the gain medium begins to saturate. In 

addition to the development of the population inversion in this optical gain media, it is 

also interesting to investigate the wavelength distribution of the spontaneous emission. 

Figure 3.18 illustrates the wavelength distribution of the spontaneous emission sources. 

The light gray lines in this figure depict the wavelength distribution of the radiation 

sources in the cavity, while the dashed-dotted line represents the theoretical distribution 

calculated according to equation 3.105. Here, it can be seen that there is a very close 

match between the expected and measured distributions.

Figure 3.19 presents a series of temporal snapshots of the spectral components 

that are present in the FDTD simulation of the emitted field. Each graph in the figure 

depicts the emitted radiation spectrum over a specific 10 ps long time period. Figure 3.19

(a) illustrates the spontaneous emission that occurs in the first 1 0  ps after the onset of 

pumping. This graph illustrates that the emission during this early time period is 

primarily broadband. As t advances to 40 ps, the spectrum becomes narrower, with 

individual spectral lines appearing in the output as in Figure 3.19 (d). The peak intensity 

also greatly increases by an order of magnitude from 1.3 x 108 to 2.0 x 109 as radiation 

propagates through the optical cavity. At t — 100 ps (Figure 3.19 (g)), a single, well- 

defined spectral peak at X  = 514 nm is present in the emission. This spectral peak 

indicates the onset of lasing in a single mode in the optical cavity. At t -  150 ps, (Figure
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Figure 3.17 -  Population levels Afe and M as calculated by the FDTD simulation as 
function of t at the center of the optical resonator cavity shown in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.18 -  The wavelength distribution of spontaneously emitted radiation for the 
FDTD simulation. The dashed-dotted line is the expected Lorentzian wavelength 
distribution with a bandwidth of 60 nm. The solid line is the actual distribution of 
radiation sources within the simulation space.
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Figure 3.20 -  Total spectral intensity as a function of time for the simulated optical 
resonator cavity.
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3.19 (i)), the intensity increases by a factor of 2 x 106 and a single prominent spectral line 

is now apparent in the laser output. The peak spectral intensity in the simulated laser 

resonator cavity is depicted as a function of time in Figure 3.20.

3.4.3 Simulation o f a Random Gain Media

While the simulated results of a simple optical cavity are interesting and useful to 

confirm the proper operation of the FDTD gain model, they are not strictly related to the 

operation of a random laser. In this section, the FDTD gain model is used to investigate 

the operation of an optical gain media with dispersed subwavelength sized Ag 

nanoparticles. There are several factors that must be controlled when investigating 

random laser operation with these small scattering centers. The primary issue is the 

computational resources required to simulate geometries where the scattering particles 

are only 50 nm in diameter, compared to the laser wavelength (A/aser = 500 nm) in the 

FDTD simulation space. The small particle size requires the use of a spatial step As = 5 

nm, which increases the memory requirements by a factor of 100 over the simulations

discussed in 3.4.2. With a reduction in As by a factor of 10, At must also be reduced. In

1 8order to satisfy the stability criterion, At must be less than 8.3 X 10' s, and thus At = 5 x 

10 18 s was chosen. Since this At is a factor of 20 smaller than the At used in section 

3.4.2, the simulation must be run over a number of time steps larger by a factor of 20 in 

order to approach the same temporal development of the population inversion. In order 

to simulate a 25 pm x 25 pm spatial region as in the resonator cavity, the memory 

requirement increases by a factor of 100, which increases the computational time for each 

time step by a factor of 100. As the number of required time steps required increases by
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a factor of 20, the total computation time for the two-dimensional simulation increases as 

0 («3) where n is the number of time steps. In comparison with the resonator cavity 

simulation which required approximately a week of run time and ~ 1 GB of memory on a 

2.2 GHz Pentium 4, the random laser simulation would now require more than 100 GB of 

RAM and 38 years of computational time, an unrealistic task on a standard personal 

computer. To reduce the simulation requirements, the spatial extent of the simulation 

was reduced to 5 jim x 5 pm, which with Ax = 5 nm fills a grid of 1000 x 1000. This 

simulation can then be performed over the course of a few months through the use of 

simultaneous computation on 48 parallel MIPS R 12000 Revision: 3.5 processors 

operating at 400 MHz provided by the Westgrid computational facility.

The random gain media was created by distributing 50 nm Ag scatterers at an area 

packing fraction of 0.21 as depicted in Figure 3.21 (a). Here, black represents free space, 

blue represents the gain material, and yellow represents the Ag nanoparticles. This 

geometry is highly scattering, as the average separation between neighbouring Ag 

particles is only 105 nm. In this simulation, Apump, Aiaser, and Agam are all set to 500 nm to 

create a test case, with the gain and emission bandwidth both equal to 60 nm. Figure 3.21

(b) illustrates the electric field magnitude of the pump beam at / = 0.25 ps, which shows a 

highly concentrated spatial profile, with significant localization of the field increasing the 

amplitude near the surface of each Ag nanoparticle. Unlike the simple resonator cavity, 

the emission in this geometry is not distributed uniformly throughout the optical gain 

media. Figure 3.21 (c) depicts the electric field magnitude at t = 0.25 ps illustrating that 

spontaneous emission occurs primarily in the spatial region in the near field of each Ag 

nanoparticle. At this stage, radiation has begun to escape from the active gain region at
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Figure 3.21 -  Illustrations describing the operation of the simulated random laser, (a) 
The cavity geometry, which is 5 pm x 5 pm and colour coded according to the material at 
each grid point. Black represents free space, blue represents the gain material, and 
yellow represents the silver mirrors.
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E = 1 V/m

E = 0 V/m
Figure 3.21 -  (b) The electric field magnitude of the pump beam at time t = 0.25 ps. The 
image size is 5 pm x 5 pm.
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E = 10 V/m

E = 0 V/m
Figure 3.21 -  (c) The spontaneously emitted electric field magnitude at t -  0.25 ps. The 
image size is 5 pm x 5 pm.
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E = 0 V/m
Figure 3.21 -  (d) Electric field magnitude at t -  15 ps illustrating the intense 
amplification that occurs due to multiple scattering. The image size is 5 pm * 5 pm.
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the surface of the random media. As the simulation time step progresses, each 

propagating wavefront is observed to scatter throughout the disordered gain media, with 

some wavefronts returning to the active region. Figure 3.21 (d) illustrates the electric 

field magnitude at t -  15 ps. Here, the emission has propagated from the intensely 

pumped active region in the vicinity of the excited surface throughout the bulk of the 

random media. The emitted radiation scatters through the simulation space and appears 

greatly amplified compared to the emission at t -  0.25 ps, indicating the onset of random 

laser emission from the sample.

Electric field enhancement near the surface of each Ag particle results in a factor 

of 20 increase in the energy fluence, which causes enhanced optical emission. Figure 

3.22 depicts the temporal evolution of the spectral components that are present in the 

FDTD simulation of the emitted field. Each graph in the figure represents the emitted 

radiation spectrum over a specific 0.5 ps time period. Figure 3.23 (a) illustrates the 

broadband spontaneous emission that occurs in the first 0.5 ps after the onset of pumping. 

Such a lack of spectral narrowing is expected, as the emission during the first time slice 

has not experienced the multiple scattering required for optical feedback. As t advances 

to 10 ps (Figure 3.22 (f)), the spectrum becomes narrower, with individual spectral lines 

appearing in the output. There is an associated increase in the peak intensity by a factor 

of 250 as radiation is amplified through multiple scattering. At t -  16 ps (Figure 3.22

(i)), a single, well-defined spectral peak is present in the emission. This spectral peak 

indicates the onset of lasing in a single mode in the optical cavity. The peak emitted 

spectral intensity for the simulated random laser is depicted as a function of time in 

Figure 3.23. In this figure, the intensity can be seen to increase 400 times over the entire
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simulated 16 ps interval. Unfortunately, the simulation would require more than a year of 

computational time to simulate the next several hundred picoseconds that would be 

required to determine if random lasing will occur in this specific geometry. The results 

of this simulation support the case for optical gain enhancement caused by surface 

plasmon resonance in silver nanoparticles.

In this chapter, the theoretical framework presented in this section provides the 

ability to develop models of any number of electromagnetic phenomena related to 

electromagnetic wave propagation through highly scattering media. The extension of this 

model to include the third dimension would greatly increase its predictive ability.
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Figure 3.22 -  The temporal evolution of the spectral components present in the FDTD 
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Chapter 4 -  Random Lasers from Scattering Particles Suspended in Laser Dye

4.1 Dye-Scatterer Based Random Lasers

When sufficient scattering and sufficient optical gain for random lasing is obtained 

through the suspension of many scattering particles in a laser dye, the overall optical 

system is called a dye-scatterer based random laser. In such a random gain media, the 

collection of scattering particles multiply scatters light within the active gain volume. In 

this chapter random lasers constructed from the suspension of dielectric and metallic 

scattering particles in a laser dye are investigated. Rhodamine 6G laser dye was chosen 

to create a random laser pumped by green laser light at l pifmp = 532 nm and achieve lasing 

in the visible spectrum at Aim#  -  565 nm.

4.1.1 Absorption Spectrum o f  Rhodamine 6G Laser Dye

Figure 4.1 depicts the measured absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength for the 

four-level Rhodamine 6G laser dye dissolved in methanol at a concentration of 10'3 

mol/L. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, pump light at Apump -  532 nm from a frequency 

doubled Nd:YAG laser is absorbed within 40 pm of the surface, while emitted 

fluorescence at Akmr — 564 nm traverses a much larger unpumped volume. Specifically, 

the absorption length at A -  532 nm is 40 pm, while it is 1.6 mm at A = 564 nm [1]. 

Thus, the characteristic length, L, as discussed in section 2.2.4, for a sample of 

Rhodamine 6G dye is 1.6 mm. In the dye, the light-induced conversion of fluorescent 

molecules into non-fluorescent forms is increased by excessive heating and pump fluence 

and is known as photobleaching [2, 3], Photo-degradation of the laser dye places an 

upper limit on the amount of energy that can be extracted from the dye. For a liquid dye
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Figure 4.1 -  The measured absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength for 
Rhodamine 6G dye dissolved in methanol at a concentration of 10'3 mol/L.
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solution, this limitation is not severe, as there is a large supply of unbleached dye 

available in the optical cell.

4.1.2 Light Emission from Rhodamine 6G

Figure 4.2 illustrates the emission spectrum of 10'3 mol/L Rhodamine 6G dissolved in
'y

methanol over a range of input pump energy fluences from F -  0.2 mJ/cm" (Figure 4.2

(a)) to 10.9 mJ/cm2 (Figure 4.2 (i)). At F  = 0.2 mJ/cm2 the broadband emission spectrum 

is typical for all liquid Rhodamine 6G dye solutions at this concentration, and is the result 

of fluorescence from spontaneous emission. As the input pump energy fluence is 

increased from F=  0.2 mJ/cm2 to F ~  10.9 mJ/cm2, the peak output intensity increases by 

a factor of 70, while the FWHM linewidth of the emitted light decreases by a factor of 

0.6 (Table 4.1). There is an additional shift in the peak emission wavelength as the input 

fluence increases from F = 0.2 mJ/cm2 to 10.9 mJ/cm2. The small decrease in the FWHM 

linewidth that occurs, as the input pump energy fluence increases, is the result of 

amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), which is a preferential amplification of the peak 

wavelength of emission. The reduction in the emitted FWHM linewidth from a random 

gain media must be greater than the linewidth decrease for the pure dye solution to 

demonstrate that random lasing has been achieved.

Table 4.1
Pump Fluence (mJ/cm2) Linewidth (nm) Peak Wavelength (nm)

0.2 30 555
10.9 20 558
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4.1.3 Dielectric Scattering Particles

In the experiments outlined herein, dye-scatterer based random lasers were constructed 

using dielectric scattering particles to create a performance baseline. Alumina (AI2O3) 

particles were chosen because their large refractive index contrast with methanol at the 

peak emission wavelength of Rhodamine 6 G (X — 558 nm), makes them an effective 

scatterer of visible light ( nAIA = 1.77 vs. n.mmh = 1.33). Subwavelength sized AI2O3

particles with a diameter of 1 0 0  nm were chosen to maximize the available active gain 

volume in the random gain media. As the AI2O3 particle is perfectly transparent in 

scattering calculations, the values of Qcxl and QSCa are equal, while Qau  is zero at all 

wavelengths. Figure 4.3 illustrates the theoretically calculated value of Qcx, as a function 

of wavelength for a 100 nm diameter AI2O3 particle suspended in methanol. Here, the 

curve depicts a monotonic decrease in Qt.x, with increasing wavelength, and shows that 

100 nm AI2O3 particles do not have a scattering resonance in the visible spectrum. Figure

4.4 depicts I ,  calculated via equation 2.17, at X = 564 nm for a 100 nm diameter AI2O3 

sphere having Qm  = 0.031, as a function of the concentration of AI2O3 particles in the 

dye solution. In the depicted concentration range, the scattering strength, L j i , is in the 

modestly scattering regime (10 > L / i  > 1), where scattering is neither wholly diffusive

nor ballistic, for particle concentrations greater than 5 mg/mL. Figure 4.4 illustrates that 

precise control of the scattering strength of the random gain media is possible by varying 

the A I 2 O 3  particle concentration. Though the scattering strength of the A I 2 O 3  scatterer 

based random gain media can be adjusted throughout the weak and modestly scattering 

regimes, the active gain volume is significantly altered by doing so. As an example, the 

total volume fraction occupied by A I 2 O 3  increases from 2 x 1 0 '  % to 2  % as
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£ is decreased from 10 mm to 100 pm. At the theoretical maximum volume packing 

fraction for spheres of 0.74 (2.9 g/mL for A I 2 O 3 ) ,  the minimum possible I  is 3 pm. Due 

to the l/x  dependence of £ on A I 2 O 3  particle concentration, however, this minimum 

mean free path is reached with 3.6 times more A I 2 O 3  than the 0.8 g/mL required for £ = 

10 pm. Thus there is a practical minimum £ of —11 pm at a volume packing fraction of 

0.2. To further reduce £ it is necessary to select a scattering material that occupies less 

total volume for a given scattering cross-section.

4.1.4 Metallic Scattering Particles

Like sub-wavelength sized dielectric particles, sub-wavelength sized metallic particles 

are also capable of providing a strongly scattering environment for a random laser due to 

SP enhancement of the scattering cross-section. Silver particles are particularly 

attractive, as a fundamental factor influencing the operation of a plasmonically enhanced 

random laser is the location of the spectral peak of the SP resonance curve. Ideally, the 

SP resonance curve of the metal nanoparticles at both Xpump and X will encompass the 

laser gain spectrum with minimum absorption. This can be achieved by tuning the SP 

resonance location and width by either altering the size of the nanoparticle or by choosing 

an appropriate metal. In Figure 4.5 (a), Qsca and Qabs are plotted as a function of a 

wavelength for a 55 nm diameter Ag nanoparticle. Both scattering and absorption 

efficiencies peak at the plasmon resonance peak of X = 411 nm. At the peak emission 

wavelength of Rhodamine 6G (X = 558 nm) Qsca and Qabs are both equal to 0.25, which is 

5 % of the maximum SP enhanced value. Since the ratio QscJQahs — 1, the local optical 

gain of a random laser must be high enough to overcome absorption. At a particle
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diameter of 130 nm, as seen in Figure 4.5 (b), the Qs(a curve is much wider with a 

secondary maximum at X — 556 nm. For this particle size, QscdQabz -  9.4 at 1 = 558 nm, 

which would greatly benefit the ratio of scattering to absorption in the gain media; 

however, the total volume occupied by the Ag particles increases by a factor of 

approximately 13 over that occupied by the 55 nm diameter Ag particles. This is 

expected to have a detrimental impact on the operation of the random laser due to a 

smaller active gain volume. Thus, the spectral mismatch between Ag nanoparticles and 

Rhodamine 6G laser dye can only be partially corrected through increasing the size of Ag 

nanoparticles. It would therefore be interesting to investigate the replacement of Ag 

scattering particles with either Cu or Au, which may support a better SP resonance match. 

Figure 4.5 (c) depicts Q.u-a and Qab& for 80 nm diameter Cu nanoparticles. For these Cu 

particles, Qsm peaks at X = 594 nm, and has a linewidth wide enough to include both the 

pump and emitted radiation in a Cu scatterer based random laser. This spectral peak at X 

= 580 nm closely matches the peak gain for Rhodamine 6G (X = 559 nm), which suggests 

on this basis alone that the use of Cu nanoparticles may be advantageous over Ag 

nanoparticles. However, as these Cu particles have QacJQau -  0.4, which would cause 

most of the incident light to be absorbed by Cu particles. Gold nanoparticles have similar 

issues as illustrated by Figure 4.5 (d), which depicts QiCa and Qat,x for 80 nm diameter Au 

nanoparticles, which have the peak of the Qsca curve at X = 566 nm. If Au particles 

absorbed no light at X/aser = 564 nm, they would likely be the ideal choice for a SP 

enhanced random laser. Absorption is high in these particles, however, as Q^JQab.s- ~ 

1.3, requiring significant gain to overcome absorptive losses.
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Figure 4.5 -  (a) Scattering efficiency (Q xca) (solid line) and absorption efficiency (Q abX) 
(dashed-dotted line) for 55 nm diameter Ag nanoparticles, (b) Scattering efficiency 
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10~3 mol/L Rhodamine 6G at a pump energy fluence of 10.9 mJ/cm2, which has a peak 
wavelength of 559 nm.
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The effective size of Ag particles suspended in methanol must be determined in 

order to construct a random laser with Ag particles as the scattering centers. To 

determine the dimensions of subwavelength size Ag nanoparticles, their characteristic 

optical extinction is measured with a spectrophotometer. As seen in Figure 4.6 (curve a), 

for Ag particles suspended in methanol at a concentration of 3 |ig/mL in an L — 1 cm long 

optical cell, the measured extinction peak is centred at 411 nm. Figure 4.6 (curve b) 

illustrates the theoretically calculated peak of the extinction curve for Ag particles with a 

known 55 nm diameter and known optical properties [4, 5], An average nanoparticle size 

of 55 nm is deduced from the size dependence of the location of this SP resonance peak 

using Mie theory [4, 6 ]. Figure 4.7 (a) shows that these Ag particles are initially clumped 

together in micron sized bunches, which are too large for effective suspension in 

methanol. After the Ag particles are dispersed throughout the suspension by agitation in 

an ultrasonic bath for 30 minutes, they remain suspended for several hours. Figure 4.7 

(b) is an SEM image of the Ag particles after ultrasonic dispersal, deposition on a glass 

substrate, and evaporation of the suspending methanol. The figure shows the roughly 

spherical shape of the nanoparticles their size, and their shape distribution.

55 nm diameter Ag nanoparticles display significantly different optical behaviour 

than 100 nm diameter AI2O3 particles. Figure 4.8 displays Qm  (solid line), Qxca (dashed- 

dotted line), and Qabs (dotted line) from X = 200 nm to 1 0 0 0  nm for a 55 nm diameter 

spherical Ag nanoparticle, which has a refractive index of 0.26 + i3.68 at X = 564 nm. 

Each curve has a clear resonant peak at X = 411 nm, which corresponds to the peak of the 

SP resonance curve for these particles. Because of the difference in QiM between 100 nm 

diameter A I 2 O 3  particles and 55 nm diameter Ag particles, the concentration of sub-
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Figure 4.7 -  (a) SEM Image of Ag particle microclusters before ultrasonic dispersal, (b) 
SEM image of Ag nanoparticles after dispersal.
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wavelength sized Ag particles required to achieve t  -  100 pm (17 mg/mL) is 

considerably less than that required for AI3O3 particles (90 mg/mL). Figure 4.9 illustrates 

this effect by graphing i  as a function of Ag particle concentration. Thus, at a given 

particle concentration, in the visible wavelength range, the value of t  achieved with the 

55 nm diameter Ag scattering particles will be smaller than that achieved with AI2O3 

scattering particles. A consequence of this is that the volume packing fraction required 

for Ag particles is significantly smaller than that for AI2O3 particles, as not only are fewer 

Ag particles required to reach a given I , but each Ag particle occupies a volume that is 

six times smaller. Additionally, SP excitation enhances the pump radiation around the 

nanoparticle, leading to increased absorption by the dye. The emitted fluorescence is also 

localized within the same region, leading to enhanced amplification. Thus, weakly 

scattering random lasing is enhanced by this phenomenon even for cases where scattering 

events are unlikely ( L /i  «  1). SP resonance from metal nanoparticle scatterers

provides a multiple scattering system that holds an edge over dielectric systems; an 

advantage that can be exploited to create a random laser with superior performance in 

terms of the minimum FWHM linewidth and the threshold energy fluence required to 

reach the minimum.

4,2 Dielectric Scatterer Based Random Laser Construction

A dielectric scatterer based random laser was constructed using the previously described 

100 nm diameter A I 2 O 3  scattering particles. These particles are suspended in a solution 

of 10' 3 mol/L Rhodamine 6 G laser dye dissolved in methanol, causing the normally clear, 

fluorescent orange laser dye solution to become milky white. To ensure that the A I 2 O 3
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particles do not form clumps, the suspension is agitated in an ultrasonic bath for 30 

minutes prior to measurements. An electric stirring device is employed to ensure that the 

particles remained uniformly suspended in a 1 cm thick glass optical cell. Figure 4.10 

illustrates the position of pump and collection optics in the experimental setup. Optical 

pumping of the random gain media is performed by a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser 

operating at JLpUmp = 532 nm, having a pulse length of 10 ns, repetition rate of 10 Hz, and 

focal spot size of ~ 3 mm. Random gain media with Ag scatterers were created by 

varying the concentration of Ag particles from 21 mg/mL to 4 jig/mL such that I  spans 

the weak to modest scattering regimes from i  — 78 pm to 43 cm [4], The Ag particles 

are also agitated by an ultrasonic bath for 30 minutes to ensure that they remain 

suspended in the optical cell.

4.3 Spectral Features in Random Laser Emission

When scattering particles are added to a dye solution, their effects on the light emission 

are readily observed. Typically, a random laser will exhibit several characteristics 

indicating the transition from the spontaneous emission regime to the lasing regime, 

manifesting in a dramatic decrease in the FWHM emission linewidth beyond a threshold 

input pump energy fluence, and a sharp increase in the peak output intensity beyond the 

threshold energy fluence.

4.3.1 Spectral Features from AI2O3 Scatterer Based Random Lasers

The light emission from a random gain media with suspended A I 2 O 3  scattering particles

depends on the mean free path, the peak emission wavelength of the laser dye, and the
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input pump energy fluence, F. Figure 4.11 (a - i) depicts the emission spectra for an 

A I 2 O 3  scatterer based gain media having £ -  85 pm, which is reached by adding 101 

mg/mL of Ag nanoparticles to the dye solution. In this media, several scattering events 

are expected for each emitted and pump photon, as L/ i  = 18.8 places the random gain 

media into the strong scattering regime. Accordingly, the emitted light intensity 

distribution undergoes a dramatic change as the input pump energy fluence is increased 

from F  -  0.2 mJ/cm2 to 10.9 mJ/cm2. For F  — 0.2 mJ/cm2 broadband spontaneous 

emission is observed from the surface of the A I 2 O 3  scatterer based random gain media. 

At an input pump energy fluence of F  = 0.6 mJ/cm2 the FWHM emission linewidth 

drastically narrows to 6 nm (Table 4.2). This narrow linewidth, which does not occur for 

the pure Rhodamine 6G dye solution, is due to strong multiple scattering from within the 

random gain media. Spontaneous emission from the laser dye is amplified and scattered 

multiple times before exiting the optical cell. If the input pump energy fluence is further 

increased to F -  10.9 mJ/cm2 the FWHM emission linewidth remains constant with an 

increase in the peak emitted intensity by a factor of 1300 as shown in Figure 4.11 (i). 

This increase displays a nonlinear relationship with the input fluence, which is expected 

for a random laser system [7, 8],

Table 4.2
Pump Fluence (mJ/cnr) Linewidth (nm) Peak Wavelength (nm)

0.2 30 563
0.6 6 565
10.9 5 565

As the concentration of A I 2 O 3  particles in the random gain media decreases, there 

is an associated set of changes in the light emission intensity characteristics at a given
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Figure 4.12 -  Light emission spectra from Rhodamine 6G with AI2O3 nanoparticles at a 
mean free path £ =340  |im. (a) The broadband fluorescence spectrum (linewidth = 35 
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spectrum with linewidth = 5.5 nm pumped at F=  10.9 mJ/cm2.
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pump energy fluence. For an AI2O3 particle concentration of 25 mg/mL, £ = 340 pm, 

which lies within the modestly scattering regime ( L/£ -  4.6), (10 > L/£ > 1), the

emission spectrum has a characteristic functional dependence on the input pump energy 

fluence. The probability that any single photon is recurrently scattered in the active gain 

volume is thus less than for a random gain media with I = 85 pm. Figure 4.12 (a-c) 

illustrates the light emission spectra from the random gain media. At F  = 0.6 mJ/cm2 

(Figure 4.12 (curve a)), the emitted light displays the broadband characteristics of 

spontaneous emission from Rhodamine 6G (Table 4.3). As the pump fluence is increased 

aboveF - 4  mJ/cm2 to F=  4.2 mJ/cm2 (Figure 4.12 (curve b)) a dramatic decrease occurs 

in the FWHM emission linewidth, which is indicative of the onset of random lasing. This 

threshold pump fluence is greater than that for the £ = 85 jim random gain media (F = 

0.6 mJ/cm2 vs. F -  4 mJ/cm2), because of the significantly smaller scattering strength for 

the £ = 340 random gain media. There is still a transition, from the broadband emission 

(35 nm) below the input energy fluence threshold, to the narrowband emission (5.5 nm) 

of a random laser above the threshold. Such a narrow spectral emission line occurs 

because there is sufficient non-resonant optical feedback in the gain medium to provide 

the necessary amplification for a dielectric scatterer based random laser. As shown in 

Figure 4.12 (curve c), while the linewidth remains essentially constant there is a 

nonlinear increase in intensity by a factor of 1300 as the input pump energy fluence is 

increased from F  -  4 mJ/cm2 to beyond the threshold value of F  = 10.9 mJ/cm2.

Table 4.3
Pump Fluence (mJ/cm ) Linewidth (nm) Peak Wavelength (nm)

0.2 35 563
0.6 5.5 564
10.9 5 564
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Figure 4.13 -  Spectrum of light emission from Rhodamine 6 G with AI2O3 nanoparticles 
at a mean free path I  -  680 pm. (a) The broadband fluorescence spectrum (linewidth = 
36 nm) from the sample pumped at F -  0.4 mJ/cm2. (b) The narrowband emission 
spectrum with linewidth = 5.7 nm pumped at F  -  10.9 mJ/cm2.
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As the concentration of AI2O3 particles is further decreased to 12.7 mg/mL, the 

operation of the random laser is affected in three major aspects. These are: an increase in 

the input pump energy fluence threshold; an increase in the final FWHM linewidth of the 

random laser emission; and a decrease in the peak intensity enhancement factor. Figure 

4.13 illustrates these effects by depicting emission spectra for a random gain media with 

t  -  680 pm (L j i  = 2.3) at pump fluences of F  = 0.4 mj/cm2 (Figure 4.13 (curve a)) and

F  = 10.9 mJ/cm2 (Figure 4.13 (curve b)). The scattering strength of this gain media 

places it near the edge of the modestly scattering regime. It is therefore expected that 

recurrent scattering of escaped light back to the active gain volume will occur, but with a 

smaller probability than for random gain media having I  -  85 pm or £ — 340 pm. At F  

= 0.4 mJ/cm2 the spontaneous emission spectrum resembles the Rhodamine 6 G spectrum 

(Table 4.4). As has been shown previously in Figures 4.11 and 4.12, this is typical of the 

random gain media pumped below its lasing threshold. For this random gain media, the 

dramatic FWHM linewidth narrowing that is characteristic of the onset of random laser 

emission occurs at a threshold pump energy fluence of F  = 4.2 mJ/cm2. Here, the 

emission spectrum shows an intense, relatively narrow peak. The input pump fluence 

threshold is much greater than the F  = 0.6 mJ/cm2 for the £ = 85 pm random laser, and 

approximately equal to the F = 4 mJ/cm2 required for the I  -  340 pm random laser. As 

the scattering strength of the random gain media is still within the modestly scattering 

regime, a constant linewidth for F  > 4 mJ/cm2. The peak intensity enhancement factor of 

850 for the emission between F  = 0.2 mJ/cm2 and F  = 10.9 mj/cm2 is an additional 

indicator of non-resonant optical feedback.
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Table 4.4
Pump Fluence (mJ/cm-) Linewidth (nm) Peak Wavelength (nm)

0.4 36 563
4.2 6 564
10.9 5.7 564

As i  is increased beyond 1.6 mm, which is the absorption length at X = 564 nm for 10~3 

mol/L Rhodamine 6G, photon scattering events become less probable, and the random 

gain medium enters the weakly scattering regime where L/£< 1. In this scattering 

regime, a random laser requires significant input pump energy fluence to reach the lasing 

threshold [9], Figure 4.14 (curves a - c) displays emission spectra for an A I 2 O 3  scatterer 

based random gain medium in this weakly scattering regime with £ = 2700 pm ( L / i  = 

0.6). At a pump energy fluence of F -  0.4 mJ/cm2 the spontaneous emission spectrum is 

broadband similar to all previously discussed A I 2 O 3  scatterer based random gain media 

below threshold (Table 4.5). Unlike the A I 2 O 3  scatterer based random lasers with shorter 

£, this random gain media displays very different behaviour as a function of the input 

pump energy fluence. Figure 4.14 (curve b) displays the emission spectrum for the 

random gain medium at F  = 10.9 mJ/cm2. Here the emission spectrum has a well-defined 

peak with a relatively wide bandwidth. In this weak scattering regime, non-resonant 

optical feedback at F  -  10.9 mJ/cm2 is insufficient to develop the significant stimulated 

emission required to produce a narrow spectral emission line of ~ 5 nm. By further 

increasing F  to 15.4 mJ/cm2, as depicted in Figure 4.14 (curve c), the spectral emission 

line narrows to 6 nm, while the emission intensity doubles. Thus, unlike the A I 2 O 3  

scatterer based random lasers in the strong to modest scattering regimes, this laser does 

not demonstrate a plateau in the FWHM linewidth at large values of F.
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Figure 4.14 -  Spectrum of light emission from Rhodamine 6 G with AI2O3 nanoparticles 
at a mean free path £ = 2700 pm. (a) The broadband fluorescence spectrum pumped at F  
= 0.4 mJ/cm2. (b) The emission spectrum at F  -  10.9 mJ/cm2 which has a well-defined 
peak at 564 nm with a relatively wide linewidth of 8  nm. (c) The emission spectrum 
pumped at F  — 15.4 mJ/cm2, where the spectral emission linewidth narrows to 6  nm and 
the emission intensity doubles.
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Table 4.5
Pump Fluence (mJ/cnr) Linewidth (nm) Peak Wavelength (nm)

0.4 35 558
10.9 8 564
15.4 6 564

4.3.2 Linewidth Variation fo r  AFO 3 Scatterer Based Random Lasers 

The variation of the FWHM linewidth of emitted light from an A I 2 O 3  scatterer based 

random laser as a function of input pump fluence is a fundamental measurement that 

illustrates many aspects of random laser operation. Figure 4.15 (curves a-d) depicts the 

FWHM linewidth as a function of F, from 0.2 mj/cm2 to 15.4 mJ/cm2, of random lasers 

with £ == 85 (im (■), 340 |im (•), 680 pm (A), and 2700 pm (▼). This figure shows 

that the FWHM linewidth depends on the input pump energy fluence F, with significantly 

less dependence on £. Each of the random lasers having £ < 1 .6  mm demonstrates 

approximately the same behaviour: a slow decrease in the FWHM linewidth at pump 

energy fluences less than the threshold. Above the threshold, the linewidth of each 

random laser drops to ~ 5 nm and remains constant as F  increases. When £ is increased 

from 85 pm to 680 pm, the lasing threshold for collapse of the FWHM linewidth 

increases (Table 4.6). As there is strong scattering in these random lasers, with multiple 

scattering events for each emitted photon, isotropic, narrowband, laser-like light emission 

escapes from the surface of the random gain media. Unlike random lasers having £ = 85 

pm, 340 pm, or 680 pm, the £ = 2700 pm laser does not reach a FWHM linewidth 

plateau in the studied range of input pump energy fluences. Instead, the weakly 

scattering random gain media demonstrates a monotonic decrease in linewidth to ~ 8 nm 

at F  = 10.9 mJ/cm2, and a further slow decrease to 6 nm at F  = 15.4 mj/cm2. This is due
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Figure 4.15 -  FWHM linewidth variation of random lasers with £ = 85 |im (■), 340 |im 
(•), 680 |im (A), and 2700 nm (▼), as a function o fF  from 0.2 mj/cm2 to 15.4 mJ/cm2.
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to insufficient scattering to ensure that light escaping from the active gain volume is 

rescattered back into the active region.

Table 4.6
t  (pm) Threshold Fluence (mJ/cm ) Minimum Linewidth (nm)

85 0 . 6 5
340 4 5
680 4.2 5.7

2700 N.A. 6

4.3.3 Intensity Variation fo r  AI2 O3 Scatterer Based Random Lasers 

Figure 4.16 (curves a - d) depicts the relative peak intensity as a function of the input 

pump energy fluence of random lasers having I  -  = 85 pm (■), 340 pm (•), 680 pm 

(A.), and 2700 pm (T ). A general trend can be seen in the intensity curve, where the 

highly scattering random laser having t  = 85 pm shows a much greater increase in the 

peak emitted intensity over the same fluence range as each of the other random lasers. 

This trend is expected, as light in the random laser having £ — 85 pm experiences a 

factor of ~ 6  times greater scattering events than the random laser having I  -  340 pm. 

For two random lasers in the modestly scattering regime, having t  — 340 pm and 680 pm 

respectively, the peak intensity reaches approximately the same relative intensity at F  — 

10.9 mJ/cm2, whereas for the random laser having I  -  2700 pm, the intensity curve is 

approximately linear over much of the studied input energy fluence range.

4.4 Silver Scatterer Based Random Lasers

This section discusses the performance characteristics of random lasers based on 

nanometer sized Ag particles suspended in a solution of Rhodamine 6 G laser dye. 

Compared to A I 2 O 3  particles, an increase in scattering cross section accompanied by a
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Figure 4.16 -  Relative peak emitted intensity vs. input pump fluence F  for AI2O3 scatterer 
based random lasers having £ — 85 pm (■), £ = 340 pm (•), I  -  680 pm (A), and £ = 
2700 pm (T ).
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large gain volume, because of the small scatterer size and gain enhancement from SP 

excitation, enables a Ag scatterer based random laser to outperform an AI2O3 scatterer 

based random laser with the same £. The Ag scatterer based random laser exhibits a 

narrower FWHM laser linewidth, and a lower pump energy fluence threshold than an 

AI2O3 scatterer based random laser.

4.4.1 Spectral features from Ag scatterer Based Random Lasers

A silver scatterer based random gain media with £ = 78 Jim, has a scattering strength, 

Lj£ -  20.5, which lies well within the strong scattering regime. Here, multiple scattering 

events are common, and emitted photons are scattered several times on average before 

exiting the gain media. Figure 4.17 (a - i) illustrates the emission spectrum for this 

random gain media. As the input pump energy fluence is increased from F = 0.5 mj/cm2 

(Figure 4.17 (a)) to F -  24.6 mJ/cm2 (Figure 4.17 (i)) the light emission undergoes 

changes similar to an A I 2 O 3  scatterer based random laser. The broadband spontaneous 

emission from the Ag scatterer based random gain media can be seen at pump energy 

fluences below F  -  11 ml/cm2 (Figure 4.17 (a -  e)). At F  -  13.2 mj/cm2 (Figure 4.17 

(f)), the FWHM emission linewidth drastically narrows because of strong multiple 

scattering from the Ag particles in the random gain media (Table 4.7). In addition to this 

narrowing, the peak emission intensity also increases by a factor of 2 0 0  as the input 

energy fluence is increased from F = 0.5 mJ/cm2 (Figure 4.17 (a)) to 24.6 mj/cm2 (Figure 

4.17 (i)). Above this value of F, the FWHM emission linewidth remains constant.
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Figure 4.17 -  The emission spectra for an Ag scatterer based gain media having f  = 78 
jim over input pump energy fluences from F  = 0.5 mJ/cm2 to 24.6 mJ/cm2. (a) F -  0.5 
mj/cm2 (b) F -  1.4 mj/cm2 (c) F ~  3.8 mJ/cm2
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Table 4.7
Pump Fluence (mJ/cnr) Linewidth (nm) Peak Wavelength (nm)

0.5 35 554
13.2 6.4 566
24.6 5.2 566

For a silver particle concentration of 4.7 mg/mL the mean free path is i  — 350 

pm, which is well within the modest scattering regime ( L/£ — 4.7). Figure 4.18 (curves a 

- c) and Table 4.8 respectively illustrate the emission spectra and laser characteristics 

measured from this random gain media. At F  — 0.95 mJ/cm2 the emission displays the 

standard broadband characteristics of Rhodamine 6G laser dye. As the pump fluence is 

increased to F  — 3.8 mJ/cm2 a sudden decrease in the emission linewidth indicates the 

onset of random lasing. This threshold pump fluence is smaller than for the Ag scatterer 

based random gain media with 1 - 1 %  pm (F -  13.2 mJ/cm2), which is attributed to less 

overall self-absorption caused by the smaller Ag particle concentration. The linewidth 

remains essentially constant, while the intensity increases fivefold as the input pump 

energy fluence is increased beyond the threshold to F  -  9.5 mJ/cm2.

Table 4.8
Pump Fluence (mJ/cm2) Linewidth (nm) Peak Wavelength (nm)

0.95 35 555
3.8 4.5 563
9.5 4.2 564
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Figure 4.18 -  Spectrum of light emission from Rhodamine 6G with suspended Ag 
nanoparticles at £ = 350 pm. (a) The broadband fluorescence spectrum having a 
linewidth of 36 nm pumped at F  = 0.95 mJ/cm2. (b) The narrowband emission spectrum 
at F =  3.8 mJ/cm2 which has a linewidth of 4.5 nm. (c) A 5-fold increase in emission 
intensity at F  = 9.5 mJ/cm2 with the same 4.5 nm linewidth.
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A random gain media with I  -  1.05 mm (L/£ -  1.5), falls very close to the edge of the 

modest scattering regime. Figure 4.19 (curves a - c) depicts the emission spectrum for 

this sample at F  = 0.5 mJ/cm2 (a), 3.8 mJ/cm2 (b), and 24.6 mJ/cm2 (c). At F  = 0.5 

mJ/cm2 the spontaneous emission is typical of a random gain media below threshold as 

shown in Table 4.9. As F  exceeds 3.8 mJ/cm2 a threshold for lasing is reached as 

indicated by the bandwidth narrowing accompanied by intense light emission. As F  is 

increased beyond 3.8 mJ/cm2 to F  = 24.6 mJ/cm2 the linewidth further decreases, while 

the emitted intensity increases 30 times. The drastic narrowing, and 1900 fold intensity 

increase over the entire studied range of F  are indicators of the effects of SP 

enhancement. It should be emphasized that, for L / i  -1 .5 , laser operation takes place in 

a regime where on average only a single scattering event occurs for each emitted photon. 

In this regime, non-resonant feedback must be accompanied by large optical gain to 

compensate for low scattering probabilities. The large optical gain must be provided by 

the SP enhancement near the surface of the Ag particles.

Table 4.9
Pump Fluence (mJ/cm ) Linewidth (nm) Peak Wavelength (nm)

0.5 35 558
3.8 6.7 564

24.6 4.2 565

In a silver scatterer based random laser where I  is further increased to 3.2 mm, 

the scattering strength of L/£ = 0.5, falls into the weakly scattering regime. Figure 4.20

(curves a - c) illustrates the emission spectra for this random gain media at F  = 0.95 

mJ/cm2 (curve a), 3.8 mJ/cm2 (curve b), and 9.5 mJ/cm2 (curve c). At F  = 0.95 mJ/cm2 

broadband spontaneous emission is observed. As indicated by intense light emission and 

bandwidth narrowing, a lasing threshold is reached when F  exceeds 4.2 mJ/cm2. Figure
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Figure 4.19 -  Spectrum of light emission from Rhodamine 6G with suspended Ag 
nanoparticles at a mean free path £ = 1.05 mm. (a) The broadband fluorescence 
spectrum (linewidth = 36 nm) pumped at F  = 0.5 mJ/cm2. (b) The narrowband emission 
spectrum at F=  3.8 mJ/cm2 which has a linewidth of 6.7 nm. (c) A thirty fold increase in 
emission intensity at F  = 24.6 mJ/cm2 with a 4.2 nm emission linewidth.
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Figure 4.20 -  Spectrum of light emission from Rhodamine 6G with Ag nanoparticles at a 
mean free path £ = 3200 pm. (a) The broadband fluorescence spectrum (linewidth = 36 
nm) pumped at F  -  0.95 mJ/cm2. (b) The narrowband emission spectrum at F  -  3.8 
mJ/cm2. (c) An order of magnitude increase in the emission intensity at F  = 9.5 mJ/cm2 
with a bandwidth of 4.6 nm.
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4.20 (curve c) illustrates that increasing F  further to 9.5 mJ/cm2 results in a spectral 

emission peak at 565 nm with a bandwidth of 4.6 nm. It should be noted that the 

threshold F  required for £ =3.2 mm (F = 4.2 mJ/cm2) is greater than that required for £ 

= 1.05 mm (F = 3.8 mJ/cm2) due to the decreased scattering in this sample. With 

increasing £, scattering events are less probable, and the random gain medium enters the 

weakly scattering regime where L/£ < 1. However, in contrast with the AI2O3 scatterer 

based random lasers having I  > 1.6 mm, the Ag scatterer based random gain media with 

£ =3.2 mm displays an abrupt lasing threshold and a linewidth plateau due to the effects 

of surface plasmon gain enhancement. Each scattering event in this Ag scatterer based 

random gain media is accompanied by a co-localized gain enhancement that compensates 

for low scattering probabilities to create the narrow spectral emission line. This is unlike 

the A I 2 O 3  scatterer based random lasers that do not sustain laser-like emission at this £ 

and F, A summary of the emission characteristics is shown in Table 4.10.

Table 4.10
Pump Fluence (mJ/cm2) Linewidth (nm) Peak Wavelength (nm)

0.95 36 558
5.7 4.6 564
9.5 4.6 565

4.4.2 Linewidth Variation in Ag Scatterer Based Random Lasers 

The FWHM linewidth variation as a function of input pump fluence provides a basis for 

comparison of the performance of Ag scatterer based random lasers to that of A I 2 O 3  

scatterer based random lasers. Figure 4.21 illustrates the variation of the FWHM 

emission linewidth for Ag scatterer based random lasers having £ in the range of f  =78 

[Am  to 43 mm. For comparison purposes, the FWHM linewidth from an A I 2 O 3  scatterer 

based random laser having £ = 110 [Am is also shown. The SP enhancement of random
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Figure 4.21 -  Variation in emission linewidth as a function of input pump fluence F  for 
Ag scatterer based random lasers having £ = 78 pm (■), £ =350 pm ( • ) ,  £ = 1.05 mm 
(A), £ = 3.2 mm (downwards triangles), and I  -  43 mm (♦). The AI2O3 scatterer based 
random laser having £ — 170 pm (□) is shown for comparison purposes. The effects of 
SP enhanced random lasing are evident, as the threshold energy fluence is ~ 5 mJ/cm2 at 
both £ = 3 .2  mm and £ — 350 pm. Additionally, the Ag scatterer based random lasers 
with £ -  350 pm, 1.05 mm, and 3.2 mm all have a smaller threshold fluence than the 
A I 2 O 3  scatterer based random laser with £ = 170 pm.
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both £ = 1 .05  mm and 3.2 mm have a similar lasing threshold energy fluence and 

similar linewidth narrowing to an AI2O3 scatterer based random laser having £ = 170 

pm. This is due to the SP enhancement of local optical gain. SP enhancement allows 

weakly scattering Ag scatterer based random lasers to have superior performance 

compared to strongly scattering A I 2 O 3  scatterer based random lasers. Interestingly, even 

at £ = 43 mm, where an insignificant number of scattering events take place ( L /i  ~ 

0.04), the Ag scatterer based random laser shows significant linewidth narrowing at F  = 

24.6 mJ/cm2 to 6.7 nm. In this extremely weak scattering regime, the system has to be 

pumped with F  a factor of 8  times larger than the minimum threshold F  at smaller £, to 

compensate for the lack of multiple scattering. A summary of the threshold fluences and 

minimum linewidths is contained in Table 4.11.

Table 4.11
Material £ (pm) Threshold Fluence (mJ/cnr) Minimum Linewidth (nm)

Ag 78 1 0 .8 6

Ag 350 3 4.2
Ag 1050 3 4.2
Ag 3200 3.6 4.6
Ag 43 X 103 7.1 6.7

A I 2 O 3 170 5.7 5.3

4.4.3 Intensity Variation in Ag Scatterer Based Random Lasers 

In Figure 4.22, the relative peak intensity is displayed for Ag scatterer based random 

lasers with £ ~ 78 pm (■), £ -  350 pm (•), £ -  1.05 mm (A), £ — 3.2 mm (▼), and £ 

— 43 mm ( ♦ )  as a function o f  F. W hile the curves have similar trends, the maximum 

intensities reached by each laser at a given input energy fluence are very different. The 

random laser with the optimum scattering strength has a mean free path of 1.05 mm. The
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Figure 4.22 -  Relative peak emitted intensity vs. input pump fluence F  for Ag scatterer 
based random lasers having £ -  78 pm (■), £ = 350 pm (•), £ = 1.05 mm (A), £ = 3.2 
mm (▼), and £ -  43 mm (♦).
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general trend is that maximum intensity increases as £ increases until £ reaches 1.05 

mm, whereupon it decreases with increasing £. This trend arises from the absorption 

emitted photons by the Ag scattering particles, which overcomes the amplification as the 

particle concentration is increased.

4.4.4 Input Pump Energy Fluence Threshold fo r  Lasing

A unique feature of the Ag scatterer based random laser is illustrated in figure 4.23. The 

dependence of the threshold F  on scattering strength shows a clear minimum value. As 

Lj£ increases from 3.7 x 10"3 to 1.5 the lasing threshold lowers, which is consistent with 

dielectric-scatterer based random lasers [10], However, for L/£ > 1.5, the energy fluence 

threshold begins to rise. For the highest concentration of silver nanoparticles (42 mg/mL) 

where L/£ =41, there is no indication of random lasing even for F  = 24.6 mJ/cm2. Of 

greater interest is the range 14 > Lj£ > 0.5, which includes the modest and weakly 

scattering regimes. A large linewidth narrowing is observed over this entire range. The 

lasing threshold drops from F  = 10.8 mJ/cm2 at L jI -  21 to 3.0 mJ/cm2 at L/£ = 1.5, and 

then gradually rises as the scattering strength reduces. In the present Ag scatterer based 

random laser, the optimum scattering strength is observed to be L ji  = 1.5 (£ = 1.05 

mm), where the largest linewidth narrowing factor of 9.0 is obtained compared to 7.6 for 

the AI2O3 scatterer based random laser at £ = 170 pm. At high Ag particle 

concentrations, the probability that an emitted photon will be reabsorbed by a silver 

particle is greatly increased, and thus the overall intensity of emitted light decreases. At 

the critical concentration, the total absorption experienced by emitted photons overcomes
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the total enhanced gain provided by the additional Ag particles, and random lasing no 

longer occurs.

4.5 Hybrid Ag/ALCL Scatterer Based Random Lasers

When compared to a standard dielectric dye-scatterer based random laser, the Ag 

nanoparticle dye-scatterer based random laser demonstrates a reduced pump energy 

fluence threshold for strong stimulated emission, and a decreased linewidth at low 

scatterer concentrations. This performance is achieved by exploiting the unique 

scattering and field enhancement properties of Ag nanoparticles. A random laser created 

from the combination of metallic and dielectric particles can thus maximize the benefits 

of Ag particles by allowing the use of Ag concentrations below the absorption limit, 

while still enabling random lasing. Hence, a balance point between absorption and 

scattering from Ag nanospheres may be achieved. The following section reports on the 

investigation of the role of metal particles in the performance of a dye-scatterer random 

laser consisting of suspended A I 2 O 3  scattering particles. To reduce the pump energy 

fluence threshold for lasing and increase the intensity of emitted light, the mean free path 

may be decreased by increasing the concentration of scattering centres; however, their 

physical size ultimately limits the available active gain volume. This effect occurs for 

both Ag and A I 2 O 3  scatterers, with the significant absorption from Ag particles also 

playing a major role in the reduction of emitted light. In a hybrid random Ag/AbCf, 

scatterer based random laser the A I 2 O 3  particles dominate the performance. The inclusion 

of a small concentration of Ag nanoparticles provides electromagnetic field enhancement 

for both pumping and spontaneously emitted photons while not affecting the scattering
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characteristics of the media. Alternatively, metal particles that do not significantly alter 

the scattering mean free path, and that have a small physical size, provide local optical 

gain enhancement. Several experiments were performed over a wide range of Ag and 

A I 2 O 3  concentrations and various pump energy fluences, to determine the optimum 

parameters. For a dielectric scatterer based random laser having £Al0  ̂ «  L, with a well-

defined definite input pump energy fluence threshold, it was observed that the addition of 

a small amount (~ 2 %) of Ag nanospheres resulted in a three-fold increase in the peak 

emission intensity. Such an enhancement was accompanied by a ~ 1 nm reduction of the 

minimum emission linewidth.

4.5.1 Hybrid Random Lasers

To determine the optimum concentration of Ag nanoparticles in a hybrid Ag/AbCh 

scatterer based random laser, 55 nm diameter Ag particles were suspended in a 10’3 

mol/L solution of Rhodamine 6 G dissolved in methanol. Regulated amounts of these 

particles were then transferred into an A I 2 O 3  scatterer based random laser via a 2-20 pL 

pipette, varying the final Ag nanoparticle concentration from 29 pg/mL to 517 pg/mL. 

At the peak random laser wavelength of Xiaser — 564 nm, each 100 nm diameter A I 2 O 3

I  /  a

particle has a scattering cross-section of <JSC = 2.4 x 10" m , while each 55 nm diameter

IA ")Ag particle has a scattering cross-section of <JSC -  5.5 x 10' m . Thus, while each Ag 

particle is approximately as likely to scatter light, the higher AI2O3 particle concentration 

ensures that scattering events from A I 2 O 3  particles are more probable than those from Ag 

particles. With two scattering species in this random laser, the effective mean free path, 

£eg ,  is calculated from 1/ - ^  - l / ^ >  +l/^^/,o3 > where £ A& and £ A,2o} are the mean free
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path for each individual species. Figure 4.24 depicts £ cff as a function of Ag particle

concentration for AI2O3 scatterer based random lasers with I M(^ = 340 pm, 680 pm, and

2700 pm. As can be seen for the £M0  ̂ = 680 pm system, £ decreases to 560 pm at the

maximum Ag particle concentration of 517 pg/mL. Since the change in is

not significant in this case, the primary optical effect of additional Ag particles is SP field 

enhancement of the local optical gain. While £eff does decrease with the addition of Ag

nanoparticles, the change is substantial only for the A I 2 O 3  scatterer based random laser 

with = 2700 pm, where £efJ~ is reduced to 1460 pm. In this situation, the added Ag

particles result in gain enhancement, scattering, and absorption in the random laser.

4.5.2 Spectral Behaviour o f  Hybrid Random Lasers

Figure 4.25 displays emission spectra at F  = 10.9 mJ/cm2 for each of the hybrid Ag/AFCF 

random lasers with varying Ag particle concentrations. Figure 4.25 (a) depicts the 

emission spectra of a hybrid random laser at £ a,2q} — 340 pm (57 pg/mL of Ag particles).

For relative comparison, the laser without Ag particles is also displayed on the same 

graph. In the hybrid random gain media, t  eff is reduced by a mere 4 pm (from 340 pm

to 336 pm), indicating that scattering effects from Ag are minimal. While there is no 

change in the scattering, optical gain enhancement from the localized SP field causes the 

peak emitted intensity to be enhanced by a factor of ~ 3.1 at this very low Ag 

concentration. Accompanying this enhancement there is a 0.4 nm decrease in emission
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Figure 4.24 -  Effective mean free path (£ vs. Ag particle concentration for hybrid 

Ag/AfCf scatterer based random lasers having £ -  340 pm (O), £ Al̂ -h = 680 pm (A)

and £M0  ̂ ~ 2700 pm (•). There is little change in £ for random lasers with £ ^  = 

340 pm and £ Mich — 680 pm, however, the random laser with £ — 2700 pm
experiences significantly more scattering as Ag particles are added.
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Figure 4.25 -  Hybrid random laser spectra having £ Al20} -  340 pm (a), I  AUh = 680 pm

(b), and £AI2q} = 2700 pm (c). The spectra are depicted for cases without Ag particles,
and at a Ag particle concentration of 57 pg/mL. An intensity enhancement of ~ 3.1 is 
observed for random lasers with both £At2os ~ 340 pm and = 680 pm. At Ah0i -
2700 pm the peak emitted intensity is decreased by a factor of ~ 0.7.
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linewidth, from 5.3 nm (without Ag) to 4.9 nm (with Ag). Similarly, as shown in Figure

4.25 (b), an AI2O3 scatterer based random laser with £ Ali(X = 680 pm has a peak output

intensity enhancement of ~ 3.1 at the same Ag concentration. Clearly the likelihood of 

scattering events is not responsible for increased light output, as reducing I  from 680

pm to 665 pm provided the same intensity enhancement. In contrast, as shown in Figure

4.25 (c), the addition of 57 pg/mL of Ag to an A I 2 O 3  scatterer based random laser ( £ Ai 0

= 2700 pm), reduces the emitted peak intensity by a factor of 0.7. For such a hybrid 

random laser, the decrease in the emitted intensity indicates that the relative 

concentration of Ag particles results in higher self-absorption. That is, the SP enhanced 

optical gain is overwhelmed by increased absorption by the Ag particles.

In each of the hybrid random lasers, the maximum Ag particle concentration 

studied was 517 pg/mL. At this concentration, the mean free path between Ag particles 

alone is 3.2 pm. From experiments described earlier, Ag scattering particles at this mean 

free path are expected to provide a lasing threshold of F — 3.8 mJ/cm2. The lasing 

threshold in the random gain media having £ M O — 2700 pm with 517 pg/mL of Ag

particles is slightly higher at 5 mJ/cm2. Clearly, there is another factor influencing the 

threshold in this hybrid random laser.

4.5.3 Linewidth Variation from Hybrid Random Lasers

The minimum FWHM emission linewidth as a function of Ag concentration is depicted 

in Figure 4.26 for hybrid random lasers having £ Al̂  = 340 pm, 680 pm, and 2700 pm.
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Figure 4.26 -  Minimum FWHM emission linewidth vs. Ag particle concentration for 
hybrid Ag/AFOs scatterer based random lasers having £ AUh = 340 pm (O), t  Al_0t = 680

pm (A), and £ Ah0% -  2700 pm (•). The minimum FWHM emission linewidth for a
silver scatterer based random laser (o) is depicted as a function of Ag particle 
concentration. A small decrease in linewidth with increasing Ag particle concentration 
can be seen for £M0% -  340 pm, and t  Ali0 = 680 pm, while linewidth remains

approximately constant for £ A, ^  = 2700 pm.
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For AI2O3 scatterer based random lasers at £ AU0̂ -  340 pm and £ A, ^  = 680 pm, the

linewidth decreases from 5.3 nm to 4.6 nm, and from 5.7 nm to 4.6 nm respectively. This 

decrease is attributed to the combination of increased scattering from Ag particles, and 

SP enhancement of the local optical gain. For a hybrid random laser having £ Ah0% =

2700 pm, however, the minimum linewidth remains constant at ~ 8  nm.

4.5.4 Intensity Variation from Random Lasers

Figure 4.27 illustrates the peak emitted output intensity enhancement from a hybrid 

random laser as a function of various Ag particle concentrations. Here, the intensity 

enhancement factor is normalized to the peak intensity for each random laser when I  ̂  -

£ M 0̂  (i.e. with no Ag particles). As shown, the hybrid random lasers with £ Ah0% -  340

pm and 680 pm achieve a balance between SP gain enhancement and absorption 

producing maximal light output at a Ag particle concentration of 57 pg/mL. Beyond this 

Ag concentration, the peak emitted intensity decreases because of interplay between 

optical absorption, scattering, and optical gain enhancement. However, the hybrid 

random laser with £ Aî  — 2700 pm displays a different general trend where the laser

emission intensity decreases as the concentration of the Ag particles increases. Over this 

wide Ag particle concentration range, the laser is always operating in the weak scattering 

regime. Interestingly, even at the optimum concentration of the Ag particles of 57 

pg/mL, the emission intensity is reduced by 30%. The lack of sufficient scattering events 

clearly hinders the hybrid laser performance. At a silver particle concentration of 57 

pg/mL random lasing is not expected at pump fluences less than 17 mJ/cm2. Thus, the
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required optical feedback for random lasing is provided by AI2O3 particles for I Al 0̂  =

340 pm and 680 pm, but is not present for -  2700 pm. The lack of intensity

enhancement at a silver concentration of 517 pg/mL can be attributed to a reduction in 

available optical gain caused by the presence of the two scattering species. At the highest 

Ag particle concentration of 517 pg/mL, the number density of Ag particles is 5.6 x 1011 

cm'3 At £ai2q} ~ 2200 pm, the number density of AI2O3 particles is 1.2 x 1012 cm'3. This

provides a 2:1 ratio of A I 2 O 3  particles to Ag particles, so a photon scattered from a silver 

particle has a greater probability of subsequently scattering from an A I 2 O 3  particle than it 

does from a second Ag particle. As an A I 2 O 3  particle occupies 8 times the volume of an 

Ag particle, the overall system gain is reduced compared to the Ag scatterer based 

random laser reported previously [11]. Consequently, the input energy fluence threshold 

for random lasing is increased from F  = 3.8 mJ/cm2 for Ag particles alone to F  = 5 

mJ/cm2 for the hybrid random laser.
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enhancement factor of ~ 3.1 occurs at the optimum Ag particle concentration of 57 
pg/mL.
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Chapter 5: Solid Random Laser

5.1 SU-8 Based Random Laser

There are several issues with the use of a liquid dye solution for the suspension of

scattering particles. A liquid dye random laser is difficult to store, as the Rhodamine 6 G 

is dissolved in methanol that evaporates and leaves behind a dried powdered dye. For 

long-term storage, the glass optical cell must also be protected from physical damage. As 

such, there are durability issues with a liquid based random laser. Additionally, as the 

AI2O3 and Ag scattering particles have densities greater than the methanol solvent, the 

particles eventually settle out of suspension. The random laser sample must be 

sufficiently agitated to maintain the suspended scattering particles. It is therefore 

desirable to develop a random laser that maintains the advantages of the suspended 

particles in a liquid dye construction, while removing the disadvantages of a liquid dye. 

The use of a solid to suspend scattering particles allows for the integration of a random 

laser into optical devices such as optical displays or identification tags.

5.2 Solid Suspension of Scattering Particles

It is a challenge to find a liquid solvent with a sufficient density to make silver particles 

with a density of 1.05 x 104 kg/m3 neutrally buoyant. In a solid state random laser, 

however, the silver particles will remain suspended indefinitely. Thus, a chemical is 

required that will dissolve the Rhodamine 6 G, and that can be solidified. In optical 

terms, the solid must have a refractive index that allows for scattering from both 

dielectric and metallic particles.
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Several solid-state random lasers have been constructed from the combination of 

an optically active solid material and scattering particles. These are typically formed 

from the dissolution of laser dye into a supporting solvent, which is then mixed with 

scattering particles and solidified. An example of this type of random laser is the mixture 

of 50 nm diameter SiC>2 nano-particles into a Rhodamine 6G doped poly-methyl 

methacrylate matrix [1], A second example is the dissolution of Rhodamine 640 laser 

dye into a mixture of mono-methyl methacrylate and hydroxyethel methacrylate, with the 

use of 250 nm diameter Ti02 scattering particles [2].

A material that dissolves Rhodamine 6G and can be solidified is the photoresist 

SU-8, an EPON SU-8 epoxy based negative photoresist photosensitized with triaryl 

sulfonium salt [3] that can form layers tens of microns thick. SU-8 is dissolved in the 

organic solvent cyclopentanone, which also dissolves Rhodamine 6G. Thus, it is possible 

to dissolve the Rhodamine 6G in the cyclopentanone, add any required scattering 

particles, and then solidify the SU-8 through baking. The resulting mixture is then 

spuncoat onto a substrate to create a solid random gain media.

5.3 SU-8 Based Random Laser Construction

Random lasers with either A I 2 O 3  or Ag scattering particles can be created with solid SU- 

8. The SU-8 2050 was obtained from Microchem as it will form a 30 pm thick layer. 

There is a very small amount of cyclopentanone solvent in SU-8 2050, greatly increasing 

the difficulty of dissolving the Rhodamine 6G laser dye. A laboratory vortex stirrer was 

used to disperse the dye throughout the SU-8, and complete dissolution of 4.2 x 10'' 

mol/L of Rhodamine 6G in 10 mL of SU-8 occurred after approximately 24 hours.
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5.3.1 Scattering Particles in SU-8

After complete dissolution, scattering particles are added to the SU-8 . While the 

refractive index contrast between AI2O3 and SU- 8  is small (see table 5.1)compared to the 

contrast with methanol, it is still large enough to cause scattering of light at the peak 

emission wavelength of Xia!ter = 564 nm. In order to achieve a mean free path of 200 pm 

at Xiaser -  564 nm it is necessary to add 200 mg/mL of 100 nm diameter A I 2 O 3  particles 

having Qsca = 6.92 x 10~3. Vigorous agitation is required to suspend the A I 2 O 3  particles 

as the final concentration has a volume packing fraction of approximately 5 %. The SP 

coupling into Ag particles is improved (as indicated by the value of QSCa. in Table 5.2) 

due to the higher refractive index of SU- 8  compared to methanol as shown in Table5.1.

Table 5.1
Material Refractive Index

A I 2 O 3 ^ = 1 . 7 7  [4]
SU- 8 n$u-& ~ 1-59 [5]

Methanol nmmh -  1-33 [4]

Table 5.2
Material Particle Diameter (nm) Q s c a  at X ia se r  = 564 nm

Ag in methanol 55 0.233
Ag in SU- 8 55 0.926

For 55 nm diameter Ag scattering particles having Qsca -  0.926, the mean free path is set 

to 200 pm and 1000 pm by adding 2 mg/mL of Ag and 416 pg/mL respectively. These 

concentrations occupy volume packing fractions which are both a factor at least 250 

times smaller than the packing fraction of A I 2 O 3  as shown in Table 5.3. In order to 

properly disperse the scatterers, the Ag and A I 2 O 3  particles are added to 1 mL of 

cyclopentanone and then placed in an ultrasonic bath for 30 minutes before the solvent is
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added to the SU-8 . Once these scattering particles have been thoroughly mixed with the 

SU-8 , they are spun onto a glass substrate.

Table 5.3
Material £ (nm ) Packing Fraction (%)

Ag 200 2 x 10‘2
Ag 1000 4 X 10'3

A I 2 O 3 200 5

5.3.2 Spincoating o f  SU- 8  and Scattering Particles

Spincoating SU- 8  to create a uniform film involves several procedural steps. The first 

step is cleaning the glass substrates in a piranha bath for 15 minutes. After cleaning, an 

adhesion promoting coating of Omnicoat XP (Microchem) is applied to the substrate. 

The spincoating procedure for the Omnicoat layer is: a 5 s ramp to a speed of 500 RPM 

for 5 seconds; a 10 s ramp to 3000 RMP for 30s; then a 20 s ramp to a complete stop. 

After the spin cycle, the substrate is baked at 200 °C for one minute to drive off any 

solvent. Once the pre-coat has been applied, SU- 8  with embedded AI2O3 or Ag scattering 

particles is applied to the substrate. Approximately 5 mL of the SU- 8  mixture is poured 

on the substrate to ensure a uniform coating. This mixture is then spun according to: a 5 

s ramp to 500 RPM for 10 s; a 15 s ramp to 4000 RPM for 30 s; then a 20 s ramp to a 

complete stop. After a 5 minute waiting period to allow the escape of any air bubbles 

trapped in the SU-8 , the polymer layer is soft-baked for three minutes at 65 °C, followed 

by a nine minute bake at 95 °C to drive off any remaining solvent. Following these 

baking steps, the solidified SU- 8  has a thickness of approximately 20 jim.
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5.3.3 Optical Arrangement

Optical pumping of the random gain media is performed by a frequency doubled 

Nd:YAG laser operating at Xpmil, -  532 nm, having a pulse length of 10 ns, and repetition 

rate of 10 Hz. The light is coupled into the SU-8 as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Both 

circular and line excitation are investigated to determine the emission effects.

5.4 Rhodamine 6G and SU-8 based Random Lasers

Figure 5.2 depicts the measured absorption spectra for Rhodamine 6G dissolved in SU-8 

at a concentration of 4.2 x 10'3 mol/L. The absorption peak for Rhodamine 6G dissolved 

in SU-8 at this concentration is shifted to A -  536 nm compared to the peak absorption at 

Apump -  532 nm for Rhodamine 6G dissolved in methanol. The absorption coefficient of 

the dye as calculated from the spectrophotometer data depicted in Figure 5.2, shows that 

the absorption length is 9 pm at Xpump = 532 nm, and 106 pm at X — 564 nm. Since the 

thickness of the SU-8 layer is ~ 20 pm, the sample length, L, is chosen to be the thickness 

of the SU-8 layer. Unlike the liquid dye solutions, however, photodegradation of the 

Rhodamine 6G laser dye that has been dissolved in SU-8 is a serious issue. As the dye is 

locked in a single physical location, it is not replaced as bleaching occurs. This limits the 

maximum exposure time of the dye to approximately l/5th of a second for an input pulse 

with 9.6 mJ/cm2.
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Figure 5.1 -  Schematic depiction of the experimental apparatus for observation of 
random lasing using an SU-8 based scattering matrix. Pump light is coupled into the SU- 
8 + Rhodamine 6G layer. Edge emitted light is coupled into an Ocean Optics fiber 
spectrometer.
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Figure 5.2 - The measured absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength for 
Rhodamine 6G dye dissolved in SU-8 at a concentration of 4.2 x 10'3 mol/L.
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5.4.1 Light Emission from Rhodamine 6G dissolved in SU-8

Figure 5.3 depicts the emission spectrum of 4.2 x 10'3 mol/L Rhodamine 6G dissolved in 

SU-8 at F -  7.6 mJ/cm2 (Figure 5.3 (curve a)) and F -  114 mJ/cm2 (Figure 5.3 (curve b)). 

The pump fluences used in this study are higher than the range studied in chapter 4 (F -  

0.2 mJ/cm2 to 24.6 mJ/cm2). The broadband spontaneous emission spectrum at F — 7.6 

mJ/cm2 (Table 5.4) resembles the broadband emission spectrum of Rhodamine 6G 

dissolved in methanol (See section 4.4.1). When the input pump energy fluence is 

increased to F  = 114 mJ/cm2 there is a 1.9 times decrease in the FWHM linewidth. 

Additionally, the emission intensity increases by a factor of 9. This intensity increase 

will serve as the comparison point between the SU-8 based scattering gain media.

Table 5.4
.. . • . V'1 ^
Pump Fluence (mJ/cnr) Linewidth (nm) Peak Wavelength (nm) Intensity (a.u.)

7.6 35 570 55
114 18 570 470

5.4.2 Light Emission with AI2 O3 Scattering Particles

In the outlined experiments, an SU-8 and A I 2 O 3  scatterer based random laser was 

constructed lfom the mixture of 100 nm diameter A I 2 O 3  particles in a solution of SU-8 

and Rhodamine 6G laser dye. As with a liquid dye based random laser, dielectric 

scattering particles are used to create a comparative performance baseline. Figure 5.4 

depicts the emission spectra for an A I 2 O 3  scattering particle based SU-8 gain media 

having I  — 200 pm that is pumped at fluences of F  -  7.6 mJ/cm2 (Figure 5.4 (curve a)), 

53 mJ/cm2 (Figure 5.4 (curve b)), and 114 mJ/cm2 (Figure 5.4 (curve c)). Since the mean 

free path is 10 times larger than the thickness of the SU-8 layer (ie. LjU -  0.1) for this
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Figure 5.3 - Emission spectra from Rhodamine 6G dissolved in SU-8 at a concentration 
of 4.2 x 10~3 mol/L (a) The broadband fluorescence spectrum having a FWHM linewidth 
of 35 nm obtained from the sample when pumped at F  = 7.6 mJ/cm2. (b) The emission 
spectrum for the sample pumped at F -  114 mJ/cm2, having a linewidth of 18.3 nm.
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media. Multiple scattering must therefore occur along the direction parallel to the 

substrate surface to provide the feedback for random lasing. This directional scattering is 

aided by the waveguide effect confining emitted light between the glass substrate ( n lasi =

1.5), the SU- 8  ( n S(J H = 1.59), and the surrounding air. Along the plane parallel to the

substrate, several scattering events are expected for each emitted and pump photon, as the 

active gain region is the size of the 1 mm diameter pump spot. At F  ~ 7.6 mJ/cm2 the 

emission is broadband as shown in Table 5.5, similar to pure Rhodamine 6 G in SU-8 . 

Below the threshold fluence, there is insufficient optical gain to cause the characteristic 

line narrowing of random lasing. At F  -  53 mJ/cm2 the FWHM linewidth narrows to 15 

nm, indicating that the threshold energy fluence for lasing has been reached. Because of 

the thinness of the SU- 8  layer this threshold value of F  is greater than for an AI2O3 

scatterer based liquid dye random laser having t  = 170 pm (53 mJ/cm2 for SU- 8  vs. 7.6 

mJ/cm2 for the liquid). This is due to the fact that unlike the liquid dye, any emitted light 

that is scattered out of the SU- 8  layer cannot return to the active gain region. As F  is 

increased to 114 mJ/cm2 the FWHM linewidth decreases to 6.7 nm. The maximum peak 

intensity is 5 times greater than from the pure Rhodamine 6 G dye.

Table 5.5
Pump Fluence (mJ/cm") Linewidth (nm) Peak Wavelength (nm) Intensity (a.u.)

7.6 32 574 76
53 15 568 524
114 6.7 567 2500
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Figure 5.4 - Emission spectra from Rhodamine 6 G dissolved in SU- 8  with AI2O3 

nanoparticles at £ = 2 0 0  pm. (a) The broadband fluorescence spectrum having a FWHM 
linewidth of 32 nm obtained from the sample when pumped at F — 7.6 mJ/cm2. (b) The 
emission spectrum for the sample pumped at F = 53 mJ/cm2, having a linewidth of 15 
nm. This spectrum indicates the onset of random lasing from the device, (c) The 
measured emission spectrum at F = 114 mJ/cm2, having a linewidth of 6.7 nm, indicating 
random lasing.
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5.4.3 Light Emission with Ag Scattering Particles

In these experiments, two SU- 8  based Ag scatterer random lasers were prepared from the 

addition of 55 nm diameter Ag particles to a solution of SU- 8  and Rhodamine 6 G laser 

dye. Similar to the liquid based Ag scatterer random lasers, the gain enhancement from 

SP coupling enables the Ag scatterer based random laser to outperform an AI2O3 scatterer 

based random laser at the same mean free path. The Ag scattering particle based SU- 8  

gain media exhibits a narrower FWHM linewidth, a lower input pump energy fluence 

threshold, and greater output intensity than the comparable A120 3 scatterer based random 

laser.

A silver scatterer based random gain media with £ = 200 pm, has a scattering 

strength of Lj£ =0.1 across the thickness of the SU- 8  layer, and thus multiple scattering 

events are only probable along the SU- 8  waveguide layer. Since the edge emitted light is 

collected, scattering events along the waveguide are the primary source of any measured 

light. Figure 5.5 (curves a - c) illustrates the emission spectrum for this random gain 

media at F  = 15 mJ/cm2 (curve a), 53 mJ/cm2 (curve b), and 114 mJ/cm2 (curve c). At F  

= 15 mJ/cm2 the broadband light is characteristic of spontaneous emission from the Ag 

scatterer based random gain media (see table 5.6). At F  — 53 mJ/cm2 the FWHM 

linewidth has narrowed to 9.9 nm, indicative of the onset of random lasing. Like the 

A I 2 O 3  scatterer based solid-state gain media, light is amplified as the spontaneous 

emission along the waveguide is scattered multiple times. For this random gain media, 

the threshold energy fluence for lasing is ~ 38 mJ/cm2, approximately 15 mJ/cm2 less 

than the fluence required for lasing in the A I 2 O 3  scatterer based random gain media. At F  

= 114 mJ/cm2 the FWHM emission is narrower ( 6  nm) than for the A120 3 based gain
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Figure 5.5 - Emission spectra from Rhodamine 6G dissolved in SU-8 with Ag 
nanoparticles at t  ~ 200 pm. (a) The broadband fluorescence spectrum having a FWHM 
linewidth of 40 nm from the sample pumped at F — 15 mJ/cm2. (b) The emitted spectrum 
for the sample pumped at F  = 53 mJ/cm2, having a linewidth of 9.9 nm. (c) The 
measured emission spectrum at F = 114 mJ/cm2, with a linewidth of 6 nm, indicating 
random lasing.
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media previously studied (6.7 nm). Additionally, the peak intensity at F  = 114 mJ/cm2 is 

7 times greater than the emitted light from pure Rhodamine 6 G, and 1.4 times greater 

than the emitted light from the AI2O3 scatterer in SU- 8  based random gain media. Each 

of these three performance advantages of Ag scattering particles -  the increased output 

power, the lower threshold fluence; and the narrower linewidth; -  arise due to SP 

enhancement of optical gain in the immediate vicinity of the Ag particles.

Table 5.6
Pump Fluence (mJ/cm ) Linewidth (nm) Peak Wavelength (nm) Intensity (a.u.)

15 40 573 65
53 9.9 570 499
114 6 . 0 568 3400

A silver scatterer based random gain media having £ -  1000 pm has a scattering 

strength of L /i  = 0.02 across the SU- 8  layer, and L/£ = 1 along the actively pumped 

waveguide region. There is thus a high probability that emitted photons will escape the 

active gain volume, as the mean free path of scattering (1  mm) is equal to the pump spot 

diameter (1 mm). The fact that the mean free path is an order of magnitude greater than 

the absorption length (106 pm) means that photons which escape from the active gain 

volume are unlikely to return. Figure 5.6 (curves a - c) depicts the emission spectrum for 

this sample at F  = 7.6 mJ/cm2 (curve a), F  = 53 mJ/cm2 (curve b), and F  = 114 mJ/cm2 

(curve c). At F  = 7.6 mJ/cm2 the spontaneous emission is typical of the SU- 8  based 

random gain media below threshold (see table 5.7). However, at F  = 53 mJ/cm2 the light 

emission remains broadband. For this random gain media, the threshold energy fluence 

is F  = 76 mJ/cm2, which is considerably higher than the respective threshold fluences of 

38 mJ/cm2 and 53 mJ/cm2 for the Ag and A I 2 O 3  scatterer based solid-state
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Figure 5.6 -  Emission spectra from Rhodamine 6G dissolved in SU-8 with Ag 
nanoparticles at I = 1000 pm. (a) The broadband fluorescence spectrum having a 
FWHM linewidth of 36 nm from the sample pumped at F -  7.6 mJ/cm2. (b) The emitted 
spectrum for the sample pumped at F  = 53 mJ/cm2, having a linewidth of 30 nm. This 
indicates that the random gain media is still below the lasing threshold, (c) The measured 
emission spectrum at F = 114 mJ/cm2, indicating random lasing with a linewidth of 8.8 
nm.
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random lasers having t  -  200 jxm. At F  -  114 mJ/cm2 the FWHM linewidth has 

narrowed to 8.8 nm, indicating that the fluence is above the lasing threshold. For this 

weak scattering regime, the rarity of non-resonant optical feedback must be compensated 

for by large optical gain provided by co-localized SP gain enhancement.

Table 5.7
Pump Fluence (mJ/cm2) Linewidth (nm) Peak Wavelength (nm) Intensity (a.u.)

7.6 36 564 220
53 30 566 480
114 8.8 564 1900

5.4.4 Linewidth Variation for SU-8 Based Random Lasers

The variation of the FWHM linewidth of emitted light from the SU-8 solid-state random 

lasers as a function of F  illustrates several interesting factors. Figure 5.7 (a - d) depicts 

the FWHM linewidth variation as a function of F  from 7.6 mJ/cm2 to 114 mJ/cm2 for 

random lasers without any scatterers (♦ ), with AI2O3 scatterers at t  -  200 pm (■), and 

with Ag scatterers at I  -  200 pm («)and 1000 pm (A) .  This figure indicates that both 

the scatterer material and the mean free path control the lasing threshold. Above the 

lasing threshold, the minimum linewidth of the A I 2 O 3  and Ag scatterer based random 

lasers having I  — 200 pm are approximately equal (see table 5.8). These two random 

lasers both demonstrate a definite linewidth plateau beyond the well-defined threshold F. 

As t  increases from 200 pm to 1000 pm for the Ag scatterer samples, the lasing 

threshold also increases. Even at £ = 1000 pm the Ag scatterer based random laser 

shows significant linewidth narrowing at F  -  114 mJ/cm2. In this scattering regime, the 

system has to be pumped with F  a factor of two times larger than the threshold F  at £ = 

200 pm to compensate for the lack of multiple scattering events. With multiple scattering
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Figure 5.7 -  The FWHM linewidth variation as a function of F  from F  = 7.6 mJ/cm2 to F  
-  114 mJ/cm2 for random gain media in SU-8 without any scatterers (♦ ), with A I 2 O 3  

scatterers at I  -  200 jLtm (■), and with Ag scatterers at f = 200 Jim (•) and 1000 fim 
(A) .
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events along the SU-8 waveguide layer, narrowband laser-like light emission escapes 

from the edge of the SU-8.

Table 5.8
Material I  (pm) Threshold Fluence (mJ/cm ) Minimum Linewidth (nm)

A I 2 O 3 200 53 6.7
Ag 200 38 6.0
Ag 1000 76 12

5.4.5 Intensity Variation fo r  AI2 O3 Scatterer Based Random Lasers 

Figure 5.8 (curves a - d) depicts the relative peak intensity variation as a function of F  

from 7.6 mJ/cm2 to 114 mJ/cm2 for random lasers without any scatterers (♦ ), with A I 2 O 3  

scatterers at t  — 200 pm (■), and with Ag scatterers at both t  -  200 pm (•land 1000 

pm (A). This figure shows that both F  and the dependence on L jl  of the effective

cavity length traversed by emitted radiation determine the measured peak intensity. Both 

the A I 2 O 3  and the Ag scatterer based random lasers emit have greater maximum emission 

intensities than the pure Rhodamine 6G dye (see Table 5.9), owing to strong scattering 

and SP gain enhancement for the Ag sample. Additionally, each of the random lasers 

having i  = 200 pm produces more output light above threshold than the Ag scatter based 

random laser having I  -  1000 pm as shown in Table 5.9.

Table 5.9
Material t  (pm) Peak Intensity (a.u.)
Pure Dye N.A. 474

A I 2 O 3 200 2500
Ag 200 3400
Ag 1000 1900
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Figure 5.8 - The relative peak intensity variation as a function of F  from 7.6 mJ/cm2 to 
114 mJ/cm2 for random gain media in SU- 8  without any scatterers (♦), with AI2O3 

scatterers at I  -  200 pm (■), and with Ag scatterers at both I  — 200 pm (•) and 1000 
pm (▲).
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5.5 Line Excitation of SU-8 Based Random Lasers

For an SU-8 based random gain media pumped at Xpump = 532 nm, both the position of 

the pump spot, and its size control the output emission spectrum. When the optical 

focusing element is changed from a spherical lens to a cylindrical lens, the resultant line 

excitation preferentially pumps the dye along one direction. Hence, photons that 

propagate along an 8 mm long excitation line experiences a potentially greater optical 

path length than the maximum path length for a 1 mm diameter circular focal spot.

5.5.1 Line Excitation o f  Rhodamine 6G dissolved in SU-8

Figure 5.9 illustrates the emission spectrum at F  = 0.7 mJ/cm2 (curve a) and 11.1 mJ/cm2 

(curve b) of 4.2 x 10'3 mol/L Rhodamine 6G dissolved in SU-8 with an pump spot that is 

1 mm wide and 8 mm long. At the lowest possible input fluence obtainable from the 

Nd:YAG laser system of F  = 0.7 mJ/cm2 the emission spectrum from the Rhodamine 6G 

has a FWHM linewidth less than what is expected for the spontaneous emission below 

the lasing threshold (see table 5.10). At F  = 11.1 mJ/cm2 the emission linewidth narrows 

slightly by 1.7 nm. Unlike a similar random gain media pumped with a circular focal 

spot, this device produces an extremely narrow spectrum at lower F. The narrow 

linewidth occurs at this F  due to the formation of an optical resonator cavity. There is 

optical feedback in this system from the interface between the edge of the SU-8 and air, 

as the refractive index contrast between SU-8 ( nsu_H = 1.59) and air provides intensity 

feedback of 5.2 % at the edge of the waveguide.

Table 5.10
Pump Fluence (mJ/cnr) Linewidth (nm) Peak Wavelength (nm) Intensity (a.u.)

0.7 7 559 300
11.1 5.3 569 22000
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Figure 5.9 - Emission spectra from Rhodamine 6G dissolved in SU-8 at a concentration 
of 4.2 x 10'3 mol/L. A cylindrical lens focuses the pump spot to a line 1 mm wide and 8 
mm long, (a) The narrowband spectrum having a FWHM linewidth of 7 nm obtained 
from the sample when pumped at F  = 0.7 mJ/cm2. (b) The emission spectrum for the 
sample pumped at F  = 11.1 mJ/cm2, having a linewidth of 5.3 nm.
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5.5.2 Light Emission with AI2 O3 Scattering Particles

An A I 2 O 3  scatterer based solid state random gain media excited with a line source 8 mm 

long and 1 mm wide, was constructed with i  -  200 J im .  Figure 5.10 depicts the 

emission spectra for this device at F  = 0.7 mJ/cm2 (curve a) and F  = 6.7 mJ/cm2 (curve 

b). For this media, it is expected that multiple scattering events will occur as the 

scattering strength along the excitation line is Lf I  =40. Strong scattering in the active 

region of the waveguide ensures that photons are scattered multiple times, creating a non

resonant optical cavity. Light traveling along the length of the excitation line is 

preferentially selected by collecting edge-emitted radiation. For F  -  0.7 mJ/cm2 the 

emission is broadband with a FWHM linewidth typical of spontaneous emission (see 

table 5.11). This is much greater than the linewidth of the pure Rhodamine 6G based 

gain media at the same pump fluence. This difference potentially arises due to the 

resonant optical feedback from the interface between the edge of the SU-8 and the 

surrounding air. Assuming that the probability of a photon scattering within a single 

mean path approaches one, effectively no emitted photons will cross the 17 mm gap 

between the edge of the excited region and the outer edge of the SU-8. This is supported 

by visual observations indicating that the fluorescence of the dye does not extend to the 

far edge. The FWHM linewidth reaches a minimum at F -  6.7 mJ/cm2, which is much 

smaller than the lasing threshold of F  = 53 mJ/cm2 for circular excitation.

Table 5.11
Pump Fluence (mJ/cm ) Linewidth (nm) Peak Wavelength (nm) Intensity (a.u.)

0.7 32 562 60
6.7 8 561 790
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Figure 5.10 -  The emission spectra from Rhodamine 6 G dissolved in SU- 8  with AI2O3 

nanoparticles at £ = 200 |im. (a) The broadband fluorescence spectrum having a FWHM 
linewidth of 32 nm obtained from the sample when pumped at F — 0.7 mJ/cm2. (b) The 
emission spectrum for the sample pumped at F=  6.7 mJ/cm2. The linewidth at this pump 
fluence is 8  nm.
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5.5.3 Light Emission with Ag Scattering Particles

As in the circular excitation configuration, the gain enhancement from SP resonance 

enables the Ag scatterer based random laser to outperform an AI2O3 scatterer based 

random laser having the same mean free path. The Ag scatterer based solid state random 

lasers exhibit a narrower linewidth, a lower pump energy fluence threshold, and greater 

output intensity than the comparable A I 2 O 3  scatterer based solid state random laser. For a 

silver scatterer based solid-state random gain media with t  -  2 0 0  pm, the scattering 

strength is L /f =0.1 across the thickness of the SU- 8  layer. Figure 5.11 illustrates the 

emission spectrum for this random gain media at F  -  0.7 mJ/cm2 (a) and F -  11.1 mJ/cm2 

(b). At F  = 0.7 mJ/cm2 the random gain media is above the threshold fluence with a 

FWHM emission linewidth is well below what is expected for spontaneous emission (see 

table 5.12). The emission linewidth for this device remains constant up to F  -  11.1 

mJ/cm2. Like the AI2O3 scatterer based random laser having i  = 200 pm, it is unlikely 

that a photon will reflect off of the far edge of the SU- 8  and return to the active gain 

region. Thus, this Ag scatterer based random gain media functions as a random laser 

under line excitation at energy fluences of at least 0.7 mJ/cm2. This performance is 

superior in both the required threshold input energy fluence, and the FWHM linewidth to 

the A I 2 O 3  scatterer based random laser having I  = 2 0 0  pm. The source of the snhanced 

performance is two-fold. First, to reach a mean free path of 200 pm using 55 nm 

diameter Ag particles requires an occupied volume packing fraction of only 2 x 10' 2 %, 

compared to the 5 % required using 100 nm diameter AI2O3 particles. Secondly, the SP 

gain enhancement using Ag nanoparticles, described in Chapter 2.3.1, provides increased 

gain at each scattering event compared to the A I 2 O 3  scattering events.
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Figure 5.11 - Emission spectra obtained from Rhodamine 6G dissolved in SU-8 with Ag 
nanoparticles at £ = 200 pm. (a) The narrowband emission spectrum with a FWHM 
linewidth of 6 nm from the sample pumped at F -  0.7 mJ/cm2. (b) The emission 
spectrum for the sample pumped at F  = 11.1 mJ/cm2, having a linewidth of 6 nm. 
Random lasing occurs at all studied input fluences.
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Table 5.12
Pump Fluence (mJ/cm ) Linewidth (nm) Peak Wavelength (nm) Intensity (a.u.)

0.7 6 569 130
11.1 6 568 3800

Figure 5.12 depicts the emission spectrum from a silver sample having t  -  1000 pm at F  

-  0.7 mJ/cm2 (curve a) and F  -  2.2 mJ/cm2 (curve b). Figure 5.12 (curve a) clearly 

shows that the system is in the broadband spontaneous emission regime below the lasing 

threshold (see table 5.13). At F  = 2.2 mJ/cm2 the emission spectrum drastically narrows, 

characteristic of random lasing. As expected, the threshold fluence of ~ 2.2 mJ/cm2 is 

higher than for an Ag scatterer based random gain media having i  = 200 pm due to the 

reduced scattering probability.

Table 5.13
Pump Fluence (mJ/cm2) Linewidth (nm) Peak Wavelength (nm) Intensity (a.u.)

0.7 32 564 75
2.2 6 564 3140

5.5.4 Lasing Energy Fluence Threshold for SU-8 Based Solid State Random Lasers 

For each of the studied random lasers, as the length of the focal line is decreased from 8 

mm to 1 mm, the input energy fluence threshold varies accordingly. Figure 5.13 charts 

the dependence between the threshold fluence and the length of the excitation line for 

random lasers with AI2O3 scatterers at i  = 200 pm (■), with Ag scatterers at both I  = 

200 pm ( • )  and 1000 pm (A ) , and without any scattering particles (♦). Here, each curve 

depicts the significant performance drop that results as the decrease in length of the pump 

line reduces the total delivered energy and the optical path length. The threshold fluence 

in this figure is defined as the energy at which the FWHM linewidth becomes less than 

17 nm, approximately half of the 35 nm linewidth of spontaneous emission from pure
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Figure 5.12 - Emission spectra from Rhodamine 6G dissolved in SU-8 with Ag 
nanoparticles at £ = 1000 pm. (a) The broadband fluorescence spectrum having a 
FWHM linewidth of 32 nm from the sample pumped at F  -  0.7 mJ/cm2. (b) The emitted 
spectrum for the sample pumped at F — 2.2 mJ/cm2, having a linewidth of 6 nm.
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Figure 5.13 -  Input pump energy fluence threshold graphed as a function of the length of 
the excitation line. The width of the excitation line is 1 mm in all cases. Each symbol 
represents a gain media with AI2O3 scatterers at £ = 200 pm (■), with Ag scatterers at 
both £ = 200 pm (•) and 1000 pm (A ) ,  and without any scattering particles (♦).
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Rhodamine 6 G. As can be seen, both the threshold F  and the minimum FWHM 

linewidth are highly dependent on the length of the pump line. For each random laser, 

the threshold fluence increases as the excitation length decreases. Additionally, the 

thresholds for both Ag scatterer based random lasers remain lower than the thresholds for 

the AI2O3 scatterer based random laser (see table 5.14). For the pure Rhodamine 6 G dye, 

the threshold does not increase linearly with decreasing line length due to the presence of 

optical feedback at the edges of the SU- 8  layer for this gain media.

Table 5.14
Material £ (dm) Line Fluence (mJ/cm2) Circular Fluence (mJ/cm2)

......_ ..........................  A g ................. 2 0 0 0.74 2 . 6

. . _ ...............................Ag ................ .............................. 1 0 0 0 1.3 1.3
A I 2 O 3 2 0 0 6.3 1 1 .1

5.5.5 Intensity Variation fo r AI2O3 Scatterer Based Random Lasers 

In addition to the dependence of the lasing threshold on the length of the pump line, the 

line length also determines the peak intensity reached by each random laser. Figure 5.14 

depicts the relative peak intensity variation at F  = 11.1 mJ/cm2 for random lasers with 

AI2O3 scatterers at £ = 200 pm (■), Ag scatterers at £ = 200 pm (•)  and 1000 pm (▲), 

and for pure Rhodamine 6G dye (♦ ). The interesting feature depicted in the intensity 

plot is that while the peak intensities of the random lasers obey a linear relationship with 

the excitation line length, the intensity output of the conventional pure Rhodamine 6G 

laser increases rapidly at an excitation length between 4mm and 6 mm. The intensity 

dependence as a function of length illustrates the effect of scattering particles. Without 

scattering particles, the emitted light can be amplified over the entire length of the pump 

line. With scattering particles, the optical path length traveled is less dependent on the 

length of the pump line, and is instead a function of the mean free path between
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scattering events. Thus, the feedback mechanism for the pure dye possibly displays an 

exponential dependence on length, while the ultimate dependence on the length of the 

excitation line for the random lasers with scattering particles is more linear. 

Additionally, the greater intensity at F  = 11.1 mJ/cm2 for the Ag scatterer based random 

lasers compared to the A I 2 O 3  based gain media illustrates the effect of SP gain 

enhancement (see table 5.15).

Table 5.15
Material I  (p.m) Peak Intensity (a.u.)
Pure Dye N.A. 2 2 0 0 0

A I 2 O 3 2 0 0 790
Ag 2 0 0 3800
Ag 1 0 0 0 3100
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Figure 5.14 -  Peak output intensity as a function of the length of the excitation line. The 
width of the excitation line is 1 mm in all cases. Each symbol represents a gain media 
with AI2O3 scatterers at £ -  200 pm (■), with Ag scatterers at both £ = 200 pm (•)  and 
1000 pm (A ) ,  and without any scattering particles (♦).
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Chapter 6: Conclusions

6.1 Conclusion

This thesis presents the results of experimental and theoretical investigation of the effects 

of surface plasmon resonance on random laser systems. A discussion of the techniques 

required for numerical modeling of random laser systems is included. The theoretical 

simulations involve the inclusion of numerical methods into the FDTD algorithm to 

account for dispersive metals and dielectrics, as well as optical gain materials. The 

results of this simulation support the case for optical gain enhancement caused by surface 

plasmon resonance in silver nanoparticles.

In the experimental sections of the thesis, random lasers have been constructed by 

the addition of 100 nm diameter alumina and 55 nm diameter silver scattering spheroids 

to a solution of high gain Rhodamine 6 G laser dye dissolved in methanol. The use of 

silver scattering particles reduces the minimum spectral emission linewidth to ~ 4 nm 

from the ~ 6  nm obtained for AI2O3 scatterers. The input energy fluence threshold for 

lasing is comparable or lower in the Ag scatterer based random gain media even when the 

mean free path is greater. A threshold lasing fluence of 3.8 mJ/cm2 was measured for a 

silver scatterer based random gain media having a mean free path of 3200 pm, while the 

threshold was 4 mJ/cm2 for an alumina scatterer based random laser having a mean free 

path of 340 pm. For the sub-wavelength diameter silver particles, the electromagnetic 

field near the particle surface is resonantly enhanced due to the excitation of particle 

surface plasmons. This field enhancement causes an increase in the optical gain 

surrounding each silver particle, and leads to the observed significant improvement of 

random laser operation.
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A hybrid random laser was constructed using both alumina and silver scattering 

particles to investigate the role of surface plasmon enhancement of optical gain. Here, 

the silver particles are utilized for their surface plasmon enhancement characteristics, 

while the alumina particles provide non-resonant feedback through multiple scattering. 

Due to local electromagnetic field enhancement from surface plasmon coupling into Ag 

the silver nanoparticles, the addition of Ag nanoparticles to an A I 2 O 3  scatterer based 

random laser results in an increase in the peak intensity of emitted radiation accompanied 

by narrower linewidth. The result is a three-fold enhancement of the emitted intensity 

from the hybrid random laser. It is interesting that the required Ag concentration is small 

compared to the concentration of A I 2 O 3  particles needed to achieve random lasing, 

indicating the utility of providing metal particles in a random laser to assist development 

of applications such as nano sized random lasers. The experimental results illustrate that 

a balance must be maintained between the large absorption arising from the metal 

particles and optical gain.

In addition to random lasers constructed from the suspension of dielectric and 

metallic scattering particles in liquid laser dyes, several solid state random laser devices 

were developed. These devices involved the suspension of 55 nm diameter Ag and 100 

nm diameter A I 2 O 3  scattering particles in the thick negative photoresist SU-8. 

Rhodamine 6G laser dye was dissolved into the SU-8 to provide optical gain. The 

mixture was deposited on a glass substrate to create a solid-state random lasing device. 

Experimental emission spectra obtained from the solid state random gain media indicated 

that linear excitation of the silver scattering particle layer lowers the threshold energy 

fluence for lasing by a factor of up to 54 times compared to circular excitation of the
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same sample. The threshold is also lowered fivefold compared to an Ag scatterer based 

random laser suspended in a liquid dye. The formation of a conventional laser resonator 

cavity is enabled through line excitation in a pure Rhodamine 6G sample, but does not 

appear with a circular focal spot.

6.2 Future Possibilities

The surface plasmon enhanced random lasers outlined in this work provide a basis for 

future experimental work on improving the performance of random lasers. Further 

experimental work is likely to proceed in this area through the use of both silver 

nanoparticles of alternative sizes, as well as scattering particles formed from metals such 

as copper or gold.

The theoretical framework presented in this thesis provides the ability to develop 

models of any number of electromagnetic phenomena related to electromagnetic wave 

propagation through highly scattering media. The extension of this model to include the 

third dimension Would greatly increase its predictive ability.

The ability to enhance random laser operation through the use of nanometer sized 

metallic scattering particles has the potential to improve the utility of random lasers for 

applications in the field of microlasers and microscopic light sources. Further, the ease of 

fabrication of nanoscopic metal particles compared to dielectric particles make them 

excellent candidates for use in such applications.
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Appendix A: Finite-Difference Time-Domain Software Source Code

The following is the complete source code for the software suite developed for the 

simulation of random laser systems.

/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

//File main.h
//Contains material constants and other controlling parameters
I /  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
#ifndef MAINJH 
tdefine MAIN_H

#include "util.h"
#include <limits.h>

#de£ine PARALLELIZE //defined to set the program to compile for a multi-threaded using 
OPENMP
const int NUM_THREADS = 32;//The number of threads that the code should run in
//Some basic constants for the program. Needs to eventually go into a
//data file with a reader to load it.
//This is a two-dimensional code. Z direction is assumed to be infinitely the same
const double cnaught = 3e8;//The speed of light in free space (m/s) 
const double enaught = 8.85e-12;//The permittivity free space (P/m) 
const double pi = 3.14159265359;//Pi
const double munaught = 4*pi*le-7;//The permeability of free space (H/m) 
const double hbar = 6.63e-34/(2*pi);//The reduced Planck's constant 
const double e_charge = 1.6e-19;//The charge on an electron (Coulombs) 
const double e_mass = 9.lle-13;//The mass of an electron (kg)

const double grid_size = 50e-9;//feature_size/10 in m; The size of the simulation grid 
const double delta_time = le-16;//grid_size/(2*cnaught) in s; The simulation time step 
const int time_steps = 2000000;//The number of time steps that the simulation will 
undergo

const int x_size = 500;//The width of the simulation space in grid spaces
const int y_size = 500;//The height of the simulation space in grid spaces
const int PML_width = 20;// The width of the perfectly matched layer boundary condition

//empirically, 10 works, but 20 seems to
work better
const int PML_cond = 100000;//conductivity of the outside layer of the PML

//outside layer - 1000 for THz,
100000 for optical 

//Source Constants

const bool random_sources = true;//Create a set of point sources with a wavelengths 
randomly distributed along

//a Lorentzian curve
const bool line_source = true;//Whether to use a radiation source distributed along a 
line at y_source
const bool single_cycle = false;//THz pulse derivative of modified Gaussian - true is THz 
experiment (Currently deprecated)
const bool gaussian = true; //Gaussian beam profile
const double beam_FWHM = 150*grid_size;//The intensity FWHM of the source beam 
const bool pulsed = false;//True to create a pulsed source
const double pulse_FWHM = 8e-15; //The intensity FWHM duration of the pulsed source 
const double pulse_start = 6*pulse_FWHM; //Time at which the pulse will be at its 
maximum value
const double wavelength = 500e-9;//The central wavelength of the Source, 
const double max_field = 1;//The maximum field amplitude of the Sources

//Geometry Contants

const int file_spacing = 5000;//spacing between output files
const int check_space = 5000;//number of timesteps to complete before creating a 
checkpoint
const bool reload = true;//start from the last known good checkpoint
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//geom.bmp is now loaded automatically, and must be built beforehand with the geometry 
builder
//const bool load_geometry = true;
const bool text_output = true;//output text files instead of picture files 

const int source_x = x_size/2; //horizontal centre of the beam
const int source y = 25; //vertical position of the beam, must be > PML_width 

//Integration Line Constants
const int first_line_y = source_y+PML_width;//Position of the first line to integrate 
field strength over
const int second_line_y = y_size-2*PML_width;//Position of the second line to integrate 
field strength over

/*// Parameters for random medium (deprecated) 
const int radius = 10;//Grid quanta, not physical size 
const int num_cylinders = 100;//748;*/

const double output_circle_radius = 25;//The radius of the circle along which data will 
be output for scattering calculations

//const double epsilon_medium = 1;
//const double epsilon_material = 2.25; //3.08424;

//parameters for Laser Gain 
//Pumping rate
//const double pump_rate = le7;
//Centre frequency of gain spectrum
const double omega_a = 2 *pi*cnaught/wavelength;//5.6el4;
//Level lifetimes
const double tau_32 = le-13;//Level lifetimes 
const double tau_21 = le-9; 
const double tau_10 = le-ll;
//Starting Electron densities 
/•const double N0_start = 3 .2779e+024,- 
const double Nl_start = 3 .2778e+020; 
const double N2_start = 3.2778e+022; 
const double N3_start = 3.2779e+018;*/ 
const double N0_start = 5.5*6.02e23; 
const double Nl_start = 0; 
const double N2_start = 0; 
const double N3_start = 0;
//mean time between dephasing events 
const double T2 = 2.18e-14;
//FWHM linewidth of atomic transition 
const double delta_omega_a = l/tau_21 + 2/T2;
//Real decay rate of second level 
const double gamma_r = l/tau_21;
//Classical decay rate of second level 
const double gamma_c =
e_charge*e_charge*omega_a*omega_a/(e_mass* 6 *pi *enaught*cnaught*cnaught*cnaught); 

//Lorentzian Lineshape stuff.
const double freqnaught = cnaught/500e-9,-//The central frequency of the Lorentzian 
const double delta_freq = cnaught/470e-9 - cnaught/530e-9;//The bandwidth of the 
Lorentzian distribution of sources
const int source_spacing = 10;//No longer needed. Originally the average spacing between 
randomly distributed sources

//Constants determining what material inhabits each grid square
enum {FREE_SPACE, DISPERSIONLESS_GLASS, ALUMINA, CHROMIUM, SILVER, GAIN,
num_material_types};

#endif

/ / • f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

//File bitmap.h
//Constants for the bitmap I/O routines
j  / ************* **********************
#ifndef BITMAP_H
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tdefine BITMAP_H

tinclude "material.h"
//Implements a bitmap reader and writer for output of data and input of geometry 
information
//Also implements the text file output for data so that it can be moved out of the FDTD 
section

//#undef BYTE

#define Bitmap _File_Header BITMAPFILEHEADER 
#define Bitmap_Info_Header BITMAPINfFOHEADER

class bitmap 
{
public:

//Output a colormapped bitmap with a maximum value of max 
//and using the data stored in field_data
static void write(char * filename, double ** field_data, double max);
//Output a graphical representation of the simulation geometry 
static void output_geometry(char * filename, material *** media_data);
//Read in a graphical representation of the simulation geometry 
static void read_geometry(char * filename, int ** media_data) ,-

} ;

#endif

j  / ****************’***************************'*■’**
//File geometry.cpp
//Contains constants for I?0 of geometry files under *NIX 
//Operating systems
z/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

tifndef BITMAP_H 
#define BITMAPJH

tinclude "material .h"

class geometry 
{
public:

//Output a text based geometry file
static void output_geometry(char * filename, material *** media_data); 
//Read a text based geometry file
static void read_geometry(char * filename, int ** media_data);

} ;
#endif

j  ************************* ********
//File material.h
//Defines the material parameters for a specific type of material
j  /*************.********************************
tifndef MATERIAL_H 
tdefine MATERIALJH

tinclude "main.h"

class material 
{
public:

//Default material is unitialized space 
material();

//Set the material constants for this particular material 
//double permittivity is the relative permittivity
//double permeability is the relative permeability
//double conductivity is the electrical conductivity of the material
//double mag_cond is the magnetic conductivity of the material
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//double B1, double B2, double B3, double reson_l, double reson_2, double reson_3 
//Sellmeier coefficients for the material if it is a dispersive dielectric 
//Bl, B2, B3 are the fitting coefficients 
//reson_l, reson_2, reson_3 are the resonant wavelengths 

//double freq_plasma is the plasma frequency of the metal for the Drude model 
//double freq_scatter is the scattering frequency of the metal 
//bool dispersive controls whether the material is dispersive 
//bool metallic controls whether the material is metallic 
//bool gain controls whether the the material is a gain media 
//All metals and gain material must also be Set to dispersive

void set_material(double permittivity, double permeability, double conductivity, 
double mag_cond, double Bl, double B2, double B3, double reson_l, double

reson_2,
double reson_3, double freer plasma, double freq_scatter, bool dispersive, 

bool metallic, bool gain);

//The next four terms are the FDTD algorithm coefficients Cn, Dn 
inline double H_Hcoeff()//I 
{

return H_Hcoeff_var ;
}
inline double H_Ecoeff() //(delta_time/(munaught*grid_size))
{

return H_Ecoeff_var;
}
inline double E_Ecoeff()//prefactor_a 
{

return E_Ecoeff_var;

inline double E_Hcoeff()//prefactor_b 
{

return E_Hcoeff_var;
}
//Return the relative permittivity 
inline double get_permittivity()
{

return epsilon,-
}
//Return the relative permeability 
inline double get_permeability()
{

return mu;
}
inline bool is_dispersive()
{

return dispersion;
>
inline bool is_metal()
{

return metal;
}
inline bool is_gain()
{

return gain;
}
inline double get_xl()
{

return x l ;
)
inline double get_x2()
{

return x 2 ;
}
inline double get_x3{)
{

return x 3 ;
}
inline double get v l ()
{

return y l ;
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inline double get_y2()
{

return y 2 ;
}
inline double get_y3()
{

return y 3 ;
}
inline double get_zl()
{

return z1;
}
inline double get_z2()
{

return z2;
}
inline double get_z3()
{

return z3;
}
inline double get_ml()
{

return ml;
}
inline double get_m2{)
{

return m2;
}
inline double get_m3()
C

return m3;
>
inline double get_m4()
{

return m4;
}
inline double get_ql()
{

return ql;
}
inline double get_q2()
{

return q 2 ;
}
inline double get_q3()
{

return q 3 ;
}

/* inline double get_al()
{

return al;
}*/
inline double get_dl()
{

return d l ;
}
inline double get_c2()
{

return c 2 ;
}
inline double get_d2()
{

return d2;
}
inline double get_b3()
{

return b 3 ;
}
inline double get_c3()
{

return c3;
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/* inline double get_a4()

/*

*/
inline

inline

*/
inline

inline

inline

inline

inline

inline

inline

inline

*/
inline

return a4; 

double get_b4() 

return b4; 

double get_el() 

return e l ; 

double get_hl() 

return hi; 

double get_g2() 

return g2; 

double get_h2() 

return h 2 ; 

double get_i2() 

return i2; 

double get_f3() 

return f3; 

double get_g3() 

return g3; 

double get_i3() 

return i3; 

double get_e4() 

return e4; 

double get_f4() 

return f4;

private:
^/Relative permittivity, relative permeability, electric conductivity, magnetic 

conductivity
double epsilon, mu, e_cond, h_cond;
//Whether the material is dispersive 
bool dispersion;
//Whether the material is a metal 
bool metal;
//Whether the material is a gain media 
bool gain;
//The PDTD coefficients.
double H_Hcoef£_var, H_Ecoef£_var, E_Ecoef£_var, E__Hcoeff_var ;

//Sellmeier dispersion coefficients
double omegal, omega2, omega3;//Resonant frequencies
double wl, w2, w3;//Fitting coefficients
double xl, x2, x 3 , y l , y2, y 3 , zl, z2, z3;//Constants

//Drude Model Coefficients
double ml, m2, m3, m 4 ;//Material dependent constants
double plasma_freq, scatter_freq;//Plasma frequency and scattering frequency
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//Gain Model Coefficients
double ql, q2, q3;//Material dependent constants
double dl, c2, d2, b 3 , c3, b4, hi, g2, h2, i2, f3, g3, i3, f4;

} ;
#endif

//***************** fr********************* *******
//File two_dim.h
//Stores the electromagnetic field data for the simulation space 
/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
(tifndef TWO_DIM_H 
#define TWO_DIM_H

tinclude "main.h" 
tinclude "material.h” 
tinclude <stdio.h>

class two_dim 
{
public:

two_dim();
-two_dim();
void TE_solve (),-//Solve a TE problem. Currently not functional for multithreaded 

applications
void TM_solve();//Solve a TM problem. Necessary to excite surface plasmons 

private:

double ** Ez, ** Ezx, ** Ezy;//Electric field in the z direction, and PML 
components

double ** Ez_prev, ** Ez_prev_prev;//Electric field from the previous, and 
previous previous time steps

double ** Ex;//Electric field in the x direction
double ** Ex_prev;//Previous time steps electric field in the x direction
double ** Ey;//Electric field in the y direction
double ** Ey_prev;//Previous time steps electric field in the y direction
double ** Et;//The total EM field for TM mode

//Displacements for dispersion
//Displacement in the x direction, and previous two time step values 
double ** Dx, ** Dx__prev, ** Dx_prev_prev;
//Displacement in the x direction, and previous two time step values 
double ** Dy, ** Dy_prev, ** Dy_prev_prev;
//Displacement in the x direction, and previous two time step values 
double ** Dz, ** Dz_prev, ** Dz_prev_prev;

//Magnetic fields in the x, y, and z directions, as well as the total magnetic 
field for TE mode

double ** Hx, ** Hy, ** Hz, ** Ht;
//Magnetic field components for TM mode PML 
double ** Hzx, ** Hzy;

//Pump Beam for TM
//Identical to previous constants except that it represents an isolated simulations space 

double ** Hzp, ** Hzxp, ** Hzyp; 
double ** Exp, ** Eyp; 
double ** Ex__prevp, ** Ey_prevp; 
double ** Etp; 
double ** Dxp, ** Dyp; 
double ** Dx_prevp, ** Dy_prevp; 
double ** Dx__prev_prevp, ** Dy_prev_prevp ;

//Random sources
int num_sources;//The number of sources in the simulation space
double ** source_wavelength;//An array containing the wavelength of each source at 

each grid point
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//Polarizations for dispersion model (TE mode)
double ** Pl_prev, ** P2_prev, ** P3_prev;
double ** Pl_prev_prev, ** P2_prev_prev, ** P3_prev_prev;

//Polarizations for dispersion model (TM mode)
double ** PlX_prev, ** P2X_prev, ** P3X_prev;
double ** PlX_prev_prev, ** P2X_prev_prev, ** P3X_prev_prev;
double ** P1Y prev. ** P2Y_prev, ** P3Y_prev;
double ** PlY_prev_prev, ** P2Y_prev_prev, ** P3Y_prev_prev;

//Polarization for laser gain model
double ** Pgain;
double ** Pgain_prev;
double * *  Pgainx, ** Pgainy;
double ** Pgain_prevx, ** Pgain_prevy;
//Population Levels for Laser Gain 
double ** N3, ** N2, ** Nl, ** N O ;
double ** N3_prev, * * N2__prev, ** Nl_prev, ** NO prev;
double ** pump_rate;//The current pumping rate at each grid point

material * the_materials;//The different materials that can be used 
material *** media;//Array of pointers to each material

//The electric conductivity of the PML layer as a function of distance into the
layer

double Econd(int position);
//The magnetic conductivity of the PML layer as a function of distance into the

layer
double Hcond(int position);

//TE Mode radiation source terms
double source_Hx(double x, double y,  double time_step); 
double source_Ez(double x, double y, double time_step);

//TM Mode radiation source terms
double source_Ex(double x, double y, double time_step); 
double source_Hz(double x, double y, double time_step); 
double * THz_pulse_scaling;//deprecated 
int THz_pulse_length;//deprecated

//The FDTD coefficients that are used in the PML region
double HJHcoeffs[PML_width], H_EcoeffS[PML_width], E_Hcoeffs[PML_width],

E_Ecoeffs[PML_width];
//Obtain the refractive index of the underlying material at a specific location 
double ref_index(int x, int y ) ;

void new_cy1inder(int centre_x, int centre v. int radius);
//Places a circle of arbitrary material centred at a specified point with a 

specific radius

bool can_fit(int centre_x, int centre_y, int radius);
//Checks to see if the circle defined by the coordinates overlaps with any other

circles
//If so, it returns false

//Data outputting procedures

//Output a file containing raw binary data of the specified field quantity 
void write_data(FILE * textfile, double ** field_data);
//Read in a file containing raw binary data to field_data 
void read_data(FILE * textfile, double ** field_data);
//Write an ASCII representation of the field_data
void write_data_text(FILE * outfile, double ** field_data);
//Write an ASCII representation of the field_data
void read_data_text(FILE * infile, double ** field_data);

//Calculate the total intensity along a specified line for a specified field 
double integratefint line_y, double ** field_data);
//write a data file containing the field values at each
//point around a circle at the specified radius at each time step
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void output_circle(FILE * outfile, double ** field_data, int n) ; 
//Initialize the circular output file 
void output_circle_start(FILE * outfile);

} ;

#endif

j I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
//File util.h 
//General utility files
//Defines initialization routines for the RNG 
/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * *
#ifnde£ UTILJH 
#define UTIL_H

#include <time.h>

//Produces a random number that is greater than or equal to lower, and less than higher
int get_rand(int lower, int higher);
double get_rand(double lower, double higher);

double real_rand();

//Initialize the RNG 
vo id s tart_rand();

typedef unsigned long uint32;
//The seed value for the RNG uses this type.

#endif

/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
//File main.cpp
//Start the program
/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

#include <math.h> 
tinclude <iostream> 
tinclude <stdio.h>

tinclude "main.h" 
tinclude ”two_dim.h" 
tinclude "util.h"

int main(int argc t char * argv)
{

start_rand();//Seeds the random number generator 

two_dim solver;

Solver.TM_solve();//TM is needed to excite plasmons 
//solver.TE_solve();//TE won't excite plasmons 
return 0;

}

//**********************************************
//Pile bitmap.opp
//Geometry and output file manipulation procedures 
//**********************************************
#include "bitmap.h"
#include <windows.h> 
ftinclude <stdio.hi>
#include "main.h"
#include <math.h>

void bitmap::write(char * filename, double ** field_data, double max) 
//Write a bitmap using max as the max field value
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Bitmap_Info_Header bih 
Bitmap_File_Header bfh 
char BMP_filename[512]
FILE BMP_file;

//Constants to set the bitmap parameters 
bfh.bfType = 19778; 

bfh.bfReservedl = 0; 
bfh.bfReserved2 = 0;
bfh.bfOffBits = sizeof(bfh) + sizeof(bih); 
bfh.bfSize = bfh.bfOffBits + x_size*y_size*3;

bih.biSize = Sizeof(bih); 
bih.biwidth = x_size;

bih.biHeight = y_Size; 
bih.biplanes = 1; 
bih.biBitCount = 24; 
bih.biCompression = BI_RGB; 

bih.biSizelmage = x_size*y_size*3; 
bih.biXPelsPerMeter = bih.biYPelsPerMeter = 0; 
bih.biClrUsed = 0; 
bih.biClrlmportant = 0;

sprintf(BMP_filename, "%s.bmp", filename);
BMP_file = fopen(BMP_filename, ”w b ”);

fwrite(&bfh,sizeof(bfh),l,BMP_file); 
fwrite(&bih,Sizeof(bih),1,BMP_file);

double min = -max;

for (int j = 0 ;  j < y_size; j++)
{

for (int i = 0; i < x_size; i++)
{

unsigned char bgr[3]; 
int colorRange = (5*256);
double percent = ( fabs(min) + field_data[i][j] )/( fabs(max) +

fabs(min) );
int color = (int)(percent*colorRange);

//The potential colormaps
/* bgr[0] = color <= 128 ? 255 : ( color <= 3*256/2 ? 3*256/2
- color : ( color <= 5*256/2 ? 0 : ( color < 7*256/2 ? 0

: ( color < 9*256/2 ? color - 7*256/2 : 255 ) ) ) );
bgr[l] = color <= 128 ? 128-color : ( color <= 3*256/2 ? 0

: ( color <= 5*256/2 ? 0 : ( color < 7*256/2 ? color-5*256/2 :
( color < 9*256/2 ? 255 : 255 ) ) ) ) ;

b g r [2] = color <= 128 ? 255 : ( color <= 3*256/2 ? 255
: ( color <= 5*256/2 ? 5*256/2 - color : ( color < 7*256/2 ? 0 : (
color < 9*256/2 ? 0 : color-9*256/2 ) ) ) );*/

b g r [0] = color <= 128 ? 255 : ( color <= 3*256/2 ? 255
: ( color <= 5*256/2 ? 5*256/2 - color : ( color < 7*256/2 ? 0 : (
color < 9*256/2 ? 0 : color-9*256/2 ) ) ) );

b g r [1] = color <= 128 ? 255 : ( color <= 3*256/2 ? 3*256/2
- color : ( color <= 5*256/2 ? 0 : ( color < 7*256/2 ? 0

; ( color < 9*256/2 ? color - 7*256/2 : 255 ) ) ) );
b g r [2] = color <= 128 ? 128-color : ( color <= 3*256/2 ? 0

: ( color <= 5*256/2 ? 0 : ( color < 7*256/2 ? color-5*256/2 :
( color < 9*256/2 ? 255 : 255 ) ) ) ) ,-

fwrite(bgr,sizeof(unsigned char),3,BMP_file);
}

//Take care of the misaligned bits 
if( i % 4 != 0)
{

unsigned char space = 0; 
int n = 0;
for( n=0; n<i%4 ; n ++ )

fwrite(&space,sizeof(unsigned char),l,BMP_file);
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}
}
fclose(BMP_file) ;

//Output what the geometry file looks like
void bitmap::output_geometry(char * filename, material *** media_data)
{

Bitmap_Info_Header bih;
Bitmap_File_Header bfh;
char textfilename[512], BMP_filename[512];
FILE * BMP_file;

bfh.bfType = 19778; 
bfh.bfReservedl = 0; 
bfh.bfReserved2 = 0;
bfh.bfoffBits = sizeof(bfh) + sizeof(bih); 
bfh.bfSize = bfh.bfoffBits + x_size*y_size*3;

bih.biSize = sizeof(bih); 
bih.biWidth = x_size;

bih.biHeight = y_size; 
bih.biplanes = 1; 
bih.biBitCount = 24; 
bih.biCompresSion = BI_RGB; 

bih.biSizelmage = x_size*y_size*3; 
bih.biXPelsPerMeter = bih.biYPelsPerMeter = 0; 
bih.biClrUsed = 0; 
bih.biClrImportant = 0;

sprintf (BMP_f ilename, "%s.bmp'', filename);

BMP_file = fopen(BMP_filename, "wb”);

int i , j ,•
fwrite (&bfh, sizeof (bfh) ,l,BMP_file); 
fwrite(&bih,sizeof(bih),l,BMP_file);

for (j = 0; j < y_size; j++)
{

for (i = 0; i < x_size; i++)
{

unsigned char bgr[3]; 
int colorRange = (5*255);

bgr[0] = 0; 
bgr[1] = 0; 
bgr [2] = 0;

/* if (media_data[i][j] .get_permittivity() == epsilon_material)
{

bgr[0] = 0; 
bgr[1] = 255; 
bgr [2 ] = 0;

}*/
//Check if it is dispersive 
if (media_data[i][j]->is_dispersive())
{

bgr[0] = 0; 
bgr[l] = 0; 
bgr[2] = 255;

}
//Check if it is a metal 
if (media_data[i][j]->is_metal())
{

bgr[0] = 0; 
bgr[1] = 255; 
bgr[2] = 255;

}
//Check if it is a gain material
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if (media_data[i][j]->is_gain())
{

bgr[0] = 255; 
bgr[1] = 0; 
bgr [2] = 0;

}
//Put a green line where the source is 
if (j == source_y)
{

bgr[0] = 0; 
bgr[1] = 255; 
bgr [2 ] = 0;

}
//Make the PML region white
if (i < PML_width || j < PML_width || i >= x_size-PML_width || j >=

y_size-PML_width)
{

bgr [0] = 255;
bgr [1] = 255;
bgr [2] = 255;

}
fwrite(bgr,sizeof(unsigned char),3,BMP_file);

}
if( i % 4 != 0)
{

unsigned char space = 0; 
int n = 0;
for( n=0; n<i%4 ; n ++ )

fwrite(Sspace,sizeof(unsigned char),l,BMP_file);
}

}
fclose(BMP_file);

}
//Here is where material parameters are set from data read from the geometry file, 
void bitmap::read_geometry(char * filename, int ** media_data)
{

Bitmap_Info_Header bih;
Bitmap_File_Header bfh; 
char BMP_fi1ename[512];
FILE * BMP_file;

sprintf(BMP_filename, "%s.bmp”, filename);
BMP_file = fopen(BMP_filename, "rb”);

fread(&bfh,sizeof(bfh),1,BMP_file); 
fread(&bih,sizeof(bih),l,BMP_file);

for (int j = 0; j < y_size; j++)
{

for (int i = 0; i < x_size; i++)
{

unsigned char bgr[3],-
fread(bgr,sizeof(unsigned char),3,BMP_file);

if (bgr[0] == 0 && bgr[l] == 0 && bgr[2] == 0) //(blue && green && 
red) yellow=green + red

{
//Free Space

media_data [ i ] [ j ] = FREE_SPACE ;
}
else if (bgr[0] == 0 && bgr[l] == 255 && bgr[2] == 255)
{

//Silver
media_data[i][j] = SILVER;

}
else if (bgr[0] == 0 && bgr[l] == 255 && bgr[2] == 0)
{

//Dispersionless Glass
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media_data[i][j ] = DISPERSIONLESS_GLASS;
}
else if (bgr[0] == 255 && bgr[l] == 0 && bgr[2] == 0) 
{

//Gain material
media_data[i][j] = GAIN;

}
else
{

//Free Space
media_data[i][j ] = FREE_SPACE;

//The media is the external medium here 
}

}
if( i % 4 != 0)
{

unsigned char space = 0; 
int n = 0;
for( n=0; n<i%4 ; n ++ )

fread(&space,sizeof(unsigned char),l,BMP_file)
}

)
fclose(BMP_file);

}

/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * *
//File geometry.cpp
//geometry.h and geometry.cpp are used for operation under *NIX 
//instead of bitmap.h and bitmap.cpp
I / **************■* *******************************

#include "geometry.h" 
tinclude "main.h" 
tinclude <stdio.h> 
tinclude <stdlib.h>

//Output an ASCII text file representation of the simulation geometry 
void geometry::output_geometry(char * filename, material *** media_data) 
{

char BMP_f ilename [ 512 ] ,- 
FILE * BMP_file;

sprintf(BMP_filename, "%s.txt", filename);

BMP_file = fopen(BMP_filename, ”w t ”); 

int i ,j ;

for (j = 0; j < y_size; j++)
{

for (i = 0 ;  i < x_size; i++)
{

//select what character to output according to what material is present 
int temp = FREE_SPACE; 
if (media_data[i][j]->is_metal())
{

temp = SILVER;
}
else if (media_data[i][j]->is_gain())
{

temp = GAIN;
}
else
{

temp = FREE_SPACE;
}
fprintf(BMP_file, "%d ”, temp);

}
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fprintf(BMP_file, "\n");
}
fclose(BMP_file);

}
//material parameters are set here according to the geometry file, 
void geometry::read_geometry(char * filename, int ** media_data)
{

char BMP_filename[512];
FILE * BMP_f ilej-

sprintf (BMP_filename, "%s.txt”, filename);
BMP_file = fopen(BMP_filename, "r”);

for (int j = 0; j < y_size; j++)
{

for (int i = 0; i < x_size; i++)
{

int type = FREE_SPACE;

fscanf(BMP_file, "%d", &type);
// (temp, 2, BMP_file);

//metallic materials are also dispersive
if (type == FREE_SPACE)
{

//Free Space
media_data[i][j ] = FREE_SPACE;

}
else if (type == SILVER)
{

//Silver
media_data[i][j] = SILVER;

}
else if (type == DISPERSIONLESS_GLASS)
{

//Dispersionless Glass
media_data[i][j] = DISPERSIONLESS_GLASS;

}
else if (type == GAIN)
{

//Gain material
media_data[i][j] = GAIN;

}
else
{

//Free Space
media_data[i][j] = FREE_SPACE;

//The media is the external medium here 
}

}
}
fclose(BMP_file);

}

/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
//File material.cpp
//*■*********★•*■* tf********************************
ttinclude "material.h"
#include "main.h"

//Code to handle the various materials

material::material()
{
}
//Set the material parameters
void material::set_material(double permittivity, double permeability, double 
conduc t i vi ty,
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double mag_cond, double Bl, double B2, double B3, double reson_l, double reson. 
double reson_3, double frea plasma, double freq_Scatter, bool dispersive, bool 

metallic, bool isgain)
{

epsilon = permittivity,- 
mu = permeability; 
e_cond = conductivity;
h_cond = mag_cond;
dispersion = dispersive; 
metal = metallic; 
gain = isgain;

omegal = reson_l == 0 ? 0 :2*pi*cnaught/reson_l;
omega2 = reson_2 == 0 ? 0:2*pi*cnaught/reson_2;
omega3 = reson_3 == 0 ? 0:2*pi*cnaught/reson_3;
wl = Bl; 
w2 = B2; 
w3 = B3;
plasma_freq = freg plasma: 
scatter_freq = freq_scatter;

//Calculate the FDTD coefficients 
H_Hcoeff_var = (1-

h_cond*delta_time/(2*mu*munaught))/(l+h_cond*delta_time/(2*mu*munaught));
H_Ecoeff_var -

(delta_time/ (mu*munaught*grid_size) ) / (l+h_cond*delta_time/ (2 *mu"'munaught) ) ; 
E_Ecoeff_var = (1-

e_cond*delta_time/(2*epsilon*enaught))/(l+e_cond*delta_time/(2*epsilon*enaught)); 
E_Hcoeff_var =

(delta_time/(epsilon*enaught*grid_size))/(l+e_cond*delta_time/(2*epsilon*enaught));

//Calculate the constants to be used for the polarization dependent dispersion
xl = 2 + omegal*omegal*delta_time*delta_time*(1+wl);
x2 = 2 + omega2*omega2*delta_time*delta_time*(l+w2);
x3 = 2 + omega3*omega3*delta_time*delta_time*(l+w3);
yl = omegal*omegal*wl*delta_time*delta_time;
y2 = omega2*omega2*w2*delta_time*delta_time;
y3 = omega3*omega3*w3*delta_time*delta_time;
zl = -2 - omegal*omegal*delta_time*delta_time*(1+wl);
z2 = -2 - omega2*omega2*delta_time*delta_time*(l+w2);
z3 = - 2  - omega3*omega3*delta_time*delta_time*(l+w3);

//Calculate Drude Model Constants 
ml = 2 + scatter_freq*delta_time; 
m2 = 2 - scatter_freq*delta_time;
m3 = plasma_freq*plasma_freq*enaught*delta_time*delta_time

- scatter_freq*enaught*epsilon*delta_time + 2*enaught*epsilon; 
m4 = plasma_freq*plasma_freq*enaught*delta_time*delta_time

+ scatter_freq*enaught*epsilon*delta_time + 2*enaught*epsilon;

//Calculate constants to be used for the gain model
ql = -2 + delta_time*delta_omega_a - delta_time*delta_time*omega_a*omega_a; 
q2 = 2*delta_time*delta_time * gamma_r * e_charge*e_charge/(gamma_c*e_mass); 
q3 = 2 + delta_time*delta_omega_a + delta_time*delta_time*omega_a*omega_a;

// al = -delta_time*pump_rate*tau_32;
dl = tau_32 + delta_time;
c2 = hbar*omega_a*tau_32*tau_21 + delta_time*hbar*omega_a*tau_32; 
d2 = -delta_time*hbar*omega_a*tau_21;
b3 = hbar*omega_a*tau_21*tau_10 + delta_time*hbar*omega_a*tau_21; 
c3 = - de 1 ta„t ime* hbar * omega_a * tau_l 0 ;

// a4 = tau_10 + delta_time*pump_rate*tau_10;
b4 = -delta_time;

// el = delta_time*pump_rate*tau_32;
hi = tau_32 - delta_time;
g2 = hbar*omega_a*tau_32*tau_21 - delta_time*hbar*omega_a*tau_32; 
h2 = delta_time*hbar*omega_a*tau_21; 
i2 = tau_32*tau_21;
f3 = hbar*omega_a*tau_21*tau_10 - delta_time*hbar*omega_a*tau_21; 
g3 = delta_time*hbar*omega_a*tau_10;
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i3 = tau_21*tau_l0;
// e4 = tau_10 - delta_time*pump_rate*tau_10;

f4 = delta_time;
}

j * * * * * * * * * * * *
//File two_dim.cpp
//The bulk of the solver code
j  ̂ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ * * *  * * * * * * *

tinclude "two_dim.h" 
tinclude ”main.h" 
tinclude <math.h> 
tinclude <stdio.h> 
tinclude <iostream> 
tinclude "geometry.h"

tifdef PARALLELIZE 
tinclude <omp.h> 
tendif

//Returns the value of the Lorentzian distribution at the frequency mu 
double lorentzian(double mu);
//returns the distance between (x,y) and (centre)x, centre_y) 
double position(double x, double y, int centre_x, int centre_y);

two_dim::two_dim()
{
}
two_dim;:~two_dim()
{
}
//Solve it in TE mode
//Not set up for parallel operation hence the #if 0 
void two_dim::TE_solve()
{
tif 0//This prevents the following codee block from being compiled 

FILE * ezdatafile; 
char * filename; 
double PI, P2, P3;

filename = new char[200];

printf("Initializing Media Array.\n”);
//Set the FDTD coefficients for the PML

for (int p = 0; p < PML_width; p++)
{

H_Hcoeffs[p] = exp(-Hcond(p)*delta_time/munaught);
E_Ecoeffs[p] = exp(-Econd(p)*delta_time/enaught);
H_Ecoeffs[p] = (1-exp(-Hcond(p)*delta_time/munaught))/Hcond(p)/grid_size; 
E_Hcoeffs[p] = (l-exp(-Econd(p)*delta_time/enaught))/Econd(p)/grid_size;

}
//Prevent a divide by zero error 
H_Ecoeffs[0] = delta_time/munaught/grid_size;

//Allocate memory for each array 
media = new material * [x_size]; 
for (int x = 0; x < x_size; x++)
{

media[x] = new material [y_size];
}
//Set the geometry using the old style memory sucking method 
for (x = 0; x < x_size; X + + )

{
for (int y = 0; y < y_size; y++)
{
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//Free Space
media[x] [y] -

>set_material(1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,false,false,false);
}

}
printf("Starting Geometry Generation.\n”);
//Geometry generation routines that have now been outsourced to a separate program 

for clarity
if (!load_geometry)
{

if (central_cylinder)
{

new_cylinder(x_size/2, y_size/2, radius);
}
else
{

int count = num_cylinders; 
int keep_going = 2000; 
int temp_x, temp_y;

while (count > 0 && keep_going > 0)
{

temp_x = get_rand(PML_width+radius, x_size-PML_width-
radius);

temp_y = get rand(2*PML width+source v+2*radius, y_size-
4*PML_width) ;

if (can_fit(temp_x, temp_y, radius))
{

new_cylinder(temp_x, temp_y, radius); 
count— ;

>
else
{

keep_going--;
}

}
}

}
else
{

//bitmap::read_geometry(”./data/geom", media);
}
//bitmap::output_geometry("./data/geomout", media);
//More memory allocation and initialization 
printf("Finished Geometry Generation.\n"); 
int final_n = 0; 
int begin_n = 0;

printf("Allocated memory.\n");
printf("Initializing Field Arrays.\n");

Ez = new double *[x_size];
Ezx = new double * [x_size];
Ezy = new double * [x_size];

Ez_prev = new double *[x_size];

Dz = new double * [x_size];
Dz prev = new double *[x_size];
Dz_prev_prev = new double * [x_size];
Hx = new double * [x_size];
Hy = new double *[x_size];
Ht = new double *[x_size);

Pl_prev = new double * [x_size];
P2_prev = new double * [x_size];
P3_prev = new double * [x_size] ;

Pl_prev_prev = new double * [x_size];
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P2 prev prev = new double * [x_size]; 
P3_prev_prev = new double * [x_size];

Pgain = new double * [x_size];

Pgain_prev = new double * [x_Size];

NO = new double * [x_size];
N1 = new double *[x_size];
N2 = new double *[x_size];
N3 = new double * [x_size];

NO prev = new double *[x_size];
N1 prev = new double *[x_size];
N2_prev = new double *[x_size];
N3_prev = new double *[x_size];

pump_rate = new double * [x_size] ;

for (x = 0 ;  x < x_size; x++)
{

Ez[x] = new double [y_size];
Ezx[x] = new double [y_size];
Ezy[x] = new double [y_size];

Ez_prev[x] = new double [y_size];

Dz[x] = new double [y_size];
Dz_prev[x] = new double [y_size];
Dz prev prevfxl = new double [y_size];

Hx[x] = new double [y_size];
Hy[x] = new double [y_size];
Ht[x] = new double [y_size];

Pl_prev[x] = new double [y_size];
P2_prev[x] = new double [y_size];
P3_prev[x] = new double [y_size];

Pl_prev_prev[x] = new double [y_size];
P2_prev_prev[x] = new double [y_size];
P3_prev_prev[x] = new double [y_size];

Pgain[x] = new double [y_size];

Pgain__prev[x] = new double [y_size] ;

NO[x] = new double [y_size];
N1[x] = new double [y_Size];
N2[x] = new double [y_size];
N3[x] = new double [y_size];

NO prevfxl = new double [y_size];
Nl_prev[x] = new double [y_size];
N2_prev[x] = new double [y_size];
N3_prev[x] = new double [y_size];

pump_rate[x] = new double [y_size];
}
printf ( "Allocated Field Memory. \n") 
printf(”Initializing Field Components\n”);

for (X = 0; x < x_size; X++)
{

for (int y = 0; y < y_size; y++)
{

Ez [x] [y] = 0;
Ezx[x] [y] = 0;
Ezy [x] [y] = 0;
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Ez_prev[x][y] = 0;

Dz [x] [y] = 0;
Dz_prev[x][y3 = 0;
Dz_prev_prev[x][y] = 0;

Hx [x] [y] = 0;
Hy [x] [y] = 0;
Ht[x] [y] = 0;

Pl_prev[x][y] = 0;
P2_prev[x][y] = 0;
P3_prev[x][y] = 0;

Pl_prev_prev[x][y] = 0;
P2_prev_prev[x][y] = 0;
P3_prev_prev[x][y] = 0;

Pgain[x][y] = 0;

Pgain_prev[x][y] = 0;

NO [x] [y] = N0_start;
N1[x][y] = Nl_start;
N2[x][y] = N2_start;
N3[x][y] = N3_start;

N0_prev[x][y] = N0_start;
Nl_prev[x][y] = Nl_start;
N2_prev[x][y] = N2_start;
N3_prev[x][y] = N3_start;

pump_rate[x][y] = 0;
}

}
printf("Field Components Initialized\n"); 
printf("Beginning FDTD Computations.\n");

FILE * temp_outfile;
temp_out£ile = fopen("./data/output_circle_points.txt”,"w+"); 
output_circle_start(temp_outfile); 
fclose(temp_outfile);

FILE * fieldoutput, * point_output, * integrate_output, * vector_output 
vector_output_end, * circle_output;

//Various output files
fieldoutput = fopen("./data/output_count.txt","w+"); 
vector_output = fopen("./data/output_field.txt",”w+"); 
point_output = fopen{”./data/output_point.txt",”w+");

/ / integrate_output = fopen("./data/output_line.txt",”w+");
// vector_output_start = fopen("./data/output_vector_start.txt","w+");
// vector_output_end = fopen("./data/output_vector_end.txt",”w + ”);

circle_output = fopen/data/output_circle.txt”,"w+”);

for (int n = 0; n < time_steps; n++)
{

printf("Done %f %S\n",(double) (100*n)/time_steps,

output_circle(circle_output, Ez, n) ;

// fprintf(vector_output_start, "%e ”, n*delta_time);
// fprintf(vector_output_end, ”%e ", n*delta_time);
/* for (int temp_y = 0; temp_y < y_size; temp_y++)

{
fprintf(vector_output_start,"%e ”, Ez[x_size/2] [temp_y]) 

// fprintf(vector_output_end,”%e ", Ez[x][second_line_y]);
}
fprintf(vector_output_start, "\n");*/

/* fprintf(vector_output_end, ”\n");*/
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/* double tot_Ez_start, tot_Hx_start, tot_Hy_start,
tot_Ez_end, tot_Hx_end, tot_Hy_end;

tot_Ez_start = integrate(first_line_y, Ez) 
tot_Hx_start = integrate(first_line_y, Hx) 
tot_Hy_start = integrate(first_line_y, Hy) 
tot_Ez_end = integrate(second_line_y, Ez); 
tot_Hx_end = integrate(second line v, Hx) ,- 
tot_Hy_end = integrate(second_line_y, Hy);

tot_Ez_start,
fprintf(integrate_output%e %e %e %e %e %e %e\n",n*delta_time,

tot_Hx_start, tot_Hy_start, tot_Ez_end, tot_Hx_end, tot_Hy_end),-

fprintf(fieldoutput,”%e %e %e %e %e %e 
%e\n”,n*delta_time,Ez[x_size/2][first_line_y],

Hx[x_size/2] [first_line_y] ,Hy [x_size/2] [first_line_y] ,
Ez[x_size/2][second_line_y],Hx[x_size/2] [second_line_y], 
Hy[x_size/2][second_line_y]);*/ 

int tempnum = y_Size/10;

//output electric field at regular intervalled points along the centre of
the geometry

fprintf(vector_output,”%e %e %e %e %e %e %e %e %e %e 
%e\n“,n*delta_time >Ez[x_size/2] [tempnum],

Ez[x_size/2][tempnum*2],Ez[x_size/2] [tempnum*3],
Ez[x_size/2][tempnum*4],Ez[x_size/2] [tempnum*5],
Ez[x_size/2][tempnum*6],Ez[x_size/2] [tempnum*7],
Ez[x_size/2][tempnum*8],Ez[x_size/2] [tempnum*9],
Ez[x_size/2][tempnum*10]);

//Gain model output
fprintf(fieldoutput,"%e %e %e %e %e %e %e 

%e\n",n*delta_time,Ez[x_size/2] [y_size/2],

N0[x_size/2][y_size/2],N1[x_size/2][y_size/2],N2[x_size/2] [y_size/2],

N3[x_size/2][y_size/2],Pgain[x_size/2] [y_size/2],Dz[x_size/2][y_size/2]);

//More gain model output
fprintf(point_output,"%e %e %e\n”,n*delta_time,Ez[x_size/2][y_size/2], 

pump_rate[x_size/2] [y_size/2]);

if (n % file_spacing == 0)
{

//output pictures or raw data files 
sprintf (filename, ”. /data/%6 . 0d_data", n)

/* if (bitmap_output)
{

bitmap::write(filename, Ez, max_field);
} * /
if (text_output)
{

write_data(filename, Ez) ,-
}

}

//Step through each grid point 
for (int x = 0; x < x_size; x++)
{

//printf("% f\n",x) ;
for (int y = 0; y < y_size; y++)
{

//Check to see if we are in a boundary 
//if so, use the PML
if (x < PML_width || y < PML_width || x >= x_size-PML_width

I I Y >= y_size-PML_width)
{

double H_Hcoeff_Y, H_Ecoeff_Y, H_Hcoeff_X,
H Ecoeff X,
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E_Ecoeff_X, E_Hcoef£_X, E_Ecoeff_Y,
E_Hcoeff_Y;
//There are 4 edges and 8 corners
//The default coefficients for any surface that doesn't show up in the rest of the 
//overlapping regions

H_Hcoeff_X = media[x][y]->H_Hcoeff() 
H_Ecoeff_X = media[x][y]->H_Ecoeff() 
E_Hcoeff_X = media[x][y]->E_Hcoeff() 
E_Ecoeff_X = media[x][y]->E_Ecoeff()

H_Hcoeff_Y = H_Hcoeff_X; 
H_Ecoeff_Y = H_Ecoeff_X; 
E_Hcoeff_Y = E_Hcoeff_X; 
E_Ecoeff_Y = E_Ecoeff_X;

int temp = 0 ; 
if (x < PML_width)
{

//In the left edge 
temp = PML_width - x - 1 ; 
H_Hcoeff_Y = H_Hcoeffs[temp]; 
H_Ecoeff_Y = HMEcoeffs[temp ] ; 
E_Hcoeff_X = E_Hcoeffs[temp]; 
E_Ecoeff_X = E_Ecoeffs[temp];

}
if (y < PML_width)
{

//In the bottom edge 
temp = PML_width - y - 1; 
H_Hcoeff_X = H_Hcoeffs[temp]; 
H_Ecoeff_X = H_Ecoef fs [temp] 
E_Hcoeff_Y = E_Hcoef f s [temp] ; 
E_Ecoeff_Y = E_Ecoeffs[temp];

}
if (x >= x_size-PML_width)
{

//In the right edge 
temp = x - x_size + PML_width; 
H_Hcoeff_Y = H_Hcoeffs[temp]; 
H_Ecoeff_Y = H_Ecoeffs[temp]; 
E_Hcoeff_X = E_Hcoeffs[temp]; 
E_Ecoeff_X = E_Ecoeffs[temp];

}
if (y >= y_size-PML_width)
{

//In the top edge 
temp = y - y_size + PML_width; 
H_Hcoeff_X = H_Hcoeffs[temp]; 
H_Ecoeff_X = H_Ecoeffs[temp]; 
E_Hcoeff_Y = E_Hcoeffs[temp]; 
E_Ecoeff_Y = E_Ecoeffs[temp];

//The FDTD equations for the PML are below 
double temp_Ez;

temp_Ez = y == y_size-l ? 0.0:Ez[x][y+1];

Hx[x][y] = H_Hcoeff_X*Hx[x][y]
+ H_Ecoeff_X * (Ez[x][y] - temp_Ez);

temp_Ez = x == x_size-l ? 0.0:Ez[x+1] [y];

Hy[x][y] = H_Hcoeff_Y*Hy[x][y]
+ H_Ecoeff_Y * (temp_Ez - Ez[x][y]);

//Electric field calculations
double temp_Hx, temp_Hy;

temp_Hy = x == 0 ? 0.0:Hy[x-l][y]; 
temp_Hx = y == 0 ? 0.0:Hx[x][y-1];
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temp_Pgain;

/ *  Dz[x][y] = Dz[x][y] + delta_time/grid_size
* ( Hy[x][y] - temp_Hy + temp_Hx -

Hx[x] [y] ) ;*/

Ezx[x][y] = E_Ecoeff_X*Ezx[x][y]
+ E_Hcoeff_X * (Hy[x][y] - temp_Hy);

Ezy[x][y] = E_Ecoeff_Y*Ezy[x][y]
+ E_Hcoeff_Y * (temp_Hx - Hx[x][y]);

//This code brings the tangential fields into the normal field area 
//This works because the values here will only be accessed by the 
//code for the non-PML region at the boundary 
//interface between the two regions, and by the PML code 
//at the same boundary interface with the interior area

Ez [x] [y] = Ezx[x] [y] + Ezy[x] [y] ;
}
else//We are not in a boundary 
{

//FDTD coefficients 
double H_Hcoeff__X, H_Hcoeff_Y,

H_Ecoeff_X, H_Ecoeff_Y, E_Ecoeff_Z,
E_Hcoeff_Z;

//Temporary storage for values that are needed 
double temp_Ez = Ez[x)[y]; 
double temp_N0, temp_Nl, temp_N2, temp_N3,

//Incident fields for radiation sources 
double Ezine = 0.0; 
double Hxinc = 0.0 
double Hyinc = 0.0

//constants for dispersive dielectrics 
double denominator = 0.0;
double ali a2, a3, cl, c2, c3, gl, g2, g3; 
double Kl, K2, K3; 
double m l , m2, m3, m 4 ; 
al = 0 
a2 = 0 
a3 = 0 
cl = 0 
c2 = 0 
c3 = 0 
gl = 0 
g2 = 0 
g3 = 0 
ml = 0 
m2 = 0 
m3 = 0 
m4 = 0

//Get the incident fields if we are on a source line 
if (line_source && y == source_y)
{

Ezine = source_Ez(x,y,n);
Hxinc = source_Hx(x,y,n ) ;

>
double temp_Ezinc = 0;

E_Hcoeff_Z = media[x][y]->E_Hcoeff(); 

if (random_sources && y == y_size/2 && x ==
x_size/2)// && n <= 10000)

{
// Ezine =
max_field*cos(2*pi*cnaught/wavelength*delta_time*(n-0.5));
// Hxinc =
2*max_field*sqrt(enaught/munaught)*cos(2*pi*cnaught/wavelength*delta_time*n);
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// Hyinc =
2*max_field*sqrt(enaught/munaught)*cos(2*pi*cnaught/wavelength*delta_time*n);
// Hxinc -
4*max_field*sqrt(enaught/munaught)*cos(2*pi*cnaught/wavelength*delta_time*n);

}

//Calculate the magnetic fields 
H_Hcoeff_X = media[x][y]->H_Hcoeff(); 
H_Ecoe£f_X = media[x][y]->H_Ecoeff();

Hx[x][y] = H_Hcoeff_X*Hx[x][y]
+ H_Ecoef f_X* (Ez [x] [y] - Ez[x][y+1] +

Ezine);

H_Hcoeff_Y = media[x][y]->H_Hcoeff(); 
H_Ecoeff_Y = media[x][y]->H_Ecoeff();

Hy[x][y] = HJHcoeff_Y*Hy[x][y]
+ H_Ecoeff_Y*(Ez[x+1][y] - Ez[x][y] -

temp_Ezinc);

//The method that is used to transform from D to E depends on the 
//type of dispersive media that is assumed.
//Various forms are Debye, Lorentz, Sellmeier equations
//Use the Sellmeier coefficients as they are available for most materials

double Hxdrop = 0; 
if (media[x][y]->is_gain())
{

geometry 

y_size/2) 

y_size/2+radius)

//Create a point source at the centre of the 

if (random_sources && x == x_size/2 && y == 

// && y >= y_size/2-radius && y <=

{
Hxdrop =

4*sqrt((hbar*omega_a*N2[x][y]*grid_size)/ (pi*tau_21))

*sqrt(enaught/munaught)*cos(2*pi*cnaught/564e-9*delta_time*n);
}
else
{

Hxdrop = 0;
}

>
//Calculat the displacement 
Dz [x] [y] = Dz [x] [y]

+ delta_time/grid_size*(Hy[x][y] - Hy[x-

+ Hx[x] [y-1] - Hx[x] [y] + Hxinc +
1] [y] 

Hxdrop);

//check if the material is dispersive 
if (media[x][y]->is_dispersive())
{

//check if the material is a gain material 
//This section is potentially buggy 
//Use the TM_solve() version for safety 
if (media[x][y]->is_gain())
(

double al, dl, c2, d 2 , b3, c3, a 4 ,
b4, el, hi, g2, h 2 , i2, f3, g3, i3, e4, f4;

double Kl, K2, K3, K4, K5; 
double ql, q2, q3;
if (x == x_size/2 && y == y_size/2) 

int temp = 0;*/

double energy = 0.0;

//aproximate the pump rate
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energy = media[x][y]-
>get_permittivity()*enaught*Ez[x][y]*Ez[x][y]/2

+  m e d i a  [ x ]  [ y ]  -

>get_permeability()*munaught*(Hx[x][y]*Hx[x][y] + Hy[x][y]*Hy[x][x])/2;

energy/(hbar*omega_a)*B04;

delta_time*pump_rate[x][y]*tau_32; 

delta_time*pump_rate[x][y]*tau_10;

delta_time*pump_rate[x] [y]*tau_32; 

delta_time*pump_rate[x][y]*tau_10;

/ /

/ /

/ /

/ /

double BO4 = 1; 
pump_rate[x][y] =

//Calculate the gain model constants 
al = -

a 4  =  t a u _ 1 0  +

el =

e4 = tau_10 -

qi = media[x [y ->get_ql(
q2 = media[x [y ->get_q2(
q3 media[x [y ->get_q3(

al media[x [y ->get_al(
dl = media[x [y ->get_dl(
c2 = media[xi [y ->get_c2(
d2 = media[x [y ->get_d2(
b3 = media[x [y ->get_b3(
c3 = media[x [y ->get_c3(
a4 = media[x [y ->get_a4(
b4 = media[x [y ->get_b4(

el = media[x [y ->get_el(
hi = media[x ly ->get_hl(
g2 = media[x [y ->get_g2(
h2 = media[x ty ->get_h2(
i2 = media[x (y ->get_i2(
f 3 = media(x [y ->get_f3(
g3 = media[x [y ->get_g3(
i3 = media[x [y ->get_i3(
e4 = media[x [y ->get_e4(
f 4 = media[x ty ->get_f4(

temp__N0 = NO x] y] ;
temp__N1 = N1 X ] y ] ;
temp__N2 = N2 X ] y] ;
temp._N3 = N3 x] y ] ;
temp_Pgain = Pgain[x][y];

//Calculate the polarization 
Pgain[x] [y] = (4*Pgain[x] [y] + 

ql*Pgain_prev[x][y] + q2*(Nl[x][y] - N2[x][y])*Ez[x][y]) / q3;

te polarization and the displacement 

Pgain [x] [y] ) ;

//Calculate the electric field due to 

Ez [x] [y] = (1. 0/enaught) * (Dz [x] [y] -

//Update the population levels 
K1 = NOjorevTx][y] * el + N3_prev[x][y]

* hi;
K2 = N2_prev[x][y] * g2 + N3_prev[x][y]

* h2 + Ez[x]ty]* (Pgain[x][y] - Pgain_prev[x][y])*i2;

N2_prev[x] [y] * g3 + Ez [x] [y] * (Pgain [x] [y] 

Nl_prev[x] [y] * f4,-

K3 = Nl_prev [x] [y] * f3 + 
Pgain_prev(x][y])*i3;

K4 = N0_prev[x][y] * e4 +
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NO [x] [y] = b4*d2*c3/(al*b4*d2*c3- 
a4*b3*dl*c2)*Kl-b4*dl*c3/(al*b4*d2*c3-a4*b3*dl*c2)*K2+b4*dl*c2/(al*b4*d2*c3- 
a4*b3*dl*c2)*K3-b3*dl*c2/ (al*b4*d2*c3-a4*b3*dl*c2)*K4;

Nl[x][y] = -a4*d2*c3/(al*b4*d2*c3- 
a4*b3*dl*c2)*Kl+a4*dl*c3/(al*b4*d2*c3-a4*b3*dl*c2)*K2-a4*dl*c2/ (al*b4*d2*c3- 
a4*b3*dl*c2)*K3+al*d2*c3/(al*b4*d2*c3-a4*b3*dl*c2)*K4;

N2[x][y] = a4*d2*b3/(al*b4*d2*c3- 
a4*b3*dl*c2)*Kl-a4*dl*b3/(al*b4*d2*c3-a4*b3*dl*c2)*K2+al*d2*b4/(al*b4*d2*c3- 
a4*b3*dl*c2)*K3-al*d2*b3/(al*b4*d2*c3-a4*b3*dl*c2)*K4;

N3 [x] [y] = -a4*c2*b3/(al*b4*d2*c3- 
a4*b3 *dl*c2)*Kl+al*c3*b4/(al*b4*d2*c3-a4*b3*dl*c2)*K2-al*c2*b4/(al*b4*d2*c3- 
a4*b3*dl*c2)*K3+al*c2*b3/(al*b4*d2*c3-a4*b3*dl*c2)*K4;

}
//check if the material is a metal 
else if (media[x][y]->is_metal())
{

/* if (x == x_size/2 && y == y_size/2)
int temp = 0;*/

//Get the constants for the metal 
ml = media[x][y]->get_ml(); 
m2 = media[x][y]->get_m2(); 
m3 = media[x][y]->get_m3(); 
m4 = media[x][y]->get_m4();

4*Dz_prev[x] [y] + m2*Dz_prev_prev[x] [y] 

>get_permittivity()*Ez[x][y]

dielectric model

}
else
{

//Calculate the electric field 
Ez[x][y] = (ml*Dz[x][y] -

+ 4*enaught*media[x][y]-

- m3*Ez_prev[x][y]) / m4;

//It is a dispersive dielectric 
if (x == x_size/2 && y == y_size/2) 

int temp = 0;*/
//Get the constants for the

al = media[x][y]->get_xl( 
a2 = media[x][y]->get_x2( 
a3 = media(x][y]->get_x3( 
cl = media[x][y]->get_yl( 
c2 = media[x][y]->get_y2( 
c3 = media[x][y]->get_y3( 
gl = media[x][y]->get_zl( 
g2 = media[x][y]->get_z2( 
g3 = media[x][y]->get_z3(

ADE model

c2*cl*a3 - 2*c2*cl*c3 + c3*cl*a2;

//Calculate the polarizations for the 

denominator = -al*a2*a3 + al*c2*c3 +

K1 = cl*(Dz[x][y] + 
Dz_prev_prev [x] [y] - P2_prev_prev(x] [y] - P3_prev_prev[x] [y] )

+ 4*Pl_prev[x][y] +
gl*Pl_prev_prev[x][y];

Dz_prev_prev[x][y] - Pl_prev_prev[x][y] 

g2*P2 prev prevfxl [y] ;

K2 = c2*(Dz[x][y] + 
P3_prev_prev[x][y])

+ 4*P2_prev[x][y] +

K3 = c3*(Dz[x] [y] + 
Dz_prev_prev[x][y] - Pl_prev_prev[x][y] - P2_prev_prev[x][y])

+ 4*P3_prev[x][y] +
g3*P3_prev_prev[x][y];

PI = (-a2*a3+c2*c3)/denominator*Kl-
cl*(-a3+c3)/denominator*K2-cl*(c2-a2)/denominator*K3;
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P2 = -c2*(-a3+c3)/denominator*K1- 
(al*a3-cl*c3)/denominator*K2+c2*(al-cl)/denominator*R3;

P3 = -c3*(c2-
a2)/denominator*Kl+c3 * (al-cl)/denominator*K2-(al*a2-cl*c2)/denominator*K3;

//Determine the electric field 
Ez[x][y] = (1.0/enaught)* (Dz[x][y] -

}
}
else 
{

//it is not a dispersive material, and the

if (x == x_size/2 && y == y_size/2) 
int temp = 0,-*/

E_Ecoeff_Z = media[x][y]->E_Ecoeff(); 
E_Hcoeff_Z = media[x][y]->E_Hcoeff();
PI = 0;
P2 = 0;
P3 = 0;
Ez [x] [y] = E_Ecoeff_Z*Ez[x][y]

+ E_Hcoeff_Z*(Hy[x][y] - Hy[x-l][y]
+ Hx [x] ty-1] - Hx [x] [y] +

}
//Store the previous time steps information 
Ez_prev[x][y] = temp_Ez;
Dz_prev_prev[x][y] = Dz_prev[x][y];
Dz_prev[x][y] = Dz[x][y];

N0_prev[x] [y] = temp_N0 ;
Nl_prev[x][y] = temp_Nl;
N2_prev[x][y] = temp_N2;
N3_prev[x][y] = temp_N3;
Pgain prevtxl[y] = temp_Pgain;

Pl_prev_prev[x][y] = Pl_prev[x][y];
P2_prev_prev[x][y] = P2_prev[x][y];
P3_prev_prev[x][y] = P3_prev[x][y];

Pl_prev[x][y] = PI;
P2_prev[x][y] = P2;
P3_prev[x][y] = P3;

}//end of FDTD calcs
Ht [x] [y] = sqrt(Hx[x] [y] *Hx[x] [y] + Hy [x] [y] *Hy [x] [y] ) ; 

}//end of y 
}//end o f x

}

/* fclose(fieldoutput);
fclose(integrate_output); 
fclose(vector_output_start); 
fclose(vector_output_end); 
fclose(circle_output);*/

tendif

//Returns the distance between (x,y) and (centre_x,centre_y) 
double position(double x, double y, int centre_x, int centre_y)
{

return sqrt((x-centre_x)* (x-centre_x) + (y-centre_y)* (y-centre_y));

//Returns the electric conductivity inside of the PML layer at position 
double two_dim::Econd(int position)
{

return PML_cond*((double)(position+0.5)/(double)PML_width);

/Returns the magnetic conductivity inside of the PML layer at position
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double two_dim::Hcond(int position)
{

return (PML_cond*munaught/enaught)*((double)position/(double)PML_width);
}
//TE Mode
//returns the magnetic field in the x direction at the specified location 

//for the source 
double two_dim::source_Hx(double x, double y, double time_step)
{

//wz is the beam waist at the specified location
//wo is the beam waist
//Zo is the Rayleigh range
//Hfield is the return value
//scaling is the Gaussian scaling factor
//wave is the oscillating carrier
//x_offset is the x shift
//y_offSet is the y shift
double wz, wo, Zo, Hfield, scaling, wave, x_offset, y_offset;
//pulse_scaling is the time scaling of the field 
/7time__factor is the scaling factor for the pulse length 
//time_offset is the shift compared to the pulse centre 
double pulse_Scaling, time_factor, time_offset;

//calculate the beam waist 
wo = beam_FWHM;
//get the rayleigh range
Zo = pi * ref_index((int)x,(int)y)*wo*wo/wavelength;

//Find the x and y shifts 
x_offset = (x-source_x)*grid_size; 
y_offset = (y-source_y)*grid_size;

//determine the beam diameter at the current location 
wz = wo * sqrtfl + (y_offset*y_offset/(Zo*Zo)));

//calculate the Gaussian distribution of the beam 
scaling = wo/wz * exp(- (x_offset*x_offset)/ (wz*wz));

//Time scale the pulse to get the proper FWHM 
time_factor = 2*log(sqrt(2.0)+1)/pulse_FWHM;
//Calculate the time shift from the pulse centre for scaling purposes 
time_offset = time_step*delta_time-pulse_start;
//Calculate the relative amplitude at the current time for the time pulse 
pulse_scaling = 2 / (exp(time_offset*time_factor) + exp(-time_offset*time_factor))

//Create the carrier wave
wave = cos(- 2*pi*cnaught/wavelength*delta_time*time_step);

//Check to see if the source is supposed to be pulsed or Gaussian 
pulse_scaling = pulsed ? pulse_scaling:1.0,- 
scaling = gaussian ? scaling:1.0;

//Calculate the actual Hfield at this location and time step 
Hfield = max_field*pulse_scaling*scaling*wave*sqrt(enaught/munaught); 
return Hfield,-

}

//TE Mode
double two_dim::source_Ez(double x, double y, double time_step)
{

//wz is the beam waist at the specified location
//wo is the beam waist
//Zo is the Rayleigh range
//Efield is the return value
//scaling is the Gaussian scaling factor
//wave is the oscillating carrier
//x_offset is the x shift
//y_offset is the y shift
double wz, wo, Zo, Efield, scaling, wave, x_offset, y_offset;
//pulse_scaling is the time scaling of the field
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//time_factor is the scaling factor for the pulse length 
//time_offset is the shift compared to the pulse centre 
double pulse_scaling, time_factor,time_offset;

//calculate the beam waist and Rayleigh range 
wo = beam_FWHM;
Zo = pi * ref_index((int)x,(int)y)*wo*wo/wavelength;

//Find the x and y shifts 
x_offset = (x-source_x)*grid_size; 
y_offset = (y-source_y)*grid_size;

//determine the beam diameter at the current location 
wz = wo * sqrt(l + (y_offset*y_offset/(Zo*Zo)));

//calculate the Gaussian spatial distribution of the beam 
scaling = wo/wz * exp(- (x_offset*x_offset)/ (wz*wz));

//Time scale the pulse to get the proper FWHM 
time_factor = 2*log(sqrt(2.0)+1)/pulse_FWHM;
//Calculate the time shift from the pulse centre for scaling purposes 
time_offset = time_step*delta_time-pulse_start;
//Calculate the relative amplitude at the current time for the time pulse 
pulse_scaling = 2 / (exp(time__offset*time_factor) + exp(-time_offset*time_factor) )

//The carrier is shifted back by a half time and space step for this wave to
create

//a uni-directional beam 
wave = cos(-pi/wavelength*grid_size - 

2*pi*cnaught/wavelength*delta_time*(time_step-0.5));

pulse_scaling = pulsed ? pulse_scaling:1.0; 
scaling = gaussian ? scaling:1.0;

Efield = max_field*pulse_scaling*scaling*wave; 
return Efield;

}

//TM Mode
//Source terms for the TM mode.
double two_dim::source_Hz(double x, double y, double time_step)
{

//wz is the beam waist at the specified location
//wo is the beam waist
//Zo is the Rayleigh range
//Hfield is the return value
//scaling is the Gaussian scaling factor
//wave is the oscillating carrier
//x_offset is the x shift
//y_offset is the y shift
double wz, wo, Zo, Hfield, scaling, wave, x_offset, y_offset;
//pulse_scaling is the time scaling of the field 
//time_factor is the scaling factor for the pulse length 
//time_offset is the shift compared to the pulse centre 
double pulse_scaling, time_factor, time_offset;

//calculate the beam waist and Rayleigh range 
wo = beam_FWHM;
Zo = pi * ref_index((int)x,(int)y)*wo*wo/wavelength;

//Find the x and y shifts 
x_offset = (x-source_x)*grid_size; 
y_offset = (y-source_y)*grid_size;

//determine the beam diameter at the current location 
wz = wo * sqrt(1 + (y_offset*y_offset/(Zo*Zo)));

//calculate the Gaussian spatial distribution of the beam 
scaling = wo/wz * exp(- (x_offset*x_offset)/ (wz*wz));

//Time scale the pulse to get the proper FWHM
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time_factor = 2*log(sqrt(2.0)+1)/pulse_FWHM;
//Calculate the time shift from the pulse centre for scaling purposes 
time_offset = time_step*delta_time-pulse_start;
//Calculate the relative amplitude at the current time for the time pulse 
pulse_scaling = 2 / (exp(time_offset*time_factor) + exp(-time_offset*time_factor))

//The carrier wave for the source
wave = cos(2*pi*cnaught/wavelength*delta_time*time_step);

//Modulate the waveform
pulse_scaling = pulsed ? pulse_scaling:1.0; 
scaling = gaussian ? scaling:1.0;
//Magnetic fields need to be scaled properly to the electric fields 
Hfield = max_field*pulse_scaling*scaling*wave*sqrt(enaught/munaught);

//Approximate a single-cycle THz pulse 
if (single__cycle)
{

double sigma = beam_FWHM / (2*sqrt(2*log(2.0))); 
double pulse_sigma = pulse_FWHM / (2*sqrt(2*log(2.0))) ; 
double scaling_factor = 2*exp(-0.5);
double offset = grid_size * sqrt((x - Source_x) * (x - source_x));
Hfield = sqrt (enaught/munaught) *exp (-0 . 5*offset*offset/sigma/sigma) ,- 
Hfield*=-2/scaling_factor*(time_offset)/pulse_sigma*exp(- 

(time_offset)* (time_offset)
/ (2*pulse_sigma*pulse_sigma));
//The recovery of the pulse is smaller than the initial spike 
if (Hfield < 0)
{

scaling = 0.688;
)
else
{

scaling = 1.0;
}
return -Hfield*scaling;

}
return Hfield;

//TM Mode
//The electric field for TM mode Solution sources
double two_dim::source_Ex(double x, double y, double time_step)
{

//wz is the beam waist at the specified location
//wo is the beam waist
//Zo is the Rayleigh range
//Efield is the return value
//scaling is the Gaussian scaling factor
//wave is the oscillating carrier
//x_offset is the x shift
//y_offset is the y shift
double wz, wo, Zo, Efield, scaling, wave, x_offset, y_offset; 
//pulse_scaling is the time scaling of the field 
//time_factor is the scaling factor for the pulse length 
//time_offset is the shift compared to the pulse centre 
double pulse_scaling, time_factor,time_offset;

//calculate the beam waist and Rayleigh range 
wo = beam_FWHM;
Zo = pi * ref_index((int)x , (int)y )*wo*wo/wavelength;

//Calculate x and y shifts 
x_offset = (x-source_x)*grid_size; 
y_offset = (y-source_y)*grid_Size;

//determine the beam diameter at the current location 
wz = wo * sqrt(l + (y_offset*y_offset/(Zo*Zo)));

//calculate the amplitude of the beam at this specific location 
scaling = wo/wz * exp(- (x_offset*x_offset)/ (wz*wz));
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//Time scale the pulse to get the proper FWHM 
time_factor = 2*log(sqrt(2.0)+1)/pulse_FWHM;
//Calculate the time shift from the pulse centre for scaling purposes 
time_offSet = time_step*delta_time-pulse_start;
//Calculate the relative amplitude at the current time for the time pulse 
pulse_scaling = 2 / (exp(time_offset*time_factor) + exp(-time_offset*time_factor));

//One half space and time step in front of the Hz field 
wave = cos(-pi/wavelength*grid_size +

2*pi*cnaught/wavelength*delta_time*(time_step+0.5));

//Amplitude modulation
pulse_scaling = pulsed ? pulse_scaling:1.0; 
scaling = gaussian ? Scaling:1.0;
Efield = max_field*pulse_scaling*scaling*wave;

//Approximate a single-cycle THz pulse 
if (single_cycle)
{

double sigma = beam_FWHM / (2*sqrt (2*log (2 . 0) ) ) ; 
double pulse_sigma = pulse_FWHM/(2*sqrt(2*log(2.0))); 
double scaling_factor = 2*exp(-0.5);
double offset = grid_size * sqrt((x - source_x)* (x - source_x));
Efield = exp(-0.5*offset*offset/sigma/sigma);

Efield *= -
2/scaling_factor*(time_offset+0.5*grid_size/cnaught)/pulse_sigma 

* exp( -
(time_offset+0.5*grid_size/cnaught)* (time_offset+0.5*grid_size/cnaught)

/ (2*pulse_sigma*pulse_sigma)); 
if (Efield < 0)
{

scaling = 0.688;
}
else
{

scaling = 1.0;
}
return Efield*scaling;

}
return -Efield,-

//Return the refractive index of the material at (x,y) 
double two_dim::ref_index(int x, int y)
{

return sqrt(media[x][y]->qet permittivity());

//Write a raw binary data file of field_data
void two_dim::write_data(FILE * textfile, double ** field_data)
{

for (int i = 0; i < x_size; i++)
{

for (int j = 0; j < y_size; j++)
{

fwrite(&field_data[i][j ],sizeof(field_data[i][j]),1,textfile);
}

}
>
//Read a raw binary data file into field_data
void two_dim::read_data(FILE * textfile, double ** field_data)
{

for (int i = 0; i < x_size; i++)
{

for (int j = 0; j < y_Size; j++)
{

fread(&field_data[i][j],sizeof(field_data[i][j ]),1,textfile);
>
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}
}

//Write an ASCII representation of field_data
void two_dim::write_data_text(FILE * outfile, double ** field_data) 
{

for (int i = 0; i < x_size; i++)
{

for (int j = 0; j < y_size; j++)
{

fprintf(outfile, "%e ", field_data[i][j ]);
}
fprintf(outfile, "\n");

}
}
//Read an ASCII file into field_data
void two_dim::read_data_text(FILE * infile, double ** field_data)
{

for (int i = 0; i < x_size; i++)
{

for (int j = 0; j < y_size; j++)
{

fscanf(infile, "%e", &field_data[i][j]);
>

}
}

//Solve the geometry in TM mode 
//Works on parallel processors 
void two_dim::TM_solve()
{

char * filename;
//Temporary storage for polarization for dispersion model 
double P1X, P1Y, P2X, P2Y, P3X, P3Y;

filename = new char[200];

printf("Initializing Media Array.\n");

//Set up the FDTD coefficients for the PML region 
for (int p = 0; p < PML_width; p++)
(

H_Hcoeffs[p] = exp (-Hcond(p) *delta_time/munaught) ,- 
E_Ecoeffs[p] = exp(-Econd(p)*delta_time/enaught),-
H_Ecoeffs[p] = (1-exp(-Hcond(p)*delta_time/munaught))/Hcond(p)/grid_size; 
E_Hcoeffs[p] = (1-exp(-Econd(p)*delta_time/enaught))/Econd(p)/grid_size;

}
//Prevent a divide by zero error 
H_Ecoeffs[0] = delta_time/munaught/grid_size;

//new memory saving material selection
the_materials = new material [num_material_types] ,- 

//Free Space
the_materials [FREE_SPACE] . set_material (1,1, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0, false, false, false) ,- 

//Dispersionless Glass
the_materials[DISPERSIONLESS_GLASS].set_material(2.25,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,false, 

false,false);
//Sapphire/Alumina

the_materials[ALUMINA].set^material(2.25,1,0,0,1.5039759,0.55069141,6.59273791,7.4 
0288E-08,1.21653E-07,2.00722E-05,0,0,true,false,false);
//Chromium

the_materials[CHROMIUM].set_material(1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,7.0405el5,7.3222el3,true, 
true,false);
//Silver

the_materials[SILVER].set_material(l,l,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,5.66el5,6.30lei3,true,true,
false);
//Gain

the_materials[GAIN].set_material(1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,true,false,true);
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int x = 0;//Do I ever hate VC++6.0

//Initialize all of the variables that need to be initialized 
media = new material ** [x_size]; 
for (x = 0; x < x_size; x++)
{

media[x] = new material * [y_size]; 
for (int y = 0; y < y_size; y++)
{

media [x] [y] = NXJLL;
}

}
for (x = 0; x < x_size; x++)
{

for (int y = 0; y < y_size; y++)
{

media[x][y] = &the_materials[FREE_SPACE];
}

}
int ** media_type;
media_type = new int * [x_size];

for (x = 0; X  < x_size; x++)
{

media_type [x] = new int [y_size] 
for (int y = 0; y < y_size; y++)
{

media_type[x][y] = 0;
>

}
//Read in the geometry file *NIX based
geometry::read_geometry(". /data/geom" , media_type);

//Set the pointers to each material type 
for (x = 0; x < x_size; x++)
{

for (int y = 0; y < y_size; y++)
{

media[x][y] = &the_materials[media_type[x][y]];
}

}
//Get rid of the memory spent on the now useless media_type array 
for (x = 0; x < x_size; x++)
{

delete [] media_type[x];
}
delete [] media_type; 
media_type = NULL;

//Output the geometry so that it can be checked 
geometry::output_geometry(”./data/geomout", media);

//Continue allocating memory and initializing variables
printf("Allocated memory.\n");
printf("Initializing Field Arrays.\n");
Ex = new double * [x_size];
E y  =  n e w  d o u b l e  * [ x _ s i z e ] ;

Et = new double * [x_size];

Ex prev = new double *[x_size];
Ev prev = new double *[x_size];

Dx = new double *[x_size];
Dx prev = new double *[x_size];
Dx_prev_prev = new double * [x_size];
Dy = new double * [x_size];
Dy_prev = new double *[x_size];
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Dy_prev_prev = new double * [x_slze];

Hz = new double * [x_size];
Hzx = new double * [x_size];
Hzy = new double * [x_size];

PlX_prev = new double * [x_size]
PlY_prev = new double * [x_size]
P2X_prev = new double * [x_size]
P2Y_prev = new double * [x_size]
P3X_prev = new double * [x_size]
P3Y_prev = new double * [x_size]

PlX__prev_prev = new double * [x_size] ; 
PlY_prev_prev = new double * [x_size]; 
P2X_prev_prev = new double * [x_size]; 
P2Y_jprev_prev = new double * [x_size] ; 
P3X_prev_prev = new double * [x_size]; 
P3Y__prev_prev = new double * [x_size];*/

Pgainx = new double * [x_size];
Pgainy = new double * [x_size];

Pgain_prevx = new double *[x_size];
Pgain p r e w  = new double *[x_size];

NO = new double * [x_size];
N1 = new double * [x_size];
N2 = new double * [x_size];
N3 = new double * [x_size];

N0_prev = new double *[x_size] 
Nl_prev = new double *[x_size] 
N2_prev = new double *[x_size] 
N3_prev = new double *[x_size]

pump_rate = new double * [x_size];

Hzp = new double * [x_size];
Hzxp = new double *[x_size];
Hzyp = new double *[x_size];
Exp = new double *[x_size];
Eyp = new double * [x_size];
Ex_prevp = new double *[x_size];
Ey_prevp = new double *[x_size];
Etp = new double * [x_size];
Dxp = new double * [x_size];
Dyp = new double * [x_size];
Dx_prevp = new double * [x_size];
Dy prevp = new double * [x_size];
Dx_prev_prevp = new double *[x_size]; 
Dy_prev_prevp = new double *[x_size];

for (x = 0 ;  x < x_size; x++)
{

Ex[x] = new double [y_size];
Ex_prev[x] = new double [y_size];
Ey[x] = new double [y_size];
Ey_prevtx] = new double [y_size];

Et[x] = new double [y_size];

Dx[x] = new double [y_size] ■

Dx_prev[x] = new double [y_size]; 
Dx_prev_prev[x] = new double [y_size]; 
Dy[x] = new double [y_size];
Dy_prev[x] = new double [y_size]; 
Dy_prev_prev[x] = new double [y_size];

Hz[x] = new double [y_size];
Hzx[x] = new double [y_size];
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Hzy[x] = new double [y_size];

/* PlX_prev[x] 
PlY_prev[x] 
p2X_prev[x] 
P2Y_prev[x] 
P3X_prev[x] 
P3Y_prev [x]

new double 
new double 
new double 
new double 
new double 
new double

[y_size] 
[y_size] 
[y_size] 
[y_size] 
[y_size] , 
[y_size].

PlX_prev_prev[x] 
PlY_prev_prev[x] 
P2 X_prev_prev[x ] 
P2Y_prev_prev[x] 
p3X_prev_prev[x] 
P3Y prev prev[x]

new double 
new double 
new double 
new double 
new double 
new double

[y_size]
[y_size]
[y_size]
[y_size]
[y_size]
[y_size] */

Pgainx[x] = new double [y_size]; 
Pgainy[x] = new double [y_size];

Pgain_prevx[x] = new double [y_size] ■ 

Pgain_prevy[x] = new double [y_size];

N0[x] = new double [y_size];
Nl[x] = new double [y_size];
M 2 [x] = new double [y_size];
M 3 [x] = new double [y_size];

N0_prev[x] = new double [y_size];
Nl_prev[x] = new double [y_size];
N2_prev[x] = new double [y_size];
N3__prev[x] = new double [y_size] ;

pump_rate[x] = new double [y_size];

Hzp[x] = new double [y_size];
Hzxp[x] = new double [y_size];
Hzypfx] = new double [y_size];
Exp[x] = new double [y_size];
Eyp[x] = new double [y_size]; 
Ex_prevp[x] = new double [y_size];
Ey_prevp[x] = new double [y_size];
Etp[x] = new double [y_size];
Dxp[x] = new double [y_size];
Dyp[x] = new double [y_size]; 
Dx__prevp[x] = new double [y_size] ;
Dy_prevp[x] = new double [y_size];
Dx prev prevp fx1 = new double [y_Size]; 
Dy_prev__prevp [x] = new double [y_size] ;

}
printf("Allocated Field Memory.\n"); 
printf(”Initializing Field Components\n”);

for (x = 0 ;  X < x_size; x++)
{

for (int y = 0; y < y_size; y++)
{

Ex [x] [y] = 0 ;
Ey[x] [y] = 0;
Et [x] [y] = 0;

Ex_prev[x][y] = 0;
Ey_prev[x][y] = 0;

Dx[x] [y] = 0;
Dx_prev[x][y] = 0;
Dx_prev_prev[x][y] = 0;
Dy[x] [y] = 0;
Dy_prev[x][y] = 0; 
Dy_prev_prev[x][y] = 0;
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Hz [x] [y] = 0 ; 
Hzx[x][y] = 0; 
Hzy [x] [y] = 0;

/* PlX_prev[x] [y] 
PlY_prev[x][y] 
P2X_prev[x] [y] 
P2Y_prev[x][y] 
P3X_prev[x][y] 
P3Y_prev[x][y]

PlX_prev_prev[x][y] = 0 
PlX_prev_prev[x][y] = 0 
P2X_prev_prev[x][y] = 0 
P2Y_prev_prev[x][y] = 0 
P3X_prev_prev[x][y] = 0 
P3Y_prev_prev[x][y] = 0

Pgainx[x][y] = 0; 
Pgainytx] [y] = 0;

Pgain_prevx[x][y] = 0; 
Pgain_prevy[x][y] = 0;

NO[x][y] 
N1[x][y] 
N2 [x] [y] 
N3 [x] [y]

N0_start
Nl_start
N2_start
N3_start

N0_prev[x][y] 
Nl_prev[x][y] 
N2_prev[x] [y] 
N3_prev[x][y]

= N0_start; 
= Nl_start; 
= N2_start; 
= N3_start;

pump_rate[x][y] = 0;

Hzp [x] [y] = 0;
Hzxp[x][y] = 0;
Hzyp[x][y] = 0;
Exp [x] [y] = 0;
Eyp[x] [y] = 0;
Ex_prevp [x] [y] = 0 ;  
Ey_prevp[x] [y] = 0;
Etp [x] [y] = 0;
Dxp [x] [y] = 0;
Dyp [x] [y] = 0; 
Dx_prevp[x] [y] = 0; 
Dy_prevp[x][y] = 0; 
Dx_prev_prevp[x][y] = 0; 
Dy_prev_prevp[x][y] = 0;

//Every grid point gets a random laser source
num_sources = x_size*y_size;///(source_spacing*source_spacing); 

source_wavelength = new double * [x_size];

for (x = 0; x < x_size; X++)
{

s o u r c e ^ w a v e l e n g t h [ x ]  =  n e w  d o u b l e  [ y _ s i z e ] ;

}
for (x = 0; x < x_size; x++)
{

for (int y = 0; y < y_size; y++)
{

source_wavelength[x][y] = -1;//Negative numbers means that no 
source is in this location 

}
}
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if (!reload)//Start a fresh simulation 
{

//Create the random distribution of random laser sources 
for (x = PML_width; x < x_size-PML_width; X++)
{

for (int y = PML_width; y < y_size-PML_width; y++)
{

if (media [x][y]->is_gain())
{

double value, mu, temp; 
do 
{

mu = get_rand(cnaught/1000e-9,cnaught/200e-
9) ;

value = real_rand(); 
temp = lorentzian(mu);

} while (value > temp);

double lambda = cnaught/mu;

source_wavelength[x][y] = lambda;
>
if (source_wavelength[x][y] < 0)
{

Et [x] [y] = 0 ;
)
else
{

Et[x][y] = 1;
}

}
)
//Create files containing the source wavelength distribution 
sprintf(filename, /data/source_locations_check.txt");
FILE * outfile;
outfile = fopen(filename, ”w b ”); 
write_data(outfile, Et) ; 
fclose(outfile);

sprintf(filename, "./data/wavelength_data.txt”); 
outfile = fopen(filename, "w+"); 
write_data_text(outfile, source_wavelength); 
fclose(outfile);

Sprintf(filename, "./check/wavelength_data.txt”); 
outfile = fopen(filename, "wb"); 
write_data(outfile, source_wavelength); 
fclose(outfile);

}
else//Reloading from a checkpointed state 
{

FILE * wavelength_file;
wavelength_file = fopen(”./check/wavelength_data.txt", ”rb"); 
read_data(wavelength_file, source_wavelength);

for (x = 0; x < x_size; x++)
{

for (int y = 0; y < y_size; y++)
{

if (aource_wavelength[x][y] < 0)
{

Et[x][y] = 0;
}
else
{

Et [x] [y] = 1;
}

}
}
fclose(wavelength_file);
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sprintf(filename, ”./check/source_locations.txt”); 
FILE * outfile;
outfile = fopen(filename, "w+”); 
write_data_text(outfile, Et) ; 
fclose(outfile);

sprintf(filename, " ./check/wavelength_data_check. txt"); 
outfile = fopen(filename, "wb"); 
write_data(outfile, source_wavelength); 
fclose(outfile);

printf("Field Components Initialized\n");

printf("Beginning FDTD Computations.\n");

//Files for various data output tasks
FILE * fieldoutput, * point_output, * vector_output;
/*fieldoutput = fopen("./data/output_point.txt","w+"); 
integrate_output = fopen("./data/output_line.txt","w+");*/ 
fieldoutput = fopen(”./data/output_count.txt","a”); 
vector_output = fopen("./data/output_field.txt","a"); 
point_output = fopen(”./data/output_point.txt”,"a");

#ifdef PARALLELIZE 
#if defined (_OPENMP)
//
#endif
#endif

printf("Threads are definedVn”); 
omp_set_num_threads(1TOM_THREADS);

int start_n = 0; 
if ((reload)
{

start_n = 0 ,-
}
else//Reload from the last check point 
{

//Read in all of the data
//the order of these reads from the raw binary data file must be completed 
//by a machine using the same bit order, word size, and the order must not

be changed
//or the results will be meaningless 
FILE * check_data_file, * check_data;

check_data_file = fopen("./check/check_data.txt", ”r"); 
fscanf (check_data_f ile, "%d", &start_n) ,-

fclose (check_data_f ile) ,-

check_data = fopen("./check/check_fields.txt" "rb"

read_data(check_data, Ex) 
read_data(check_data, Ey) 
read_data(check_data, Et)

read_data(check_data, Ex_prev); 
read_data(check_data, Ey_prev);

read_data(check_data, 
read_data(check_data, 
read_data(check_data, 
read_data(check_data, 
read_data(check_data, 
read_data(check_data,

Dx) ;
Dx_prev);
Dx prev previ ; 
Dy) ;
Dy_prev); 
Dy_prev_prev) ;

read_data(check_data, H z ); 
read_data (check_data, Hzx) ,- 
read_data(check_data, Hzy);

read_data(check_data, Pgainx); 
read_data(check_data, Pgainy);
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read_data(check_data, Pgain_prevx); 
read_data(check_data, Pgain_prevy);

read_data(check_data, NO) ;
read_data(check_data, Nl) ;
read_data(check_data, N2) ;
read_data(check_data, ■N3) ;

read_data(check_data, N0_prev);
read_data(check_data, Nl_prev);
read_data(check_data, N2_prev) ;
read_data(check_data, N3_prev);

read_data(check_data, pump_rate);

read_data(check_data, Hzp) ;
read_data(check_data, Hzxp);
read_data(check_data, Hzyp);
read_data(check_data, Exp) ;
read_data(check_data, Eyp) ;
read_data(check_data, Ex_prevp) ;
read_data(check_data, Ey_prevp);
read_data(check_data, Etp) ;
read_data(check_data, Dxp) ;
read_data(check_data, Dyp) ;
read_data(check_data, Dx_prevp);
read_data(check_data, Dy_prevp);
read_data(check_data, Dx_prev_prevp)
read_data(check_data, Dy_prev_prevp)

fclose(check_data);
}
int check_set = 0;//select which of the two checkpoints to save

for (int n = start_n; n < time_steps; n++)
{

printf("Done %f %s\n",(double)(100*n)/time_steps,"%”); 
if (n % check_space == 0)//Saving the current checkpoint state 
{

FILE * check_data, * check_data_file;
//Select the correct checkpoint file to save 
if (check_set == 1)
{

check_Set = 0;
check_data_file = fopen("./check/check_data_l.txt", 
check_data = fopen(”./check/check_fields_l.txt", "wb

}
else
{

check_set = 1;
check_data_file = fopen("./check/check_data_0.txt", 
check_data = fopen(”./check/check_fields_0.txt", "wb

}
fprintf(check_data_file, "%d\n”, n ) ; 
fclose(check_data_file)

//Save the checkpoint. Do not change the order here without changing the order of 
reading

write_data(check_data, Ex); 
write_data(check_data, Ey); 
write_data(check_data, Et);

write_data(check_data, Ex prev); 
write_data(check_data, Ey_prev) ;

write_data(check_data, Dx) ; 
write_data(check_data, Dx prev); 
write_data(check_data, Dx__prev_prev) ; 
write_data(check_data, Dy);
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write_data
write_data

write_data
write_data
write_data

write_data
write_data

write_data
write_data

write_data
write_data
write_data
write_data

write_data
write_data
write_data
write_data

write_data

write.
write.
write.
write.
write.
write.
write.
write.
write.
write.
write.
write.
write.
write.

.data

.data

.data

.data

.data

.data

.data

.data

.data

.data

.data

.data

.data

.data

check_data, Dy_prev); 
check_data, Dy_prev_prev)

check_data,
check_data,
check_data/

Hz) ; 
Hzx) ; 
Hzy) ;

check_data, Pgainx); 
check_data, Pgainy);

check_data, Pgain_prevx) 
check_data, Pgain_prevy)

check_data, 
check_data, 
check_data, 
check_data,

check_data, 
check_data, 
check_data, 
check_data,

NO) ;
Nl) ;
N2) ;
N3) ;

N0_prev); 
Nl_prev) ; 
N2_prev) ; 
N3_prev);

check_data, pump_rate) ,-

check.
check.
check.
check.
check.
check.
check.
check.
check.
check.
check.
check.
check.
check.

data, 
data, 
data, 
data, 
data, 
data, 
data, 
data, 
data, 
data, 
data, 
data, 
data, 
data,

Hzp) ;
Hzxp);
Hzyp);
Exp) ;
Eyp) ;
Ex_prevp); 
Ey_prevp);
Etp) ;
Dxp)
Dyp)
Dx_prevp); 
Dy_prevp); 
Dx_prev_prevp) ; 
Dy_prev_prevp) ;

fclose(check_data);

II
II
/*

/*
tot_Ex_start,

double tot_Ex_start, tot_Ey_start, tot_Et_start, tot_Hz_start, 
tot_Ex_end, tot_Ey_end, tot_Et_end, tot_Hz_end;

tot_Ex„start = integrate(first_line_y, Ex) 
tot_Ey_start = integrate(first_line_y, Ey) 
tot_Et_start = integrate(first_line_y, Et) 
tot_Hz_start = integrate(first_line_y, Hz), 
tot_Ex__end = integrate (second_line_y. Ex) ; 
tot_Ey_end = integrate(second_line_y, Ey); 
tot_Et_end = integrate(second_line_y, Et); 
tot_Hz_end = integrate(second_line_y, Hz);*/

fprintf(integrate_output%e %e %e %e %e %e %e %e %e\n",n*delta_time,

tot_Ey_start, tot_Et_start, tot_Hz_start, tot_Ex_end, tot_Ey_end, 
tot_Et_end, tot_Hz_end);

fprintf(fieldoutput,”%e %e %e %e %e %e 
%e\n",n*delta_time,Ex[x_size/2][first_line_y],

Ey[x_size/2][first_line_y],Hz[x_size/2] [first_line_y], 
Ex[x_size/2][second_line_y],Ey[x_size/2] [second_line_y],
Hz[x_size/2] rsecond line v l ) ; * I  

int tempnum = y_size/10;/
//Output the magnetic fields at 10 points along the centre of the simulation space

fprintf(vector_output,”%e %e %e %e %e %e %e %e %e %e %e\n”,n*delta_time, 
Hz[x_size/2][tempnum],Hz[x_size/2][tempnum*2],
Hz[x_Size/2][tempnum*3],Hz[x_size/2] [tempnum*4],
Hz[x_size/2][tempnum*5],Hz[x_size/2] [tempnum*6],
Hz[x_size/2][tempnum*7],Hz[x_size/2] [tempnum*8],
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Hz[x_size/2][tempnum*9],Hz[x_size/2][tempnum*10]);

//Output gain model information at the centre of the geometry 
fprintf(fieldoutput,"%e %e %e %e %e %e %e 

%e\n",n*delta_time,Et[x_size/2][y_size/2],

N0[x_size/2][y_size/2],N1[x_size/2][y_size/2],N2[x_size/2] [y_size/2],

N3[x_Size/2][y_size/2],Pgairix[x_size/2] [y_Size/2],Pgainy[x_size/2][y_size/2]);

//Output field quantities at the centre of the geometry 
fprintf(point_output, "%e %e %e %e %e 

%e\n”,n*delta_time,Et[x_size/2] [y_size/2],
Ex[x_size/2][y_Size/2], Ey[x_size/2][y_size/2],

Hz[x_size/2] [y_size/2] , pump_rate[x_size/2] [y_size/2]) ,-

//Check if it's time to write an output file 
if (n % file_spacing == 0)
{

if (text_output)
{

FILE * outfile,-
sprintf(filename, /data/%6.Od_data_pump.txt", n ) ;
outfile = fopen(filename, "wb"); 
write_data(outfile, Etp) ; 
fclose(outfile);
sprintf(filename, /data/%6.Od_data.txt", n) ;
outfile = fopen(filename, "wb"); 
write_data(outfile, Et) ; 
fclose(outfile);

}
}

//The program option to allow the OPENMP compiler to handle multiple threads.
#ifdef PARALLELIZE
#pragma omp parallel for default(none) shared(n) private(PlX, P2X, P3X, P1Y, P2Y, P3Y) 
#endif

//Beginning of E_FIELD_SECTION
//Includes only code that calculates the electric fields 
for (int x = 0; x < x_size; x++)
{

for (int y = 0; y < y_size; y++)
{

//Check to see if we are in a boundary
if (x < PML_width || y < PML_width || x >= x_size-PML_width

|| y >= y_size-PML_width)
{

double E_Ecoeff_X, E_Hcoeff_X, E_Ecoeff_Y,
E_Hcoeff_Y;
//There are 4 edges and 8 corners
//The default coefficients for any surface that doesn't show up in the rest of the 
//overlapping regions

E_Hcoeff_X = media[x][y]->E_Hcoeff();
E_Ecoeff_X = media[x][y]->E_Ecoeff();

E_Hcoeff_Y = E_Hcoeff_X;
E_Ecoeff_Y = E_Ecoeff_X;

//Set the FDTD coefficients for the PML region 
int temp = 0; 
if (x < PML_width)
{

//In the left edge 
temp = PML_width - x - 1;
E_Hcoeff_Y = E_Hcoef f s [temp] ;
E_Ecoeff_Y = E_Ecoeffs[temp];

}
if (y < PML_width)
{

//In the bottom edge 
temp = PML_width - y - 1; 
E_Hcoeff_X = E_Hcoeffs[temp];
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E_Ecoeff_X = E_Ecoeffs[temp];
}
if (x >= x_size-PML_width)
{

//In the right edge
temp = x - x_size + PML_width;
E_Hcoeff_Y = E_Hcoef fs [temp] ;
E_Ecoeff_Y = E_Ecoeffs[temp];

}
if (y >= y_size-PML_width)
{

//In the top edge
temp = y - y_size + PML_width;
E_Hcoeff_X = E_Hcoef fs [temp] ;
E_Ecoeff_X = E_Ecoeffs[temp];

}
//EM field calculations

//The FDTD equations for the PML are below 
double temp_Hz;

temp_Hz = y == y_size-l ? 0.0:Hz[x][y+1];

Ex[x][y] = E_Ecoeff_X*Ex[x][y]
- E_Hcoeff_X * (Hz[x][y] - temp_Hz) ;

temp_Hz = x == x_size-l ? 0.0:Hz[x+1] [y];

Ey[x][y] = E_Ecoeff_Y*Ey[x][y]
- E_Hcoeff_Y * (temp_Hz - Hz[x][y]);

//Beginning of code block to handle pumping
temp_Hz = y == y_size-l ? 0.0:Hzp[x][y+1] ;

Exp[x][y] = E_Ecoeff_X*Exp[x][y]
- E_Hcoeff_X * (Hzp[x][y] - temp_Hz);

temp_Hz = x == x_size-l ? 0.0:Hzp[x+1][y];

Eyp[x][y] = E_Ecoeff_Y*Eyp[x][y]
- E_Hcoeff_Y * (temp_Hz - Hzp[x][y] ) ;

//End of first pump block
}
else//We are not in a boundary, so calculate a normal FDTD

timestep
{

double E_Ecoeff, E_Hcoeff;
//Temporary storage for the original values before

any calculations
//for this time step
double temp_Ex = Ex[x][y];
double temp_Ey = Ey[x][y];
double temp_Exp = Exp[x][y];
double temp_Eyp = Eyp[x][y];
double temp_N0, temp_Nl, temp_N2, temp_N3,

temp_Pgainx, temp_Pgainy;

//The incident fields from the source 
double Hzinc = 0.0; 
double Hzincp = 0.0;

double denominator - 0.0;
double al, a2, a3, cl, c2, c3, gl, g2, g3; 
double K1X, K2X, K3X; 
double K1Y, K2Y, K3Y; 
double m l , m2, m3, m 4 ;
al = 0
a2 = 0
a3 = 0
cl = 0
c2 = 0
c3 = 0
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source line

g l  = 0 ;
g2 = 0; 
g3 = 0; 
ml = 0; 
m2 = 0; 
m3 = 0; 
m4 = 0 ;
Hzinc = 0.0;
Hzincp = 0.0;

//Get the source field if this coordinate is on the

if (y == source_y)
{

Hzincp = sourceJHz(x,y,n);
}
//Calculate the displacement via the update

equations for both the fluorescence
//and pump field
Dxp [x] [y] = Dxp [x] [y] + 

delta_time/grid_size*(Hzp[x][y+1] - Hzp[x][y] - Hzincp);
Dx [x] [y] = Dx [x] [y] +

delta_time/grid_size*(Hz[x][y+1] - Hz[x][y] - Hzinc);

Dyp[x] [y] = Dyp[x][y] + 
delta_time/grid_size*(Hzp[x][y] - Hzp[x+1][y]);

Dy[x] [y] = Dy [x] [y] +
delta_time/grid_size*(Hz[x][y] - Hz[x+l][y]);

//Check if the material is dispersive 
if (media[x][y]->is_dispersive())
{

//Check if it is a gain material 
if (media[x][y]->is_gain())
{

//Constants for the gain model 
double a l , dl, c2, d 2 , b3, c3, a4,

b4, el, hi, g2, h 2 , i2, f3, g 3 , i3, e4, f4;
double Kl, K2, K3, K4;//, K5; 
double q l , q2, q3;
double energy = 0.0;//related to the

//Get a relative amount of atoms that 

//according to the intensity of the

intensity of the the EM field at this point

are pumped to the highest energy level 

pump field
energy = media[x][y]-

>get_permittivity () *enaught* (Exp [x] [y]*Exp[x] [y] + Eyp[x] [y]*Eyp[x] [y ] ) / 2
+ media[x][y]-

>get_permeability()*munaught*(Hzp[x][y]*Hzp[x][y])/2;

double B04 = 1; 
pump_rate[x][y] = 

energy/(hbar*omega_a)*B04;//Approximate the pump rate

dependent on the pump rate 

d e l t a _ t i m e * p u m p _ r a t e  [ x ]  [ y ]  * t a u _ 3 2 ;  

delta_time*pump_rate(x][y]*tau_10;

delta_time*pump_rate[x][y]*tau_32; 

delta_time*pump_rate[x][y]*tau_10;

this gain media

//Calculate the constatns that are 

al = -

a4 = tau_10 + 

el =

e4 = tau_10 -

//Obtain the material constants for
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gi = media[x] y]->get_ql()
q2 = media[x] y]->get_q2()
q3 = media[x] y]->get_q3()

// al = media[x] y]->get_al()
dl = media[x] y]->get_dl()
c2 = media[x] y]->get_c2()
d2 = media[x] y]->get_d2()
b3 = media[x] y] ->get_b3()
c3 = media[x] y]->get_c3()

// a4 = media[x] y]->get_a4()
b4 = media[x] y]->get_b4()

// el = media[x] y]->get_el()
hi = media[x] y]->get_hl()
g2 = media[x] y]->get_g2()
h2 = media[x] y] ->get_h2()
i2 = media(x] y]->get_i2()
f 3 = media[x] y]->get_f3()
g3 = media[x] y]->get_g3()
i3 = media[x] y]->get_i3()

// e4 = media[x] y]->get_e4()
f 4 = media[x] y]->get_f4()

//Save the current values 
temp_NO = NO [x] [y] 
temp_Nl = N1 [x] [y] ; 
temp_N2 = N2 [x] [y] ; 
temp_N3 = N3 [x] [y] ; 
temp_Pgainx = Pgainx[x][y]; 
temp_Pgainy = Pgainy[x][y];

//Calculate the new polarization 
Pgainx[x][y] = (4*Pgainx[x][y] + 

ql*Pgain_prevx [x] [y] + q2*(Nl[x][y] - N2 [x] [y] ) *Ex[x] [y] ) / q3;
Pgainytx][y] = (4*Pgainy[x][y] + 

ql*Pgain_prevy [x] [y] + q2* (N1 [x] [y] - N2 [x] [y] ) *Ey [x] [y]) / q3 ;

//Determine the electric field using
the displacement and the polarization

Ex[x][y] = {1. 0/enaught) * (Dx[x] [y] -
Pgainx[x][y]);

Ey[x][y] = (1.0/enaught)* (Dy[x][y] -
Pgainy [x] [y] )

//Calculate the new population levels 
K1 = N0_prev[x][y] * el + N3_prev[x][y]

* hi;
K2 = N2_prev[x] [y] * g2 + N3__prev[x] [y]

* h2 + Ex [x] [y] * (Pgainx [x] [y] - Pgain_prevx [x] [y] ) *i2 + Ey [x] [y] *( Pgainy [x] [y] - 
Pgain_prevy[x][y])*i2;

K3 = Nl_prev[x][y] * f3 +
N2_prev[x][y] * g3 + Ex[x][y]* (Pgainx(x][y] - Pgain_prevx[x][y])*i3 +
Ey [x] [y] * (Pgainy [x] [y] - Pgain_prevy[x][y])*i3;

K4 = N0_prev[x] [y] * e4 +
Nl_prev[x][y] * f'4;

NO[x][y] = b4*d2*c3/(al*b4*d2*c3- 
a4*b3*dl*c2)*Kl-b4*dl*c3/ (al*b4*d2*c3-a4*b3 *dl*c2)*K2+b4*dl*c2/(al*b4*d2*c3- 
a4*b3*dl*c2)*K3-b3*dl*c2/(al*b4*d2*c3-a4*b3*dl*c2)*K4;

N1tx][y] = -a4*d2*c3/(al*b4*d2*c3- 
a4*b3*dl*c2)*Kl+a4*dl*c3/(al*b4*d2*c3-a4*b3*dl*c2)*K2-a4*dl*c2/ (al*b4*d2*c3- 
a4*b3*dl*c2)*K3+al*d2*c3/(al*b4*d2*c3-a4*b3*dl*c2)*K4;

N2[x][y] = a4*d2*b3/(al*b4*d2*c3- 
a4*b3*dl*c2)*Kl-a4*dl*b3/(al*b4*d2*c3-a4*b3*dl*c2)*K2+al*d2*b4/(al*b4*d2*c3- 
a4*b3*dl*c2)*K3-al*d2*b3/(al*b4*d2*c3-a4*b3*dl*c2)*K4;

N3[x][y] = -a4*c2*b3/(al*b4*d2*c3- 
a4*b3*dl*c2)*Kl+al*c3*b4/(al*b4*d2*c3-a4*b3*dl*c2)*K2-al*c2*b4/(al*b4*d2*c3- 
a4*b3*dl*c2)*K3+al*c2*b3/ (al*b4*d2*c3-a4*b3 *dl*c2)*K4;

//Clamp the population levels
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i f  (NO [x]  [y]  < 0)
{

NO [x] [y] = 0 ;
}
if (N1 [x] [y] < 0)
{

N1 [x] [y] = 0 ;
}
if (N2 (x] [y] < 0)
{

N2 [x] [y] = 0;
}
if (N3 [x] [y] < 0)
{

N3[x] [y] = 0;
}

//Begin pump section to calculat the pump field without the influence of the gain 
material

E_Ecoeff = media[x][y]->E_Ecoeff(); 
E_Hcoeff = media[x][y]->E_Hcoeff(); 
Exp[x)[y] = E_Ecoeff*Exp[x][y]

+ E_Hcoeff* (Hzp[x][y+1] -
Hzp[x][y] - Hzincp);

Hzp[x+1][y]);
//End pump section

the displacement and the constants 

4*Dx_prev[x][y] + m2*Dx_prev_prev[x][y] 

>get_permittivity()*Ex[x][y]

4*Dy_prev[x][y] + m2*Dy_prev_prev[x][y] 

>get_permittivity() *Ey[x] [y]

//Begin pump session

4*Dx_jprevp [x] [y] + m2*Dx_prev_prevp [x] [y] 

>get_permittivity()*Exp[x][y]

4*Dy_prevp[x] [y] + m2*Dy_prey_prevp [x] [y] 

>get_permittivity()*Eyp[x][y]

//End pump session

gain media, then it's a dispersive dielectric

EypfxHy] = E_Ecoeff*Eyp[x][y] 
+ E_Hcoeff* (Hzp[x][y] -

}
//Check if it's a metal
else if (media[x][y]->is_metal())
{

//Get the material constants 
ml = media[x][y]->get_ml(); 
m2 = media[x][y]->get_m2(); 
m3 = media[x][y]->get_m3(); 
m4 = media[x][y]->get_m4();

//Calculate the electric field from

Ex[x] [y] = (ml*Dx[x] [y] -

+ 4*enaught*media[x][y]-

- m3*Ex_prevfx][y]) / m4; 

Ey[x] [y] = (ml*Dy [x] [y] -

+ 4*enaught*media[x][y]-

- m3*Ey_prev[x][y]) / m4;

Exp [x] [y] = (ml*Dxp [x] (y] -

+ 4*enaught*media[x][y]-

- m3*Ex_prevp[x][y]) / m4; 

Eyptx][y] = (ml*Dyp[x][y] -

+ 4*enaught*media[x][y]-

- m3*Ey_prevp[x][y]) / m4;

}
else
{

//If dispersive, but not a metal or
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//get the constants for the ADE for
the Sellmeier equation

al = media[x][y]->get_xl() 
a2 = media[x][y]->get_x2() 
a3 = media[x][y]->get_x3() 
cl = media[x][y]->get_yl() 
c2 = media[x][y]->get_y2() 
c3 = media[x][y]->get_y3() 
gl = media[x][y]->get_zl() 
g2 = media[x][y]->get_z2() 
g3 = media[x][y]->get_z3();

denominator = -al*a2*a3 + al*c2*c3 +
c2*cl*a3 - 2*c2*cl*c3 + c3*cl*a2;

//Calculate the polarizations 
K1X = cl* (Dx [x] [y] +

Dx_prev_prev[x][y] - P2X_prev_prev[x][y] - P3X_prev_prev[x][y])
+ 4*PlX_prev[x][y] +

gl*PlX_prev_prev[x][y];

K2X = c2* (Dx [x] [y] +
Dx_prev_prev [x] [y] - PlX__prev_prev[x] [y] - P3X_prev_prev[x] [y])

+ 4*P2X_prev[x][y] +
g2 * P2 X_prev_prev(x ] [y];

K3X = c3* (Dx[x] [y] +
Dx_prev_prev[x][y] - PlX_prev_prev[x][y] - P2X_prev_prev[x][y])

+ 4*P3X_prev[x][y] +
g3*P3X_prev_prev[x][y];

K1Y = cl*(Dy[x][y] +
Dy_prev_prev[x][y] - P2Y_prev_prev[x][y] - P3Y_prev_prev[x][y])

+ 4*PlY_prev[x][y] +
gl*PlY_prev_prev[x][y];

K2Y = c2*(Dy[x][y] +
Dy_prev_prev[x] [y] - PlY__prev_prev[xHyt - P3Y_prev_prev[x] [y])

+ 4 * P2 Y_prev[x ] [y] +
g2*P2Y_prev_prev[x][y];

K3Y = c3*(Dy[x][y] +
Dy_prev_prev[x][y] - PlY_prev_prev[x][y] - P2Y_prev_prev[x][y])

+ 4*P3Y_prev[x][y] +
g3*P3Y_prev_prev[x][y];

P1X = (-a2*a3+c2*c3)/denominator*K1X 
cl*(-a3+c3)/denominator*K2X-cl*(c2-a2)/denominator*K3X;

P2X = -c2*(-a3+c3)/denominator*KlX- 
(al*a3-cl*c3)/denominator*K2X+c2*(al-cl)/denominator*K3X;

P3X = -c3*(c2-
a2)/denominator*KlX+c3*(al-cl)/denominator*K2X-(al*a2-cl*c2)/denominator*K3X;

P1Y = (-a2*a3+c2*c3)/denominator*KlY 
cl*(-a3+c3)/denominator*K2Y-cl*(c2-a2)/denominator*K3Y;

P2Y = -c2*(-a3+c3)/denominator*KlY- 
(al*a3-cl*c3)/denominator*K2Y+c2*(al-cl)/denominator*K3Y;

P3Y = -c3*(c2-
a2)/denominator*KlY+c3*(al-cl)/denominator*K2Y-(al*a2-cl*c2)/denominator*K3Y;

P1X - P2X - P3X);

P1Y - P2Y - P3Y);

//Determine the electric fields 
Ex[x][y] = (1.0/enaught)* (Dx[x][y]

Ey[x][y] = (1.0/enaught)* (Dy[x][y] -

}
else
{
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//It's not a dispersive material, and the
normal FDTD update equations apply

Hzinc);

//Begin pump section 

Hzincp);

//End pump section

/ *

E_Ecoeff = media[x][y]->E_Ecoeff();
E_Hcoeff = media[x][y]->E_Hcoeff(),
P1X = 0;
P2X = 0 
P3X = 0 
P1Y = 0 
P2Y = 0 
P3Y = 0

Ex[x][y] = E_Ecoeff*Ex[x][y]
+ EJHcoef£*(Hz[x][y+1] - Hz[x][y] -

Ey[x][y] = E_Ecoeff*Ey[x][y]
+ E_Hcoe£f* (Hz[x][y] - Hz[x+l][y]);

Exp[x][y] = E_Ecoeff*Exp[x][y]
+ E_Hcoeff* (Hzp[x][y+1] - Hzp[x][y)

Eyp[x][y] = E_Ecoeff*Eyp[x][y]
+ E_Hcoeff* (Hzp[x][y] - Hzp[x+l][y])

>
//Store the previous time step's values 
N0_prev[x][y] = temp_N0;
Ml prevfxl[y] = temp_Nl;
M2 prevfxl[y] = temp_N2;
N3_prev[x][y] = temp_N3;

Pgain_prevx[x](y] = temp_Pgainx;
Pgain_prevy[x][y] = temp_Pgainy;

Ex_prev[x][y] = temp_Ex;
Ey_prev[x][y] = temp_Ey;

Ex_prevp[x][y] = tempJExp;
Ey_prevp[x][y] = temp_Eyp;

Dx_prev_prev[x][y] = Dx_prev[x][y];
Dx_prev[x] [y] = Dx[x) [y] ;
Dy_prev_prev[x][y] = Dy_prev[x][y];
Dy_prev[x][y] = Dy[x][y];

Dx_prev_prevp[x][y] = Dx_prevp[x][y];
Dx_prevp [x] [y] = Dxp [x] [y] ;
Dy_prev_prevp[x][y] = Dy_prevp[x][y];
Dy_prevp [x] [y] = Dyp [x] [y] ;

PlX_prev_prev[x][y] = PlX_prev[x][y] 
P2X_prev_prev[x][y] = P2X_prev[x][y] 
P3X_prev_prev[x][y] = P3X_prev[x][y]

PlX_prev[x] [y] = P1X;
P2X_prev[x][y] = P2X;
P3X_prev[x][y] = P3X;

PlY_prev_prev[x][y] 
P2Y_prev__prev[x] [y] 
P3Y_prev_prev(x] [y]

= PlY_prev[x] [y] 
= P2Y_x>rev[xl [y] 
= P3Y_prev[x] [y]

PlY_prev[x][y] = P1Y;
P2Y_j>revfx] [y] = P2Y;
P3Y_prev[x][y] = P3Y;*/

}//end of FDTD calcs
//Calculate the magnitude of the electric field 
Et[x][y] = sqrt(Ex[x] [y] *Ex[x] [y] + Ey [x] [y] *Ey [x] [y] ) , 
Etp [x] [y] = sqrt(Exp[x] [y] *Exp [x] [y] +

Eyp [x] [y] *Eyp [x] ty ] ) ;
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//EM field calculations

}//end of y 
}//end of x 

//End of E_FIELD_SECTION

//Beginning of M_FIELD_SECTION
//Only includes sections of the FDTD model that modify the magnetic field 

#ifdef PARALLELIZE
#pragma omp parallel for default(none) shared(n) //private(P1X, P2X, P3X, P1Y, P2Y, P3Y) 
#endif

for (int x = 0; x < x_size; x++)
{

for (int y = 0; y < y_size; y++)
{

//Check to see if we are in a boundary
if (x < PML_width || y < PML_width || x >= x_size-PML_width

|| y >= y_size-PML_width)
{

double H_Hcoeff_Y, H_Ecoeff_Y, H_Hcoeff_X,
H_Ecoeff_X;
//There are 4 edges and 8 corners
//The default coefficients for any surface that doesn't show up in the rest of the 
//overlapping regions

H_Hcoeff_X = media [x] (y) ->H_Hcoeff ()
H_Ecoeff_X = media[x][y]->H_Ecoeff();

H_Hcoeff_Y = H_Hcoeff_X;
H_Ecoeff_Y = H_Ecoeff_X;

int temp = 0; 
if (x < PML_width)
{

//In the left edge 
temp = PML_width - x - 1;
H_Hcoeff_X = H_Hcoeffs[temp];
H_Ecoeff_X = H_Ecoeffs[temp];

}
if (y < PML_width)
{

//In the bottom edge 
temp = PML_width - y - 1;
H_Hcoeff_Y = H_Hcoeffs[temp];
H_Ecoeff_Y = H_Ecoeffs[temp];

}
if (x >= x_size-PML_width)
{

//In the right edge
temp = x - x_size + PML_width;
H_Hcoeff_X = H_Hcoeffs[temp];
H_Ecoeff_X = H_Ecoeffs[temp];

}
if (y >= y_size-PML_width)
{

//In the top edge
temp = y - y_size + PML_width;
H_Hcoeff_Y = H_Hcoeffs[temp];
H_Ecoeff_Y = H_Ecoef£s[temp]j

}

//The FDTD equations for the PML are below 
double temp_Ex, temp_Ey;

temp_Ey = x == 0 ? 0.0:Ey[x-l] [y] ; 
temp_Ex = y == 0 ? 0.0:Ex[x][y-1];

Hzx[x][y] = H_Hcoeff_X*Hzx[x][y]
- H_Ecoeff_X * (Ey[x][y] - temp_Ey)

Hzy[x][y] = H_Hcoeff_Y*Hzy[x][y]
- H_Ecoeff_Y * (temp_Ex - Ex[x][y]);

//This code brings the tangential fields into the normal field area
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//This works because the values here will only be accessed by the 
//code for the non-PML region at the boundary 
//interface between the two regions, and by the PML code 
//at the same boundary interface with the interior area

Hz[x] [y] = Hzx[x] [y] + Hzy[x] [y] ;

//Beginning of code block to handle pumping
temp_Ey = x == 0 ? 0.0:Eyp[x-1][y]; 
temp_Ex = y == 0 ? 0.0:Exp[x][y-1];

Hzxp[x][y] = H_Hcoeff_X*Hzxp[x][y]
-H_Ecoeff_X * (Eyp[x][y] - temp_Ey) ;

Hzyp[x][y] = H_Hcoeff_Y*Hzyp[x][y]
- H_Ecoeff_Y * (temp_Ex - Exp[x][y]);

Hzp[x][y] = Hzxp [x] [y] + Hzyp[x][y];
//End of first pump block 

magnetic field

source field

sources

>
else//We are not in a boundary so now calculate the 

{
double H_Hcoeff, H_Ecoeff;

double Exincp = 0.0; 
double Exinc = 0.0;

//Check if we are at a source line and get the

if (y == source_y)
{

Exincp = source_Ex(x,y,n);
}

//Add in a field term that corresponds to the random 

double Exdrop = 0;
if (media[x][y]->is_gain() && random_sources &&

source_wavelength[x][y] >=0)

Exdrop =
4/sqrt(2.0)*sqrt((hbar*omega_a*N2 [x] [y]*grid_size)/ (pi*tau_21))

•cos(2*pi*cnaught/source_wavelength[x][y]*delta_time*n);
}

+ Ey[x-1][y] Exinc Exdrop);

H_Hcoeff = media[x][y]->H_Hcoeff();
H_Ecoeff = media[x][y]->H_Ecoeff();

//Calculate the new magnetic field 
Hz[x][y] = H_Hcoeff*Hz[x][y]

+ H_Ecoeff*(Ex[x][y] - Ex[x][y-1] - Ey[x][y]

Hzp[x][y] = H_Hcoeff*Hzp[x][y]
+ H_Ecoef f* (Exp [x] [y] - Exp[x] [y-1] -

Eyp[x][y] + Eyp[x-1][y] - Exincp);
}//end of FDTD calcs 

>//end o f y 
}//end of x
//End of M_FIELD_SECTION

}
fclose(fieldoutput);

} i
//Add up the specified field_data over the specified y coordinate 
double two_dim::integrate(int line_y, double ** field_data)
{

double cur_total = 0.0;
for (int i = 0; i < x_size; i++)
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{
cur_total += field_data[i][line_y];

}
return cur_total;

}

//Output a file that lists the coordinates of each point in the output_circle file 
void two_dim::output_circle_start(FILE * outfile)
{

int angle;

for (angle = 0; angle <= 180; angle += 1)
{

int il = (int)(-output_circle_radius * sin(angle*pi/180));
int jl = (int)(output_circle_radius * cos(angle*pi/180));
int 12 = -il;
int j 2 = j 1;

11 += x_size/2;
12 += x_size/2; 
jl += y_size/2; 
j2 += y_size/2;

fprintf(outfile, "%d %d\n%d %d\n”, il, jl, i2, j2);
}

}
//Output field values at points around a 180 degree semicircle at a specified radius 
void two_dim::output_circle(FILE * outfile, double ** field_data, int n)
{

fprintf(outfile, ”%e ", n*delta_time); 
int angle;

for (angle = 0; angle <= 180; angle += 1)
{

int il = (int)(-output_circle_radius * sin(angle*pi/180));
int jl = (int)(output_circle_radius * cos(angle*pi/180));
int i2 = -il;
int j2 = jl;

11 += x_size/2;
12 += x_size/2; 
jl += y_size/2; 
j2 += y_size/2;

fprintf(outfile, ”%e ", field_data[il] [j1]) ; 
fprintf(outfile, "%e ", field_data[i2] [ j2 ] ) ;

}
fprintf(outfile, ”\n");

}
double lorentzian(double mu)
//The lorentzian lineshape function 
{

double temp;
temp = delta_freq*delta_freq/(4*((mu-freqnaught)* (mu-freqnaught) + 

(delta_freq/2)* (delta_freq/2))); 
return temp;

>

j  /  ★ 'it**********'* '*’** * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  '********■*' '*★*****

//File util.cpp //********************★*•**********’**********'****

//Random number generation procedures

#include "util.h"
#include "mtrand.h ”
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MTRand rand_gen;
//Create an instance of the Mersenne Twister random number generator using 
//the library version

double real_rand();
//Return a random double in the range 0.0 <= x < 1.0

void start_rand()
{

int ran_seed;//The seed value for the RNG.

ran_seed = time(NULL); //Get a seed value. 
rand_gen.seed(ran_seed);//Seed the generator.

}
int get_rand(int lower, int higher)
//Returns a random integer in the range lower <= x < higher.
{

int num;
num = (int)((higher-lower)*real_rand() + lower) ,- 
return num;

}

double get_rand(double lower, double higher)
//Returns a random integer in the range lower <= x < higher.
{

double num;
num = (double)((higher-lower)*real_rand() + lower); 
return num;

}

double real_rand()
//Returns a random double in the range 0.0 <= x < 1.0 
{

double L2D = (1.0/4294967296.0); 
double d; 
d = rand_gen(); 
return d * L2D;

}
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